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ABSTRACT 

A study of heat transfer and water vapour transport in a large industrial apple coolstore was 

undertaken. A set of measurements was made including product cooling rates in both pre

cooling units and the bulk-storage area, evaporator and fan performance, floor and building 

shell temperatures, door opening frequency and air temperature, relative humidity (RR) and 

velocity variation with both position and time. 

Measurements within pallet pre-coolers showed large variations in product cooling rate_ 

between apple cartons but this could not be attributed to any positional factor studied. The 

spread of data was probably due to widely differing airflows through and around each apple 

carton. A staggered pallet pre-cooler configuration had a 30% faster cooling rate on 

average than an in-line pallet arrangement. Measurements of cooling rates within single 

cartons showed large variation of cooling rate with position within a carton, probably 

resulting from non-uniform airflow within the carton. 

Existing heat conduction-based models were unable to predict the level of variability of 

cooling rate within cartons. A multi-zoned conduction and convection model was 

developed which predicts apple temperature and weight loss, air temperature, enthalpy and 

humidity, and packaging temperature with position within the carton. Testing of the model 

against measured data showed good fit for air and apple temperatures, but insufficient data 

were available for comprehensive testing of the humidity and weight loss sub-models. 

Difficulties in developing methodology to accurately define the patterns of airflow within 

cartons were not adequately overcome, so measurements to determine airflow patterns 

would be required before predictions could be made for alternative packaging systems. 

Within the coolstore measured there was significant positional variation in air temperature 

and humidity associated with local heat sources (such as pre-coolers, doors, uninsulated 

floor, and warm fruit batches), and the degree of air circulation as quantified by local air 

velocities. In addition, temperature and humidity showed a diurnal fluctuation associated 

with the operation of the coolstore. These results suggested the need for a multi-zone 

dynamic model to enable predictions of both the time and the positional variation to be 

made. 
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Such a model was developed which included component models for zone air, external 

surfaces, floors, heat generators, inert materials such as internal structural components, 

evaporators, fans, doors and product. Novel features of the model compared to existing 

models are that it estimates airflow between zones using fixed user defined pathways, rather 

than complex hydrodynamic models; it considers water vapour transport in detail as well as 

heat transfer; condensation on surfaces and water absorption by packaging are modelled; 

and the product sub-model both allows movement of product batches during the simulation 

and accounts for differences in cooling rate within a batch. 

Single-zone, 5-zone, 8-zone and 34-zone versions of the model were tested. The I-zone 

model predicted mean thermal conditions for the coolstore adequately. The 5-zone model 

which differentiated the pre-coolers and the bulk-storage area predicted measured data well 

for the pre-coolers, but more time-variability was predicted for the bulk-storage area than 

occurred in the measured data. Separate door zones and vertical subdivision of the bulk

storage area were allowed in the 8-zone model. The pre-cooler prediction was largely 

unchanged and predicted vertical temperature differences were consistent with measured 

data, but the predicted mean temperature in the bulk-storage area was offset from the 

measurements. Little accuracy improvement was achieved by further subdivision (up to 34 

zones), probably because of imprecision in defining and predicting interzone airflow rates. 

Irrespective of the number of zones, adequate air humidity predictions could only be 

achieved when water absorption by packaging was modelled as well as product weight loss, 

door infiltration and deposition of moisture on evaporators. 

For the industrial coolstore studied use of 5 or 8 air zones appeared to be the best trade off 

between accuracy and complexity. The model allows study of the effect of design and 

operational features on coolstore air temperature, humidity, product temperature and weight 

loss with better accuracy than previous models. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board (NZAPMB), through its international 

marketing arm called ENZA (International), has, by statute, sole rights to sell New Zealand 

pip fruit crops on export markets. The total crop which is mainly apples has steadily 

increased from about 200,000 tonnes in 1 983 to about 400,000 tonnes in 1 992. 

Consistently about 50% has been exported as fresh fruit, 40% sold as processed products 

(particularly juice products), and 1 0% sold domestically as fresh fruit. Fruit for the export 

market is supplied to the NZAPMB direct from growers or co-operative packhouses._ 

Cooling, coolstorage, transport to markets, and marketing the fruit is then the responsibility 

of the NZAPMB. The NZAPMB currently owns 80 conventional coolstores with a total 

capacity of 1 34,000 tonnes and 45 controlled atmosphere stores with 8 ,300 tonnes capacity. 

Highest possible fruit quality is essential as the market niche for New Zealand apples is in 

the premium quality sector of the Northern Hemisphere counter seasonality market. The 

NZAPMB has actively sought to improve all aspects of its operation to improve quality. 

Quality is highest at harvest, thereafter apples continue to respire and lose moisture. These 

two processes are the main physiological contributors to deterioration and ultimate loss of 

quality. Their rates are significantly reduced at lower temperatures, hence refrigeration is 

the prime means of preservation. In addition to temperature control auxiliary treatments 

such as controlled atmosphere (CA) and modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) are used 

for a small proportion of fruit. Good temperature control, and MAP or CA storage make 

longer storage times possible, but longer storage times allow more time for weight loss. 

Weight loss occurs due to both respiratory carbon loss and evaporative water loss 

(transpiration). As well as dehydration causing visible shrivel and loss of crispness, weight 

loss also represents a direct loss of revenue when selling on a weight basis. Although lower 

temperatures reduce weight loss, control of air relative humidity (RH) can give substantial 

benefits and has become increasingly important in overaU fruit quality management. 

The increase in apple crop volmnes over the past decade coupled with longer storage times 

and tighter temperature and RH specifications, dictated by market requirements, has meant 

that a substantial coolstore building and modification program has been undertaken by the 
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NZAPMB. In trying to provide improved apple cooling and storage facilities, NZAPMB 

engineers have had to compromise between expenditure and benefits, as any coolstore 

construction has to be performed within strict capital constraints due to the seasonal nature 

of their use (3-6 months operation each year). Design and operational factors considered 

to improve temperature and RH management include the provision of fruit pre-cooling 

systems; appropriate levels of insulation for the walls and floor; product handling systems 

including type of door, and door operation and protection devices; design of evaporators, 

fans and associated control systems; airflow patterns; and product stacking patterns. 

Recently the two main objectives have been to provide pre-cooling of all early season fruit 

before bulk stacking into the coolstore, whilst maintaining temperature control of stored 

fruit, and to increase RH in the coolstores to greater than 90%. The first has been achieved 

using pre-coolers operating within coolstores also used to store fruit. Increasing the 

e�aporator surface area has been the main design change used to achieve the second 

objective. Whilst this policy has had demonstrated benefits, in that fruit pre-cooling has 

been possible with resulting fruit quality improvements, and higher RH has been achieved 

in newer stores, it is unclear whether the new designs are cost-effective. Also there is some 

evidence of problems with the RH being too high, including loss of packaging strength and 

split skins of some fruit. 

The basis of many effective design and management processes is the use of predictive 

models. Historically any program to improve quality maintenance in the apple cool chain has 

been restricted by the paucity of techniques to allow quantitative assessment of alternative 

coolstore designs and operation. Appropriate mathematical models would allow 

quantitative prediction of important variables, alternative designs and management systems 

to be studied, and what-if scenarios to be tested, reducing the need to perform experiments 

or use a trial and error approach which can prove to be expensive and time consum.ing. 

Most of the currently available models in the horticultural product storage area have 

concentrated on heat transfer aspects and largely ignored the mass transfer, and have not 

considered the time-variability of the coolstorage system or variation in environmental 

conditions throughout the coolstore. 
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The overall aim of this work was to develop mathematical models of heat transfer and water 

vapour transport (mass transfer) in a large horticultural coolstore that overcome some of 

the limitations of existing models. The models would take into account all of the important 

heat and water vapour transport pathways, their interactions, and the operational 

characteristics of the system. The models should then allow simulation of coolstore 

operation and aid in both the design and operation of the stores to achieve optimum apple 

quality in a cost effective manner. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

All apple coolstores in New Zealand use air as the heat transfer medium between the 

product and the refrigeration system; thus only air-based coolstore systems are considered 

in this review. 

Whilst a complete model of the apple coolstorage system would consider both the 

refrigerated application (coolstore) and the associated refrigeration system, this work 

considers only the modelling of the coolstore in detail. Although the refrigeration system 

can be influential on the behaviour of the coolstore, if excess refrigeration capacity is 

available and/or good evaporator control can be achieved then there is less need to model 

the full refrigeration system (Cleland 1990). This is generally the case for apple coolstores 

in New Zealand, so the evaporator which is the component that links the refrigeration 

system and the coolstore, is the only refrigeration component that needs to be considered 

in detail. Modelling of refrigeration systems have been extensively considered elsewhere 

(James et al. , 1986; Cleland, 1990; Lovatt, 1992). 

The coolstore system for horticultural products is complex with a number of interrelated 

component heat transfer and water vapour transport pathways, as shown in Figure 2.1. The 

relevant literature on modelling of heat transfer and water vapour transport in coolstores can 

be divided into four main areas. The first is literature on general principles of mathematical 

modelling; the second is models of overall coolstore systems; the third is application 

component models of the overall system such as product, door, surface, and coolstore air 

models; and the fourth is refrigeration system component models. For horticultural 

coolstores, the product temperature and water status are the most important factors 

affecting quality, hence the way the product and the air interacts is particularly important. 

Because of this importance, this review has split the application component model literature 

into one section considering product component models and another considering non

product component models. 
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Figure 2.1 Coolstore heat transfer and water vapour transport pathways 

2.1 MODELLING PRINCIPLES 

5 

Mathematical models of coolstore systems can be classified according to their method of 

fonnulation, and their method of time and space discretisation. 

2.1 .1  Formulation Approach 

Two types of information can be available when a model is to be developed (Touber, 1984): 

1. Knowledge of the structure of the system to be modelled; and 

2. Experimental data constituting observations of system inputs and outputs. 

The first leads to models variously described as deductive, white box, structure level or 

mechanistic, whilst the second has been labelled inductive, behaviour level, black box or 

empirical modelling (Touber, 1984; Cleland, 1990). Mechanistic models are models derived 

analytically by making use-of appropriate fundamental physical laws and principles such as 
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the first and second laws ofthennodynamics , Newtons law of cooling, and principles of the 

conservation of mass, energy and momentum. Empirical modelling relies on fitting output 

data as an arbitrary function of input data. In practice there is a continuous spectrum of 

modelling approaches from mechanistic to empirical . The main advantage of mechanistic 

models are that they can be used to predict perfonnance of alternative systems, whereas 

empirical models are generally only appl icable to the system and the ranges of conditions for 

wh ich they were developed. This work has concentrated on mechanistic m odels due to their 

more universal application. 

2.1.2 Model Complexity 

The appropriate level of model complexity for dynamic simulation of refrigeration systems 

is a compromise between model implementation cost and model accuracy, and also depends 

on the area of application of the model (Cleland and Cleland, 1989; Cleland, 1990). 

Cleland (1990) states that the key question in testing models is one of appropriateness, not 

whether all known physical effects are included. A model that includes all known physical 

effects might be prolnbitively compl icated, or the measurements required to quantify values 

of all necessary parameters for using it could be too expensive. Hence such a model may 

not be as appropriate as a simpler model that incorporates only the most important effects , 

yet provides a description of the process that is sufficiently accurate for the application 

under consideration. Likewise Touber (1984) states that in almost every modelling situation 

there is more than one mathematical model able to represent the real world situation. All 

ofthese models will not be equally appropriate for the goals ofthe modelling exercise, and 

usually one can be selected as an "optimal" model . 

The complexity of the models used is largely affected by the approach used for time and 

space discretisation. 

2.1.2.1 Time Discretisation 

Models can be classified as being steady-state or dynamic (unsteady-state or continuous). 

Steady-state modelling has commonly been used for design of refrigerated faci lities. 
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Evaporators, compressors and condensers are sized to meet the design heat load typically 

estimated on a 24 hour basis for a given set of worst case weather and operating conditions 

(Dossat, 1981; Cleland, 1990). Unsteady-state models are able to assess time-variability of 

heat load and conditions within a facility which are critical for control system design, to 

assess the effects of discrete events such as door openings, and to define the true operating 

characteristics of the plant (Cleland, 1990; Lovatt, 1992). Steady-state models are usually 

less complex than full dynamic models, require less detailed data and less computational 

time. Hybrid models that use a number of consecutive steady-state analyses allow time

variable behaviour to be approximated without excessive computational effort (Pham et al. ,-

1993). 

2.1.2.2 Space Discretisation 

There are several approaches which can be used for modelling positional variability of 

conditions, including lumped parameter, fully distributed and plug-flow models (Wang and 

Touber 1990). Fully distributed models consider the full position-variability using partial 

differential equations. Lumped parameter models reduce complexity and computational 

time by assuming that there is no change in conditions within one or more zones (lumps). 

For each zone an ordinary differential equation is adequate for each condition. Plug-flow 

models assume that a well defined flow pathway exists for the component of interest. 

Generally position-variability is modelled by splitting the domain into a series of zones along 

the flow pathway with flow through the system in a sequential fashion. 

2.2 OVERALL MODELS OF REFRIGERATED FACILITIES 

2.2.1 Steady State Models 

The most common models of refrigeration facilities are simple steady-state heat transfer 

models which have traditionally been used by design engineers to size and select eqaipment. 

These models generally use average heat loads over 24 hour periods and are usually 

performed on a worst case scenario (Dossat, 1981; ASHRAE, 1990). With these methods 
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there is little opportunity to assess likely space- and time-variability within the facility, and 

to judge the effect of design and operational variables, and control systems on the variability. 

There is also little ability to systematically design for relative humidity (RH). Generally the 

only consideration given to RH design is to set target temperature differences between the 

refrigerant and coolstore air (Dossat, 1981). These methods also largely separate the air 

flow design from the thermal design leading to potential problems of spatial variability 

within the facility. 

Meffert and Van Beek (1983, 1988) presented a model for predicting air circulation and 

temperature distribution within refrigerated containers. Air flow was modelled using an 

electrical resistance analogy and temperatures were assumed to vary solely as a function of 

the air flow pattern. Air flow through the product was ignored as was the thermal and 

physical properties of the product which meant that simulation of product heating or cooling 

was not possible. The air distnbution predicted from the model fitted the experimental data 

of Irving and Sharp (1976) reasonably well. No testing of the predicted temperature 

distribution against measured data was presented. 

Baird et al. (1988) developed a steady state engineering and economic model of forced air 

cooling. The model included subroutines for product heat transfer, air flow through bulk 

stacked or palletised product, refrigeration system and economic analysis. The model was 

used to assess the effect of design variables including product size, depth of product, carton 

vent face area, air velocity, air temperature, initial product temperature, ambient air 
temperature, evaporator and condenser size, and operating time per year on cooling 

efficiency and cost. No testing of the model was presented. 

Pala and Devres (1988) developed a steady-state model for power consumption and weight 

loss in a coldstore. The model was run as a series of successive steady-states over a 32 

week period for an apple store. No testing against experimental data was reported. Devres 

and Bishop (1992) also used a modified version of this model for predicting power 

consumption and weight loss in potato stores. The model was tested against 2 seasons 

experimental data and had reasonable agreement. 
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2.2.2 Dynamic Models 

James et al. (1986), Cleland (1990), Wang (1991) and Lovatt (1992) have all recently 

reviewed dynamic models of refrigerated facilities. Dynamic modelling of refrigeration 

systems has increased over the past decade but there are still few comprehensive models of 

refrigeration applications. Most have concentrated on the refrigeration system not the 

application and none are for horticultural coolstores, although many of the principles are 

generally applicable. Most models reviewed were application specific and were not 

applicable to other systems. 

Van der Ree et al. (1974) used a finite element program denoted BERTEM for simulating 

the transients of air temperature in a refrigerated container. Extensive input data and 

computational time was required to run the model. Predictions from a container filled with 

products showed that the rate of air circulation and the stacking pattern of product 

significantly affected the temperature distribution within the container. No testing of the 

model against experimental measurements was reported. 

Marshall and James (1975) developed a model to simulate a vegetable freezing plant. The 

air space was treated as eight perfectly mixed zones, with an ordinary differential equation 

(ODE) representing the enthalpy of air in each zone. The refrigeration plant was also 

modelled in detail. The full model consisted of 46 differential equations and 105 algebraic 

equations and was system specific. Predictions from the model fitted experimental data 

well. 

Cleland et al. (1982) developed a model of the hold of a small fishing vessel and the 

associated compressor, condenser and evaporator. The air in the hold was modelled as a 

single perfectly mixed zone and ODE's were used for product temperature, temperature of 

structures, freezing front position within fish in the hold, and ice thickness on the 

evaporator. The condenser and evaporator were modelled with lumped thermal capacity 

models and the compressor was treated algebraically. The model showed reasonable 

agreement with measured data, although some lack of fit was found during loading times 

and close to start-ups. 
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Cleland (1983) outlined a generally applicable simulation model for industrial refrigeration 

plants. The model described was used to simulate a New Zealand meat works which 

contained a variety of applications from air conditioned spaces to low temperature freezers. 

The air in each application was assumed to be perfectly mixed and was modelled by ODE's 

for air temperature and humidity. The model contained product freezing and chilling models 

as well as thermal models of the refrigeration plant. The validation of this model was 

described by Cleland (1985a) in which data from a New Zealand meat works with a 

refrigeration capacity of 2.5 MW was used. Model predictions of the air, freezing and 

chilling temperature time profiles were good. The model was worst for short times 

following step changes in plant operation. This model now forms part of the commercial 

RADS (Refrigeration Analysis, Design and Simulation) package as described by Cleland 

(1985b) and Cornelius (1991). 

Gloeckner and Findeisen (1984) described a software package (LF74) developed for 

simulating the dynamic behaviour of fruit and vegetable coolstores. No information about 

the details of the model or any testing against experimental data was given. 

Szczechowiak and Rainczak (1987) developed a dynamic simulation model of a cooling 

chamber, for food chilling and storage, and an evaporator. The refrigeration plant was not 

modelled. The chamber was modelled by assuming one dimensional airflow (plug-flow) 

across the chamber and using partial differential equations for both air and the product in 

the chamber. The model was validated against measured data and good agreement was 

achieved. 

Wang and Touber (1988) developed three refrigerated room models. The first utilised the 

Navier-Stokes equation for predicting the air flow within the room but was found to be very 

complex due to the complicated boundary conditions found in refrigerated applications. The 

second used the method of Wang and Touber (1987) for predicting energy and mass flows 

within the room based on temperature measurements. However this method has limited 

application because of the difficulty of measuring temperature simultaneously throughout 

large refrigerated rooms and because there must be temperature variation within a room 
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whether there is air flow or not. The third approach used a resistance network approach to 

simplify the Navier-Stokes equation. This approach was used to model temperature and 

humidity distnbution within a room Model predictions agreed well with measured data for 

a small coolstore loaded with 24 wooden boxes containing electrical heating mats. 

Van Gerwen and Oort ( 1989, 1990), Van Gerwen et al. ( 199 1), Wang and Touber ( 1990) 

and Wang ( 199 1) all developed models of refrigerated applications by decoupling the 

momentum equation from the heat and mass transport equations. They used fluid dynamics 

models to predict air velocity patterns and then assumed that these remained constant with 

time. Temperature and humidity patterns within the rooms were then predicted based on 

the calculated air velocities. Good agreement between measured and predicted data was 

reported from all of these models for small coolstores containing bins or pallets in fixed 

positions. Very long ( 100 hours) computational time for calculating the air velocities were 

reported by Wang and Touber ( 1990). 

Gloeckner et ai. ( 1990) described a general simulation model for refrigeration systems 

denoted ST ASAN-PC. The software contains subroutines for the refrigeration system and 

components of the refrigerated application. It appears to be general in nature allowing 

simulation of a wide range of applications in a similar manner to the RADS package 

(Cleland, 1985b). However, few details were given on the mathematical approaches used 

in the models or of any testing of the model against measured data. 

Dominguez et ai. ( 199 1) developed a dynamic model of a beef cooling tunnel using an 

electrical analogy. Heat capacity, temperature, heat flows and thermal conductivities were 

made equivalent to capacitance, potential differences, intensities and the inverse of electrical 

resistance respectively. An electrical circuit was built up to represent the cooling tunnel. 

Simulation of a cooling cycle was achieved by dividing the total cooling time into a series 

of finite time intervals and analysing the circuit for each interval. The model was used to 

assess the effect of different thermal capacities and air flow rates on the cooling rate of the 

beef. No testing against measured data was undertaken. 
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2.3 PRODUCT COMPONENT MODELS 

If product cooling occurs within the coolstore then the product is a major source of time

and space-variability of conditions. Important considerations in modelling the product 

include: product heat transfer (temperature versus time and heat load versus time 

relationships), weight loss, and respiration. 

2.3.1 Product Heat Transfer 

There are two general situations involving product heat transfer in a horticultural coolstore. 

Firstly when the product enters the coolstore at a temperature significantly greater then the 

air and is cooled. Secondly, the heat transfer between the air and the product once the 

product is close to storage temperature (due to respiration, condensation or evaporation 

and/or fluctuations in air temperature). The physical description is the same in both these 

situations but the types of model used can differ substantially. 

Cleland (1990) and Gaffuey et al. ( 1985b) both present comprehensive reviews of the large 

number of studies on product heat transfer in refrigerated facilities. This literature can be 

divided into two general sections, heat transfer from single product items, and heat transfer 

from multiple product items either packaged together and/or bulk stacked. 

2.3 .1.1 Heat Transfer for Sin�le Product Items 

Heat transfer from single product items is the simplest case. The relevant physical model 

is one of conductive heat transfer within the object, as most horticultural products are solid 

in nature, with convective and/or radiative and evaporative heat transfer at the surface. Two 

generic types of models can be identified, those that have been dev�loped to predict the 

temperature-time relationship of the product, and those to determine the product heat load 

on the refrigeration system. 
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Temperature-Time Models: Nearly all models are based on conduction within the product 

with convection only at the surface. Radiation and evaporation at the surface are either 

ignored, or treated as pseudo-convection. Often heat generation within the product is 

assumed to be negligible (Gaffney et al. , 1985b). The most important locations within the 

product are the thermal centre, and the mass average. The first is important as it is slowest 

to change in temperature, whilst the second represents the equilibrated temperature and is 

closely related to heat load (Cleland, 1990). Product heat transfer models can be further 

classified as being analytical, approximate analytical, empirical or numerical. 

a) Analytical Models: Analytical solutions exist for heat transfer in simple regular shaped 

objects (sphere, infinite cylinder, infmite slab, infinite rectangular rod, rectangular brick and 

finite cylinder) if the following assumptions apply (Newman, 1 936; Carslaw and Jaegar, 

1959): 

1. 

2 .  

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 .  

internal heat transfer is by conduction only; 

surface heat transfer is by convection only; 

the object is homogenous in composition; 

the initial temperature of the object is uniform; 

the temperature of the surroundings is constant with time; 

the surface heat transfer coefficient is constant with time and uniform over the 

surface of the object; and 

7. the thermal properties of the object are constant with time and temperature. 

The general form of these solutions is a rapidly converging series that predicts the change 

in temperature as a function of time, and position within the object. Heisler (1947), 

Henderson and Perry (1955) and Pflug et al. (1965) all presented charts for determining 

mass average and centre temperatures for regular shaped objects cooling under constant 

conditions, based on these solutions. 

b) Approximate Analytical Models: In most cooling processes, particularly those 

characterised by conduction with convection, the temperature profiles follow a simple 

pattern. After an initial "lag", the temperature at any position decreases in an exponential 

fashion, often referred to as the "regular regime" or "constant half-life" period. For simple 
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shapes this corresponds to only one term being significant in the analytical solutions. More 

generally this pattern is identified by a straight line on a semilog plot of fractional 

unaccomplished temperature change versus time (Figure 2.2). The slope is inversely 

proportional to the half-life time. The intercept (lag factor) is related to the length of the 

lag phase. This trend is the basis of most approximate analytical and empirical methods. 

Ball (1923), Baehr (1953), Ball and Olson (1957), Rutov (1958), Pflug and Blaisdell (1963) 

and Kopelman and Pflug (1968) all presented approximate analytical solutions based on 
-

equations using first term approximations to the infinite series solutions for heat transfer in 

a range of simple shapes. Equations for determining the intercept and slope were 

presented. These methods are still subject to the restrictions imposed on the analytical 

solutions and they are only valid after the initial lag phase has been completed. 

Smith et al. (1967) defined a geometry index, G, as a shape factor. G is the ratio of the 

slopes of the semi-log plots, at infinite Biot number, for the real shape and a sphere of the 

same characteristic thickness. Irregular shapes were related to the nearest equivalent 

ellipsoidal model shape that had orthogonal cross-sections of the same area as the actual 

shape. Clary et al. (1971) used this method to develop charts describing transient 

temperatures at the mass average and centre locations of different shaped ellipsoids and 

developed nomograms to account for the effect of Biot number on G. 

The geometry index and Biot number of the irregular shape were related to an equivalent 

Biot number for an infinite slab, infinite cylinder or sphere. Testing of this method against 

plastic objects was carried out for a small range of conditions. Prediction method 

uncertainty was small compared with uncertainty in the experiments and thermal property 

data. 
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Lag 

Constant half-life 

Time (t) 

Figure 2.2 Fractional unaccomplished temperature change versus time semi-log plot 

Cleland and Earle (1982) developed a shape factor denoted equivalent heat transfer 

dimensionality (E). E was 1.0 for an infinite slab, 2.0 for an infinite cylinder and 3.0 for 

spheres. An alignment chart was provided for predicting final centre fractional 

unaccomplished temperature change based on E, the Biot number and the number of elapsed 

half life times. The model was tested against known analytical solutions and found to 

predict within 12% with 95% confidence for a wide variety of shapes. Chuntranuluck et al. 

(1989) sought to develop a method using E as a shape factor which would apply to all 

shapes, would predict both theITIlal centre and mass average temperatures, and would 

involve simple algebraic equations. Some possible forms of equations relating E to shape 

and Biot number were presented. Lin et al. (1993) extended the work of Chuntranuluck et 

al. (1989) and presented equations for calculating thermal centre and mass average 

temperatures for a range of shapes. The method was tested against analytical solutions for 

regular shapes and was found to predict temperatures sufficiently accurately for practical 

applications. 

Fikiin and Fikiina (1971 )  curve-fitted a relationship between Biot number, Fourier number, 

and fractional unaccomplished temperature change during the chilling of different shapes. 
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The shape factor used was constant irrespective of Biot number and would be expected to 

lose accuracy at high values of the Biot number (Cleland, 1990). Over 256 experimental 

tests by Fikiin (1983) found that this method was accurate within ±9%. 

Hayakawa (1971) developed a technique for determining the temperature of commodities 

subjected to time-variable external conditions. It required the slope during the linear portion 

of cooling or heating and intercept values to be calculated for the product in question when 

exposed to a constant external temperature. Equations and tables were presented to 
-

determine the transient product temperature when exposed to varying conditions by 

sequentially calculating the change in product temperature over time as the external 

temperature changes. The technique was compared with experimental data obtained for 

oranges, carrots and canned food and found to predict the temperature time profiles 

accurately. 

The concept of enthalpy potential at the surface of food products was coupled to the 

analytical solution for one-dimensional conduction within the product by Srinivasa Murthy 

el al. (1974, 1976), Abdul Majeed el al. (1980), and Badari Narayana and Krishna Murthy 

(1981) to describe the combined effects of heat and mass transfer at the surface of moist 

food products. It was assumed that the Lewis relationship can be applied and that the water 

activity of the product was 1.0, conditions not normally found during air cooling of fruits 

and vegetables (Gaffuey et al., 1985b). Charts were presented for application of the method 

based on the Fourier and Biot numbers, and dimensionless temperature based on wet bulb 

temperature and product initial temperature. The method was tested against data for 

cooling of gels and appeared to underpredict cooling rates particularly at the product centre. 

One approach to adapting prediction methods for homogeneous objects to heterogeneous 

objects has been to use effective thermal properties (density, thermal conductivity, specific 

heat capacity) and effective surface heat transfer coefficients. Schwartzberg (1976), 

Schwartzberg (1977), Miles et al. (1983), Choi and Okos (1986), Pham and Willix (1989), 

and Pham (1990) present methods for determining the effective thermal conductivity, 

density and heat capacity of foods from compositional data. Levy (1981) and Miles et al. 
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(1983) also present methods of calculating effective thermal properties for products which 

contain air voids. For packaged products a common approach is to add the resistance of 

outer packaging layers to the convective heat transfer resistance using a series model to 

calculate the effective heat transfer coefficient (Cleland and Cleland, 1992). Systematic 

testing of the use of such methods for cooling of heterogenous products has not been 

reported. 

c) Empirical Models: Due to problems in developing generally applicable prediction 

methodologies, especially for a wide range of shapes and for situations with mechanisms 

other than conduction and convection, a common approach has been to experimentally 

determine the half-cooling time and lag factor. Table 2.1 gives examples of researchers who 

have used such an experimental approach. The major disadvantage of this method is that 

the experimental values only apply for the product, of the size, shape and composition used 

in the experiments, and for the particular heat transfer condition used and are restricted to 

conditions that are constant with time. 

Earle and Fleming (1967) and Wade (1984) used a similar empirical technique to each other 

for predicting cooling rates of complex shapes. They defined equivalent diameters of one 

of the three basic shapes so that chilling time for the real shape and the analogous shape 

were the same. Earle and Fleming (1967) used a cylinder as the analogous shape for lamb 

carcasses, and Wade (1984) treated individual fruit pieces as spheres and pallets of cartons 

as infinite slabs. 

Devres (1989) developed an analytical equation, for the case of negligible internal heat 

transfer resistance, to calculate product temperature of apples during cooling and storage. 

The equation incorporated the effects of respiration heat generation and weight loss as 

empirical functions of temperature. No testing of the model against measured data was 

reported. 
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Table 2.1 

Researchers Who Have Experimentally Determined Product Cooling Rates. 

I Source I Application 

Pflug & Nicholas ( 1960) Heating rates of cucumber spears in different jars and syrups 

Nicholas & Pflug ( 196 1 )  Heating rates of whole pickles. 

-

Wadsworth & Spadaro ( 1969) Heating rates of sweetpotato roots during immersion heating. 

Parsons et at. ( 1972) Cooling rates of pears and plums in different carton stacking arrangements 
on a pallet. 

Haas & Felsenstein ( 1 985) Cooling rates of avocados packed in cardboard boxes with different vent 
configurations. 

Arifm & Chau ( 1 988) Cooling rates of strawberries in cartons with different vent designs. 

McDonald ( 1 990) Cooling of apples and pears within pre-coolers and within bulk storage for 
a range of packaging and stacking configurations 

A S HRAE ( \990) Hydrocooling rates for a range of produce. 

Watkins ( 1990) Forced-air cooling rates for a range of products. 

Anon. ( 1 99 1 )  Precooling rates of kiwifruit in different packages and positions within a 
forced-air precooler. 

McDonald et al. ( 1 993) Precooling rates of kiwifruit in different coolstores. 

d) Numerical Methods: Numerical methods such as finite difference, finite element, or 

control volume techniques allow the full partial differential equation for heat conduction to 

be solved without the restrictions listed under analytical solutions. De Baerdemaeker et al. 

(1977) outlined the use of the finite element method for modelling heat transfer in foods. 

Cleland ( 1 990) reviewed fmite difference schemes. Patankar (1980) described control 

volume methodology. Table 2.2 summarises the features of numerical models that have 

been used to predict heat transfer for single items of horticultural products. 

I 
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Table 2.2 

Numerical Single Product Item Heat Transfer Models 

Source Solution Effects Considered2 Validation 
Type I Perfonned 

Resp. Evap. a,. Rad. 

Ansari et ai. , 1984 FD x I x x I 

Baird and Gaffney, 1976 FD x x x x ? 

Bonacina and Comini, 197 1  FD x x x x I 

Chau et ai. , 1 984 FD I I I I x 

Chau and Gaffney, 1990 FD I I I I I 

Haghighi and Segerlind, 1 988 FE x I x x I 

Hayakawa, 1 978 FD I I x x x 

Hayakawa and Succar, 1982 FE I I x x I 

Holdredge and Wyse, 1 982 FD I I x x I 

Abdul Majeed et al. , 1 980 FD x I x x I 

Misra and Young, 1979 FE x x x x I 

Patel and Sastry, 1 988b FE I x x I I 

Upadhyaya and Rumsey, 1 989 FE x I x x I 

Wadsworth and Spadeo, 1 969 & 1 970 FD x x x x I 

FD = finite difference, FE = finite element 
2 effects considered in addition to conduction within the object and convective 

heat transfer at the surface: 
Resp = product respiration heat generation 
Evap = evaporative cooling 

�v = water activity 'i- 1 .0 
Rjld. = radiation from product surface 
V = effect included in model 

x = effect not included in model 
? = not stated. 

1 9  
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In general, finite difference models are easier to formulate and have lower implementation 

costs for regular shapes where evenly spaced grids can be used whilst for irregular shapes 

fmite element and control volumes are the most practical alternatives (Cleland, 1990). 

Numerical integration of differential forms of a number of the approximate analytical models 

have been used in situations where external conditions are time-variable (Cleland et al. , 

1 982; Cleland, 1 983, 1 985a; Devres, 1 988; Lovatt, 1 992). Although they are less generally 

applicable than the full numerical methods they have the advantage that data requirements 

and computational cost are lower. These are discussed further in the following sections on 

heat load models and bulk stored product models. 

Heat Load Models: Any of the temperature-time models discussed in the previous section 

can also be used to predict the product heat load versus time if they estimate mass average 

temperature. Several other models have been developed specifically for determining product 

heat load. 

Marshall and James ( 1 975) modelled product heat load in a vegetable freezer with a single 

ordinary differential equation by assuming a negligible temperature gradient within the 

product and used an effective heat capacity (which included latent heat effects) which varied 

depending on the refrigerated space zone in which the product rested at any time. Testing 

showed that the model did not accurately predict the product freezing process, but the heat 

load was accurate enough for the purpose of investigating capacity control. Reynoso and 

De Michelis (1988) used a similar approach for a model of a cryogenic freezer. Cleland 

(1985a) noted that these approaches are only exact for Biot number equal to zero and 

become less accurate as the Biot number increases, as the assumption of no temperature 

gradient within the product becomes less valid. 

Pala and Devres (1988), Devres (1989) and Devres and Bishop (1992) all modelled product 

heat load on a daily basis using an analytical equation based on predetermined half-cooling 

time. No comparison with measured data was presented. 
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Cleland (1983, 1985a) modelled heat load and product temperature during cooling using a 

single ordinary differential equation based on the empirical half-life method of Cleland and 

Earle (1982). No comparison with measured data was presented, although air temperature 

predictions in applications using this approach were in good agreement with measured data. 

Wade (1984) used a similar approach but a simpler shape factor. 

Lovatt et al. (1993a) used essentially the same model for cooling as Cleland (1985a) when 

developing an ordinary differential equation model for determining heat loads during 

chilling, freezing and subcooling. The model predicted within 10% of measured data for 

freezing of a meat carton and compared favourably with the predictions from a finite 

difference model (Lovatt et al. , 1993b). 

2.3.1.2 Heat Transfer for Bulk Stacked Product 

In coolstorage products are commonly bulk-stacked. In this case, forced and natural 

convection or air through the bulk stack and the effect of packaging are significant and a 

simple conduction model may not be applicable. 

Approaches used to model bulk stacked products have included determining effective 

thermal properties of the product and packaging, using empirical models based on 

measurements for the system, and plug flow or porous bed models. No food refrigeration 

system model� using physically based descriptions for mechanisms such as natural 

convection were found, possibly due to the complexity of such approaches. A number of 

researchers have measured cooling rates of bulk-stacked products (Table 2.1). 

Jamieson et al. (1993) considered cooling of cartoned cheese blocks bulk stacked onto 

pallets in coolstores. The boundary of the pallet as an object was taken to be the outermost 

cheese surface. It was assumed that packaging and air gaps outside this boundary affected 

the heat transfer coefficient whilst packaging, air voids and cheese inside this boundary 

affected the thermal properties. The series heat transfer resistance model (Miles et al. ,  

1 983) based on mass and volume fractions was used to estimate effective thermal properties 
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for each pallet. The effective heat transfer coefficient was based on the combined resistance 

due to convection and conduction through packaging and immobilised air gaps. Predictions 

from the models showed good agreement with measured data . The cheese stacks were 

reasonably tightly stacked with minimal opportunity for ventilation. 

Plug flow or porous bed models have been developed by a number of researchers for 

modelling storage of a range of agricultural commodities. These are listed in Table 2 .3 .  

These models zone product in  the direction of air flow rate within the product stack. 

Enthalpy and humidity balances are performed for each zone as the air passes through the 

stack. 
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Table 2.3 

Porous Bed Product Heat Transfer Models 

Source Product Effects Considered2 Validation 

Modell Respiration Mass Transfer 

Bakker-Arkema & Bicket ( 1966) LP x x 

Bakker-Arkema et al. ( 1 967) LP x J 

Yavuzkurt et al. ( 1 976) LP J J 

Baird & Gaffney ( 1976) F D  x x 

Holdredge & Wyse ( 1 982) LP J J 

Ofoli & Burgess ( 1 986) LP J J 

Romero & Chau ( 1 987) FD J J 

Gan & Woods ( 1 989) FD J J 

Bazan et al. ( 1 989) FD J x 

I = Type of model used for calculating product temperature: 
LP = lumped parameter (Biot number equal to zero) 

Perfonned 

x 

J 

J 

x 

J 

J 

J 

x 

J 

FD = finite difference (temperature gradient within product). 
2 = Effects considered other than convective heat transfer at the surface. 

J = effect considered 
x = effect not considered 

Cleland et al. (1982) and Cleland (1983, 1985a) used an ODE based on the Bi = 0 

assumption to represent change in stored product temperature. It was assumed that only 

a fraction of the product mass could change in temperature. The fraction was taken as the 

smaller of, 20% of the product mass, or that within 0.05 m of the exposed product surface. 

No validation of this model was presented although the predictions of air temperature for 
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the overall coolstore were in agreement with measured air temperatures. Pala and Devres 

(1988) used a similar approach but allowed the total product mass to change in temperature 

based on a predetermined half cooling time. This model was not tested against measured 

data. 

Wang ( 1 991)  modelled bulk products as a porous solid by splitting bulk stacked products 

into a number of "lumps" with negligible internal heat transfer resistance and modelling heat 

and mass transfer between the "lumps" using the finite difference method. Good agreement 

between predicted and measured data was obtained. 

2.3.2 Product Respiration 

For situations where significant temperature change must be achieved and there is a high 

rate of heat transfer, heats of respiration are generally small compared with sensible heat 

effects and can be ignored (Gaffney et at. ,  1 985a). However respiration may be important 

for products with high respiration rates, or in conditions giving very slow rates of cooling, 

or at storage conditions (Gaffney et at., 1 985a). Respiration of most horticultural 

commodities is temperature dependent; hence it is most easily modelled using numerical 

methods (Cleland, 1 990). Simple analytical solutions exist if respiration is constant or a 

simple function of temperature (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1 959). Empirical equations for 

respiration rates as functions of temperature have been developed by Gaffney et al. (1985b), 

Hayakawa and Succar ( 1 982), Hunter ( 1 985), and Wang ( 1 99 1 )  for a range of fruits and 

vegetables. These equations are largely product specific. Hayakawa and Succar (1982) and 

Hunter ( 1 985) both included a time factor to account for the change in respiration rate with 

time due to physiological changes in the product. 

2.3.3 Product Mass Transfer (Evaporation) 

Evaporative cooling at the surface of horticultural products can have a significant effect on 

the rate of heat transfer. Factors affecting weight loss from foods in refrigerated storage are 

reviewed by Sastry et al. ( 1 985) and Gaffney et al. ( 1 985b) . Sastry et al. (1978) reviewed 

the literature pertaining to transpiration rates of fruit and vegetables. 
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The main factors affecting the rate of water evaporation from fruits and vegetables are: the 

exposed surface area of the product, the water vapour pressure difference (sometimes 

referred to as vapour pressure deficit) between the product and the surrounding air, and the 

total resistance to water movement from the product to the air. The water vapour pressure 

difference depends on the temperature of the product and air, the water activity of the 

product, and the relative humidity of the air (Gaffney et al. , 1 985b). 

Lentz & Rooke ( 1 964), Gentry ( 1 970) , Fockens & Meffert ( 1 972) and Talbot ( 1 973) 

assumed that the product surface temperature was the same as the surrounding air 
temperature, thereby neglecting the effects of evaporative cooling and respiratory heat 

generation on product temperature. Water activity was assumed to be 1 .0. This method 

provided reasonably accurate predictions of moisture losses for storage of apples under 

conditions with moderate water vapour pressure differences. Under conditions of low and 

high water vapour pressure differences, predictions deviated considerably from experimental 

data (Sastry & Buffington, 1 983). 

Gaffney et al. ( 1 985b), Fockens & Meffert ( 1 972), Romero et al. ( 1 986) and Chau et al. 

( 1 988b) calculated the overall mass transfer resistance as a function of both the product skin 

resistance and the resistance of the air boundary layer. The skin resistance (inverse of the 

commonly used term transpiration coefficient) was dependent on the structure and 

properties of the product skin and the air film resistance was dependent on the size of the 

product and the properties and flow rate of the surrounding air. The air fi lm resistance was 

shown to be significant for products with low skin resistance, such as for mushrooms, but 

not for products with high skin resistance, such as apples (Gaffney et al. 1 985b, Neves et 

al. 1 983). Lentz and Rooke ( 1 964) and Van Beek and Ficek ( 1 979) observed that the skin 

resistance varied with vapour pressure difference between the product and the air. Patel and 

Sastry ( 1 988b) found no evidence to support this finding and Chau et al. ( 1 98 8b) and 

Romero et al. ( 1 986) observed that the skin resistance was independent of the airflow rate, 

relative humidity and the degree of weight loss for most of the products they tested. 

Fockens & Meffert ( 1 972), Villa ( 1 973) and Wang ( 1 991 ) all developed m odels which 
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asswne that th e shapes ofthe skin c ells ch ange due to  a ch ange in t urgidit y as a response t o  

different wat er vapour pressu re differenc es. Ch au e t  al. (1988 a) att ribut ed th e observed 

non-li nearit y in t ranspirat ion rat e with vapour pressure differenc e t o  evaporat ive c ool ing and 

respirat ion heat. Van Beek (1983) found th at the mass t ransfer resistanc e  of fruit s  in st orage 

was not c onstant and th at th ere is a y early differenc e att ribut ed t o  ch anges in growing 

c ondit ions. 

R omero et al. (1986 ) present ed t ranspirat ion c oeffic ients of apples, blueberries, wax ed and 

unwaxed li mes, st rawberries, tomatoes and brussel sprouts. Ch au et al. (1 988 b) measu red 

17 fruit s  and veget ables (inc luding apples) over t ime until 5% weight l oss h ad been 

ach ieved. 

2.4 NON-PRODUCT COMPONENT MODELS 

Non-product c omponents th at need to be modelled in an overall c oolst ore h eat and water 

vapour t ransfer model incl ude: th e c oolst ore air; walls and oth er surfac es which form th e 

boundary of th e refrigerat ed spac e; eq uipment and people working within th e c oolst ore; 

doors; refrigerat ion evaporat ors; pac kaging; and any structural mat erial with in th e st ore with 

thermal mass which c an buffer th e c oolstore air. Th e acc urac y  of th e overall model will be 

dependent on th e acc urac y and appropriat e  int erlinking of th ese c omponent model s. 

2.4.1 Air Space Models 

Several modelling approach es for th e air spac e c an be ident ifi ed inc luding: 

2.4.1. 1 Sin�le Zone Models 

Th ese models assume th at th e air with in th e c ool st ore is perfect ly mixed. O ne ord inary 

different ial eq uat ion (ODE) is used for each of air t emperat ure (or enth al py w ith 

t emperat ur e  derived analyt ic all y )  and h umidit y. Any int eract ion with oth er c omponent 
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models is assumed to instantaneously affect the whole air volume of the room. Examples 

include Cleland et al. (1982) and Cleland (1983, 1985a) who used this approach with ODE's 

for temperature and humidity for applications in the meat industry. A weakness was that 

the model allowed relative humidity to exceed 100%. Lovatt ( 1 992) used a similar model 

but allowed moisture to condense out of the air if the humidity exceeded saturation. Pala 

and Devres (1988) and Devres and Bishop (1992) appear to have used a similar approach, 

although the equations used for air temperature and humidity were not stated. 

2.4.1.2 Multi-Zoned Models 

These models split the coolstore air up into a series of zones which are then each treated as 

perfectly mixed. Air transfer between zones is modelled either as plug-flow with a well 

defined air flow path from the fan discharge to intake, or in some other fashion. 

Marshall and James (1975) modelled a vegetable freezer using 8 air zones linked together 

in a plug-flow fashion. Pham and Oliver (1983) suggested the use of a two zone 

interconnected model, in order to more accurately predict door exchange rates into a 

coolstore, with one zone adjacent to doors and the other to model the rest of the bulk store. 

Setting each zone to half the total coolstore volume and having a flow between the zones 

of 1. 1 times the calculated volume flowrate through the door gave good fit with measured 

data for a high rise store. Liao and Feddes (1992) developed a 12 zone model for predicting 

dust concentration in ventilated airspaces. A flowrate matrix was used to calculate flow 

between zones based on the total flow rate into the facility. The model was tested against 

measurements of talcum powder concentration in a test chamber at two different air 
flowrates and against predictions from a single zone lumped-parameter model (Liao and 

Feddes, 1 990). Good agreement between measured and predicted concentration was 

achieved for both air flowrates for the 12 zone model. The single zone model had 

reasonable agreement with measured data for the low air flowrate but underpredicted by 30-

40% for the high air flowrate. Data were presented for only one of the 1 2  measured zones. 

It was unclear whether the underprediction was due to the mean value across the facility 

being lower than the value for the zone presented, or whether the single zone model 

underpredicted for all zones. 
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2.4.1.3 Distributed Models 

These models use full hydrodynamic prediction of air movement based on the Navier-Stokes 

equations for fluid flow using a complete finite difference, control volume, or finite element 

discretization of the air space. 

Van der Ree et al. ( 1974) modelled a refrigerated container with well defmed product 

stacking patterns by linking the fluid flow predictions to heat and mass transfer models. 

Extensive input data and computational time were required. No testing of the model was 

reported. Meffert and Van Beek ( 1983, 1988) and Wang and Touber (1988) used a 

resistance network approach to reduce model complexity in predicting air flow patterns 

within containers and small coolstores with well defined and constant stacking 

arrangements. Good agreement with measured air flow was achieved. Other workers have 

decoupled the air flow predictions from heat and mass transfer to reduce complexity. In this 

manner, for any room configuration only one fluid flow prediction is required. Wang and 

Touber ( 1990), Wang ( 199 1), Van Gerwen & Oort (1989, 1990) and Van Gerwen et al. 

( 1991) found this approach gave good agreement with measured temperature and velocity 

data for containers and small coolstores with fixed product stacking arrangements. 

Computational effort was still high compared with zoned models. 

2.4.2 Building Shell 

The simplest approach to modelling heat transfer through surfaces is to use quasi steady 

state models based on the temperature difference across the surface and the resistance to 

heat flow of the material, assuming the wall has negligible thermal capacity. This approach 

has been used by Cleland et al. (1982), Szczechowiak & Rainczak ( 1987), Reynoso & de 

Michelis ( 1988), Pala and Devres ( 1988) and Devres and Bishop ( 1992). Cleland ( 1 983, 

1985a) and Lovatt ( 1992) used a similar approach but separately included the thermal 

capacity of the surfuce by treating it as a structure. In this manner the heat load through the 

wall interacted directly with the air in the application which was then buffered independently 

by the thermal capacity in the structures. Wang (1991) modelled the heat flow through and 
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the temperature of surfaces using a full finite difference approximation to the conduction. 

No independent testing of any of these approaches has been reported. 

Knowledge of temperatures on the outside of surfaces is required to use any of the models 

listed above. Solar radiation effects on exposed surfaces may also be important. The 

standard design technique uses worst case summer conditions (Dossat, 1981; ASHRAE, 

1990). Cleland (1985a) used a constant ambient temperature throughout the simulation 

period. Pala and Devres ( 1 988) and Devres and Bishop (1992) used the average of three 
-

measured air temperature readings over each day for air temperature and used a constant 

soil temperature. Solar radiation was also modelled using a degree day approach and using 

sol-air temperature increments for exposed walls (ASHRAE, 1990). The "Room" module 

of the RADS package fitted a sine wave to user input daily maximum and minimum 

temperatures but does not model the effect of radiation (Cornelius, 1 991). Kimball and 

Bellamy (1986) reviewed models for calculating diurnal temperature and relative humidity 

from daily weather data, and presented new models which fitted New Zealand weather data 

well. 

2.4.3 Doors 

Infiltration of warm air can be a major factor in the design, operation and performance of 

coolstores. It can constitute more than half the total heat load, it is usually the main source 

of water vapour causing frost to form on the evaporator coils, and it causes temperature and 

humidity fluctuations that can badly affect product quality (Pham & Oliver, 1983). 

2.4.3.1 Air Flowrate Throu2h Doors 

Tamm ( 1965) derived an equation for predicting the air exchange rate through an open door 

based on air density difference across the door and the door height. Moreno ( 1 987) 

developed a simplified version of Tamm's equation based solely on air temperature 

difference, thereby avoiding the necessity of calculating air densities. No testing of the 

equation was reported. Pala and Devres ( 1 988) also used an equation based solely on air 
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temperature difference. It appears simpler to use than Tamm's equation, but it included an 

empirical constant and no testing against measured door exchange data was presented. 

Pham & Oliver ( 1983) used tracer gas methods to measure the actual flow through an open 

cool room door and compared the results to Tamm's predictions. Measured values were 

lower than those predicted, and the lower half of the measured profile with respect to height 

was flatter than the theoretical, suggesting that floor frictional effects were significant. 

Correction factors for Tamm's equation were suggested for various door types and 

protective devices. The modified Tamm's equation had good agreement with measured data 

for short duration door openings, but overpredicted for long door openings. This was 

attributed to imperfect mixing of air in the room. For long door openings the air 
immediately adjacent to the door warms causing lower density driving force and lower 

interchange rates. Fritzsche & Lilienblum (1968) also found that turbulence and mixing of 

ingoing and outgoing streams reduced the difference of density at any height and hence the 

rate of airflow. Pham and Oliver ( 1983) suggested the use of a two zone interconnected 

model to overcome this effect. Balbach & Schmitz ( 1991) and Gosney & Olama ( 1975) 

both found that the full effect of air exchange does not occur immediately as the door is 

opened, with anywhere from 15 seconds to a minute before the air streams reached a steady

state. 

The overall system models of Cleland ( 1983, 1985a) and Lovatt ( 1992) used a modified 

Tamm's equation in accordance with the results of Ph am & Oliver ( 1983b). Wang ( 1991) 

used Tamm's equation modified by a discharge coefficient as determined experimentally by 

Gosney & Olama ( 1975). 

2.4.3.2 Door Open Time 

Cleland et al. ( 1982) closely matched measured timing and duration of hold hatch openings 

for a small fishing boat by preset times, but only had three per day. Cleland ( 1983, 1985a) 

modelled a user input door open fraction using random numbers to decide door position at 

each time step in the numerical integration. The fractional door open time could be varied 
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for different peri ods du ri ng t he day. W ang (1991 ) di d not st at e  how door positi on w as 

det enni ned. Lovatt (1992) us ed a si mi lar approach to  Cleland (1983 , 1985 a) but assumed 

t hat t he door openings occu r  at irregu lar i nt ervals. T he ti mes b etw een door openi ngs w ere 

modelled b y  an ex ponential distributi on and it was assumed t hat t he l ength of t he door 

closing ti mes foll ow ed a nonnal distr ibution. Pal a and Devres (1988 )  and Devres and 

Bis hop (1992) bot h calcu lated door open ti me b as ed on t he numb er of pallets ent eri ng and 

leavi ng t he store per day and a us er i nput valu e for t he tim e of openi ng per pall et. N one of 

t hes e approaches were identifi ed as signifi cant ly caus ing l ack of fit of t he predi ct ed d at a, but 

no i ndependent t esti ng of door heat loadi ngs w as reported. 

2.4.4 Equipment and People Load 

Any equi pment or people working within a st ore add t o  its heat load. The mai n t y pes of 

equi pment w hi ch have t o  b e  consi dered i nclu de li ghts , fan motors ,  and forklifts. The 

i nst ant aneous heat load is commonly taken as the pow er i nput t o  t he equi pment and is 

usually assu med to b e  const ant with t emperature (Cleland, 1990 ) .  Ot her t han fans , t he 

equipment heat load is usual ly a minor component of total heat load, but it can b e  a localised 

s ou rce of heat ,  w hi ch may influence loc al ai r and produ ct t emperatu res and rel ative 

humi dity. 

Peo ple int rodu ce bot h heat and mo istu re int o the store air due to res pi rat ion, convecti on and 

possib ly radi ati on. A const ant load per pers on is us ed i n  t he RADS package (Corn elius ,  

1991) .  

2.4.5 Packaging and Structures 

It is oft en assumed t hat packagi ng has negli gibl e t hennal capacit y ,  b ecause tb. e heat 

ext ract ed du e t o  t emperature change i n  the packagi ng is negli gibl e  compared t o  t he heat 

ext ract ed from t he product. O n  t he ot her hand packagi ng adds fu rther t hermal resistance 

t o  produ ct items and needs t o  be consi dered w hen t he su rface heat t rans fer coeffi ci ent is 

cal cu lat ed (Cleland, 1990 ) .  Pala and Devres (1988 )  and Devres and Bis hop (1992 ) b ot h  
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modelled packaging heat load by assuming that the packaging reached the temperature of 

the room air within 24 hours of entry. Cleland (1983, 1985a) and Cornelius (1991) did not 

model packaging directly but allowed them to be added to the structure's thermal mass. 

Packaging can act as a source or sink for water vapour within the store. Wink (1961) and 

Liebenspacher and Weisser (1989) both present methods for determining moisture content 

of cellulosic packaging materials in response to air relative humidity. No coolstore model 

was found that considered packaging moisture content. 

Any structural material of significant thermal mass will act to buffer the coolstore air. 

Models of structures could include lumped parameter models where the mass average 

temperature of the structure is modelled, or finite difference and finite element techniques 

where the temperature change with position within the structural material is modelled. The 

RADS package uses a lumped parameter model (Cornelius, 1991). No complete coolstore 

models were found where finite difference or finite element models of structures were used. 

2.5 AIR COOLING COIL MODELS 

The air cooling coil (evaporator) represents the boundary between the application and the 

refrigeration system. If the objective of the overall model is to analyse heat and mass 

transfer in the coolstore air, then the air cooling coil is the only part of the refrigeration 

system that needs to be modelled. Evaporators used in horticultural coolstores are almost 

exclusively of the finned tube type. Evaporator models have been reviewed recently by 

Cleland (1990), Wang (1991) and Lovatt (1992). The simplest approach to modelling the 

evaporator is to consider only the overall heat transfer performance. An alternative is to 

breakdown the heat transfer into the air-side and refrigerant-side components. With this 

approach models with a wide range of levels of complexity are possible. 
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2.5.1 Refrigerant-Side Models 

For modelling the refrigerant side of the evaporator the following approaches have been 

. used: 

a) Black box models. Stoecker (1966) and Najork (1975) represented the evaporator 

by a series of transfer functions with constants determined through experiments. 

-

b) One zone models where the refrigerant side of the evaporator is modelled as a single 

zone (Chi & Didion, 1982; Marshall & James, 1975 ; Hargreaves & James, 1979; 

Cleland, 1983; Cleland, 1985a). 

c) Two zone models where the evaporator is split into two zones; the two-phase 

(evaporation) and single-phase (superheat) flow regions are treated separately 

(Wedekind & Stoecker, 1966; Dhar & Soedel, 1979; de Bruijn et ai. ,  1979; Yasuda 

et ai. ,  1983; van der Meer, 1987; Bonte & Veldhoven, 1983; Broersen & van der 

Jagt, 1980). 

d) Distributed models where the evaporator is modelled as a number of sections 

(MacArthur, 1984; Wang, 1991). 

If excess refrigeration capacity is available and good evaporator temperature and refrigerant 

flowrate control are achieved then the refrigerant-side temperature is controlled to meet the 

application heat load whilst holding the air temperature setpoint. There is then no need for 

detailed refrigerant side modelling (Cleland, 1990). 

2.5.2 Air-Side Models 

The air-side heat transfer has two components: sensible heat transfer due to change in the 

air temperature as it passes through the coil; and latent heat transfer due to condensation or 

frosting of moisture on the coil surface which leads to change in air humidity. For many 
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horticultural coolstores the air temperature is close to O°C, so the coil surface is below O°C 

and frosting occurs. As frost forms, it decreases air flow because the free area available for 

flow decreases, and it also insulates the coil surface from the air. A number of studies have 

been carried out on evaporator performance under frosting conditions and on frost 

properties (Gatchilov et al. , 1979; Sekulic, 1983; O'Neal and Tree, 1985;  Kondepudi and 

O'Neal, 1987; Smith, 1989; O'Hagan et at. , 1993a, 1993b). 

The air-side of the evaporator can be modelled using either steady-state or unsteady-state 

methods. A common approach is to model only sensible heat transfer in a steady-state 

manner, based on a heat transfer coefficient between the air and the refrigerant, the effective 

surface area of the coil and the temperature difference between the air and the refrigerant 

(Cleland and Cleland, 1992). The heat transfer coefficient is chosen to take account of the 

combined effect of different forms of refrigerant flow rate control and air flow rate. This 

model is used extensively by refrigeration engineers for selecting and sizing evaporator coils. 

It generally leads to conservative designs, and does not quantify the rate of water vapour 

removal which is necessary to determine air relative humidity. Also the change in coil 

performance due to frosting is often ignored. Marshall and James (1975), Cleland (1983) 

and Szczechowiak and Rainczak (1987) used this approach as part of their application 

models. Cleland et al. (1982) modelled heat transfer only, but included the build up of a 

frost layer on the coil surface and its insulating effect. 

The simplest approach to take account of the latent heat transfer component is to adjust the 

rate of sensible heat transfer by a sensible heat ratio (the ratio of sensible to total heat 

removal from the air). Cleland (1985a), Cornelius (1991) and Lovatt (1992) used this 

approach. Early versions of the RADS software (Cleland, 1985a) estimated the sensible 

heat ratio based on a straight line approach of air-on condition to saturated air at the 

refrigerant temperature, but did not consider the change in coil performance with frosting. 

In recent versions of RADS (Cornelius, 1991) the sensible heat ratio is based on the 

approach to an estimate of the coil surface temperature rather than the refrigerant 

temperature. The surface temperature to air temperature difference was estimated as a 

simple fraction of the refrigerant to air temperature difference. Such models are essentially 
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steady-state as the evaporator perfonnance is assumed to be independent of the amount of 

frost. 

Wang (1991) developed a finite difference model for both air and refrigerant side heat and 

mass transfer. The model allowed dehumidification of air as it passed across the evaporator 

coil but did not model frost growth and its effect on evaporator perfonnance. 

The only comprehensive model of evaporators that includes the effect of frost growth on 

evaporator perfonnance is given by Kondepudi and O'Neal (1991, 1993a, 1993b). It was 

not part of an overall application model. 

Defrosts are frequently required to prevent excessive perfonnance loss of coils. Cleland 

(1985a) modelled defrosts by setting the evaporator heat removal rate to zero for the 

appropriate defrost period. This was considered appropriate in cases where defrost heat is 

removed in the condensate and could be ignored (Cornelius, 1 991). Other models included 

heat input to the application during defrost (Pala and Devres 1988; Devres and Bishop, 

1992). 

None of the evaporator models used in overal l  coolstore models have been independently 

tested against measured data, but good fit of air temperature in the applications has been 

shown. No testing of air relative humidity predictions in application models was found. 
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CHAPTER 3: P RELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE 

Of the existing models in the refrigeration area discussed in Chapter 2 the vast majority have 

concentrated on modelling of refrigeration system components, with only a few researchers 

focusing on the refrigerated application. Of those who have modelled the refrigerated 

application, most have considered only heat transfer in detail, have not considered positional 

variation of air and product conditions within the application, and have not attempted to 

model water vapour transport in any detail .  A number of these models were also situation

specific and could not be used as general models without major modifications. Several 

models have been developed which include full  air flow predictions, but these have proved 

to be both data- and computationally-intensive and have been used only for small facilities 

where product stacking patterns and operational characteristics have been fixed with time, 

and less detailed models of the other components contributing to the heat load were used. 

Most ofthe existing work on product heat transfer has concentrated on predicting product 

temperature-time profiles during cooling for single product items. There has been l imited 

validation of product heat transfer models for cooling of bulk-stacked product where the 

effect of packaging and ventilation through the product could be significant. 

3.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Taking into account these factors and the requirements of the NZAPMB the specific 

objectives of this work were to: 

( 1 )  measure the rates (and variation of rates) of apple cooling within pre-coolers and 

in bulk storage within apple coolstores for various stacking configurations, thus 

achieving a data base of industrial information; 
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(2) measure rates of apple cooling within cartons in environmental test facilities at 

Massey University to provide higher quality data for model testing; 

(3) use data from ( I )  and (2) to assess the use of existing product cooling models for 

bulk apple cooling and, if necessary, develop improved models so that accurate 

predictions can be made for any likely apple cooling situations; 

(4) measure the variation in air and product conditions with time and position within 

an industrial apple coolstore, to establish typical conditions and the extent to 

which positional variability is significant; 

(5) use the data from (1) and (4) to assess existing coolstore component models for 

heat transfer and water vapour transport, and where necessary develop new ones 

to improve accuracy; 

(6) implement the new, improved, or existing component models as appropriate into 

a computer model of heat transfer and water vapour transport in coolstores; 

(7) validate the overall model by comparing predictions with measured data from an 

industrial apple coolstore. 

Although the overall coolstore model will be developed in the context of apple cool stores , 

because the component models should preferably be mechanistic in nature, it is expected that 

the overall model will be generally applicable requiring only appropriate input data for 

application to other products. 
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CHAPTER 4: MEASUREMENTS OF APPLE COOLING RATE 

Measurements of apple cooling rates were undertaken in both forced air pre-coolers and 

bulk-stacked pallets within an industrial coolstore, and within test facilities at Massey 

University. The former provided a database on cooling within industrial coolstores, 

whilst the latter provided higher quality data for model formulation and testing to aid in 

the development of an appropriate model for apple cooling. 

4.1 INDUSTRIAL PRE-COOLING TRIALS 

Practical constraints meant that large numbers of coolstores could not be studied. Most 

of the industrial data were measured in a single coolstore. That chosen was located in 

the NZAPMB's Whakatu depot in Hawkes Bay. Figure 4. 1 shows plan and cross

sectional views. The store was built in 1 988 and has floor dimensions of 60 m by 60 m 

with a peaked roof between 8 m and 1 1  m high. Walls and roof had a sheet steel exterior 

(supported by a steel portal frame) onto which SO mm polyurethane foam insulation had 

been sprayed on the walls and 6S mm on the ceiling. The floor was I SO  mm thick 

concrete without insulation. Two manually operated main doors (3.7 m high by 2.8 m 

wide) opened from an outside area and were unprotected. Two personnel doors were 

seldom used. 

The coolstore had four sets of pump-circulated ammonia air cooling coils located behind 

a false wall at one end. Associated with each coil set was a two speed fan drawing air 
from the coolstor�. Fans 1 and 4 discharged into the immediate vicinity of the coils, 

through two 300 �nm high by 22.S m wide horizontal slots. Fans 2 and 3 discharged into 

a 3 .3 m high by 4.2 m wide tapered central duct. There were a number of discharge 

points along th :: length of the duct. The fans were operated on high speed (37.5 m3 Is) 

during pr�-cQ{�iing, and ItJW speed (22 .S m3/s) otherwise. Sequential water defrosting of 

�ach coi! wa� performed daily. Air temperature was controlled by evaporator pressure 

iegulating valves on each coil. If pre-cooling was being performed air-off temperature 

was thr;; controlled variable, otherwise air-cn temperature was controlled. 
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The coolstore had the capacity to store 3760 tonnes of apples at 0 .0 ±0.5°C and was 

operated for about six months each year starting mid-February. All fruit was handled as 

pallets of fifty 20 kg cartons ( 1 8.5 kg of fruit, 1 .5 kg of cardboard packaging). The 

cartons were of the telescopic box and lid type, constructed from corrugated cardboard, 

and had one 80 mm by 40 mm handhole/vent in each end (Figure 4.2). Apples were 

supported on between 4 and 6 cardboard trays within the cartons, depending on apple 

size. The cartons were hand stacked on the pallets as shown in Figure 4.3 .  Carton 

orientation was alternated between layers to provide greater pallet stability. Pallets were


stacked three high in bulk storage. 

Early in the season apples were cooled in pre-coolers. Pre-coolers were created by 

placing 2 rows of pallets, 2 high, on either side of the fan intakes (Figure 4.4). An in-line 

configuration of pallets in the pre-cooling stack was traditionally used, with pallets 

positioned within each pre-cooler by forklifts. A curtain was used to create a central 

plenum so that return air from the bulk storage areas was drawn through the pallets 

before passing through the coils. Each pre-cooler cooled 96 pallets of fruit from about 

1 8°C to about S> C, depending on the length of the pre-cooling cycle which ranged from 

8 to 24 hours. Usually during each working day, pallets in the previous days pre-cooler 

stacks were moved into bulk storage positions between about 6.00 am and 9.00 am, and 

new stacks of pallets were then assembled. Stack assembly time depended on the flow of 

fruit into the storage facility from growers orchards and ranged from about 2 hours to 

about 1 0  hours. Pre-coolers were started as soon as the stacks were completed. 

A series of measurements of apple cooling rates during pre-cooling with both the 

traditional in-line and an alternative staggered pallet configuration (Figure 4 .4) were 

made during the 1 990 and 1 99 1  seasons. The objective in 1 990 was !o identify the effect 

of carton position within in-line configurations on cooling rate. The work performed in 
1 99 1  aimed to further assess positional v�riation an.d to compar-;. cooling rates for the 

staggered and in-line pallet configurations. 
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Figure 4.1 : Plan and cross-sectional views of the apple coolstore used for most of 
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4.1 . 1  Methodology 

Measurements of air and fruit temperatures, air velocities, air relative humidities (RH) 

and apple weight loss were made during the pre-cooling trials. Equipment used to 

measure these parameters included (with expected accuracy in brackets): 

( I )  Temperature: 

(2) RH: 

(3) Air Velocity: 

(4) Weight: 

Type 'T' thermocouples (± 0.5°C), PT I 00 resistance probes (± 

0.2SOC), and thermistors (± O.TC) all calibrated with ice points. 

Thermocouples were used mainly for measuring product 

temperatures and air temperatures in cartons, thermistors and 

PT I OO's mainly for air temperatures. 

Vaisala HMP 1 1 3Y and Grant VH-L capacitance sensors 

calibrated with saturated salt solutions (± 3 % RH), Michell 

Series 3000 dew point meter factory calibrated (± O .3°C dew 

point). 

Dantec 54N50 hot wire anemometer, calibrated in a boundary 

layer wind tunnel (0 to 5 .0 mls ± 0 .02 mls), Air Instruments 

Resources Ltd microanemometer with pitot tube, for pressure 

and velocity (0-70 mls ±0.07 mls). 

Metler PJ3600 balance (± O. l g). 

Dataloggers used to record temperature and RH throughout trials included: 

( I )  Campbell Scientific 2 1  X 1 6  channel micro logger with two 3 2  channel multiple;cers 

giving 78 single ended channels (thermocouple measurements). 

(2) Two 1 6  channel Grant Squirrel dataloggers, (the first fitted with 1 6  therrms�or 

channels and 2 RH channels, the second fitted with 1 6  thermocouple channels) 

(3) Twenty single channel Delphi dataloggers fitted with PT I 00 temperature sensors. 
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During initial trials apple centre, apple surface and air temperature surrounding each 

apple were measured. Surface temperature was measured by inserting thermocouples 

immediately below the skin of each fruit. Results showed that cooling proceeded 

sufficiently slowly that there was little difference between centre and surface 

temperatures (i.e. low Biot number conditions), so in later trials only apple centre 

temperatures were recorded. Air temperature entering and leaving the pre-cooling stack 

was also measured for each trial. Apple weight loss was measured to within 0 . 1  g by 

weighing apples before and after each trial. Relative humidity was measured during 

some of the trials both for air entering and leaving the stacks and within cartons of 

apples. For some trials air velocity profiles were measured vertically down the outside 

and inside of the stacks, both between cartons on pallets and between pallets. Each of 

the trial runs was carried out over 1 0  to 24 hours depending on the operation of the pre

coolers within the coolstore at the particular time. 

4.1.2 Experimental Design 

4. 1 .2.1 1990 Trials 

The following carton positional factors were investigated in the 1990 trial (coding level 

used in brackets { } ): 

(A) row of the pallet stack (inside {- I }  or outside {+l } ); 

(B) pallet position within the stack (bottom {- I }  or top {+ I } ); 

(C) carton position within the pallet (plenum {- I }  or bulk store side {+ I } ); 

(D) carton orientation on the pallet (closed face {- I }  or open {+ I } , Figure 

4.3); 

(E) pallet position along the length of the pre-cooler (fan .end { - i }, middle 

{O}  or curtain end {+ 1 } ). 

A half-factorial design (Draper and Smith, 1 9 8 1 )  for the four 2 level factors was used for 

each of the 3 levels of factor (E), giving a total of 24 combinations (Table 4 . 1 ). The 

half-factorial experiment was chosen so that the main factor and two factor interactions 

were aliased with higher order interactions. 
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The design was close to being orthogonal, with the cross-correlations of all main factor 

interactions and most two factor interactions, except those between factors AD and BC, 

AC and BD, and AB and CD, equal to O. These non-zero two factor cross-correlations 

were not significant at the 95% level. 

Limitations imposed by datalogging equipment meant that measurements were made on 

four separate pre-cooling stacks. Combinations recorded for each stack were selected 

randomly and were: 

Stack A: 1 , 2, 4, 6, 8, 1 1 ; 

Stack B: 5 , 1 4, 1 7, 1 9, 22, 23 ; 

Stack C: 3 , 9, 1 2, 1 5 , 20, 2 1 ;  

Stack 0: 7, 1 0, 1 3 , 1 6, 1 8 , 24. 

Measurements were made on apples in a standard position for each carton to minimise 

variation in cooling rates related to fruit position within the carton. The apple position 

chosen was adjacent to the exposed vent. 

4, 1.2,2 1991 Trials 

The experiments in 1 99 1  aimed to further assess positional variation within the pre

cooling stacks (location within cartons as well as carton position within stacks), and to 

compare staggered and in-line pallet configurations (Figure 4.4). 

The positional factors investigated were (coding level used in brackets { } ): 

(A) row of the pallet stack (inside { - l } or outside {+ I } ); 

(B) pallet position within the stack (bottom { - I } or top {+ I }  ); 

(C) carton position within the pallet (plenum side {- I } , middle {O }  or bulk 

store side {+ 1 } ); 

(D) tray layer within the carton (5 layers in cartons, bottom layer { -2 } ,  

middle layer { O } ,  top layer {+  2 }  ); 

(E) pallet position along the length of the pre-cooler (fan end, { - I } ,  

middle, {O } ,  and curtain end, {+  I } ). 
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Table 4.1 

Measurement Positions and Results (half-cooling time, t /1]' and percentage weight loss 

during pre-cooling) for 1 990 Industrial Coolstore Apple Pre-Cooling Trials 

Positional Factor Codes 

Trial A B C D E t 112 (hours) Weight 
Number Loss (%) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 7 .6 • 

2 1 1 1 - 1  - 1  4.5 • 

3 1 1 - 1  1 - 1  8 .5 0. 1 1 8 

4 1 1 - I  - 1  I 6. 1 • 

5 1 - I  I I - I  8. 1 0. 1 32 

6 I - I  I - I  I 6.8 • 

7 1 - I  - I  1 1 7.4 0. 1 63 

8 1 - 1  - I  - I  - I  2.2 • 

9 - 1  1 I 1 - 1  5 .3 0. 106 

10  - I  1 I - 1  I 5 0.095 

1 1  - I  1 - I  1 1 2 . 1 • 

1 2  - I  1 - 1  - 1  - 1  1 6.2 0. 1 82 

1 3  - 1  - 1  1 1 1 4.3 0. 1 02 

1 4  - I  - 1  I - 1  - I  4.3 0.084 

1 5  - 1  - 1  - 1  I - I  1 5  0. 1 3 5  

1 6  - 1  - 1  - I  - 1  1 32  0. 1 1 1  

1 7  I 1 I 1 0 3.9 0.074 

1 8  I I - 1  - I  0 2.9 0. 1 1 8 

1 9  I - 1  I - 1  0 1 . 3 0.075 

20 1 - 1  - 1  1 0 1 6.5 • 

2 1  - 1  1 1 - 1  0 9.9 • 

22 - 1  1 - 1  1 0 1 5.8 0.096 

23 - 1  - I  1 1 0 8.3 0. 107 

24 - 1  - 1  - I  - 1  0 1 0. 1 0. 1 3 1  

• = Missing value 
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Datalogging and logistical constraints prevented a standard experimental design being 

used. Apple positions within a tray were selected at random but identical apple, carton 

and pallet positions within both the staggered and in-line configurations were used to 

allow a paired comparison. Forty such paired measurements were made over 4 days. 

Details of each combination are given in Table 4.2. Trials I to 1 3  were made on day 

one, 1 4  to 22 on day two, 23 to 3 1  on day three, and 32 to 40 on day four. Analysis of 

the positional combinations selected showed no significant cross-correlation between any 

of the above factors and their linear or quadratic combinations at the 95% level . 

4.1.2 Results 

Figure 4 .5 shows typical measured data for an apple centre temperature and air entering 

the stack. Figure 4 .6 shows typical measured temperature and RH through a pre-cooling 

stack. Apple temperature data was normalised by calculating the fractional 

unaccomplished temperature change at time t (Y): 

where: Tap" = 

Tap,inil 
= 

Tap,m 
= 

T - T 
Y = 

ap,l ap,OO 
Tap,illil - Tap,oo 

apple temperature eC) at time t . 

initial apple temperature eC). 

expected apple temperature eC) at equilibrium. 

(4. 1 )  

Cooling rates were expressed as half-cooling times calculated from the slope of the In(Y) 

versus t plot (Pflug and Blaisdell, 1 963): 

where: t l /2 
= 

t = 

-0.693 

d In(Y) 

dt 

half cooling time (hours). 

time (s). 

(4.2) 
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Table 4.2 

Measurement Positions and Results (half-cooling time. t /12' and percentage weight loss 

during pre-cooling) for 1 99 1  Industrial Store Apple Pre-Cooling Trials. 

Factor Code tll2 (hours) tll2 (hours) % Weight % Weight 
Trial Loss Loss 
Number 

A B C D E (Staggered) (In-Line) (Staggered) . (In-Line) 

I - I  I - I  -2 0 2.5 4.5 0 . 1 67 0.094 

2 I I 0 - I  - I  2.6 8.7 0 . 1 1 3 0 . 2 1 4  

3 - I  - I  0 0 - I  6.8 6.6 0 . 1 77 0. 1 84 

4 I 1 I I 0 2.6 5. 1 0. 1 36 0. 1 1 6 

5 - 1  1 - I  2 0 7.6 6.5 0.054 0. 1 06 

6 - 1  - I  0 - 1  I 4.9 1 1 .2 • 0. 1 45 

7 I - I  - I  0 0 1 .7 2.6 0.088 0. 1 35 

8 1 - I  I 2 - 1  2.6 2.4 • • 

9 I I - I  - I  I 3.6 4.9 • 0.088 

1 0  I - 1  I 2 0 2.8 3.9 0. 1 25 0. 1 36 

1 1  - I  - 1  0 0 0 7. 1 3.9 0.388 0.042 

1 2  I I - I  -2 I 2.5 5 • 0.209 

1 3  - I  - I  0 I - I  7.8 1 3: 7  0. 1 7  0.252 

1 4  - I  1 - 1  - I  - 1  3.2 4.9 0.2 1 3  0.227 

1 5  I 1 0 2 - 1  7.2 1 1 .6 0. 1 38 0.2 1 1 

1 6  I - I  0 0 0 8.7 1 3 . 1 • 0.3 1 7  

1 7  I - I  I -2 I 1 0.6 9.3 0.08 0. 1 54 

1 8  - I  - I  - I  I I 8.5 1 7. 7  0.244 0.085 

1 9  - I  I - I  2 0 5.2 8.6 0. 1 2 1  0. 1 52 

20 - I  - I  0 0 0 1 3.7  1 0  0. 1 2 1  0. 1 44 

2 1  - I  - I  0 -2 I 7.6 8.7 0.069 0.057 

22 - I  I - I  I 0 4. 1 7.7 0. 1 07 0.033 

23 - I  - I  0 -2 - I  5.6 1 3.9 0.068 0.085 

24 I - I  0 - I  I 6.9 6.7 0.068 0.35 

25 I - I  I I - I  5. 1 5. 1 0. 1 29 0.023 

26 I I I 0 0 2.8 5 .2 0.035 0.0 1 2  

27 - I  I 0 2 - I  5.5 9.6 0.023 0.089 

28 I - I  0 0 0 2.7 7.4 0. 1 07 0.072 

29 I - I  I -2 0 2.3 3.9 0. 1 1 8 0. 1 32 

30 I - I  I 2 0 2.9 4.4 0. 1 3 7  0. 1 1 8 

3 1  I - I  0 0 0 3.7 5 . 1 0. 1 3 1  0. 1 0 1  

32 - I  - I  0 - I  I 2.8 8.9 0. 1 1 7 0. 1 68 

33 I I 0 0 - I  8.2 4. 1 0. 1 38 0. 1 03 

34 I - I  0 -2 0 5 6.3 0. 1 08 0.074 

35 I I - I  I 0 2.0 8.6 0. 1 03 0. 1 5  

36 I I I -2 0 3 .5  5.0 0. 1 1  0.09 1 

37 I - I  - I  I I 4.4 3.2 0. 1 22 0.085 

38 - I  1 - 1  0 0 5 .5  1 5. 3  0. 1 28 0. 1 58 

39 - I  - I  I 2 - I  2.8 4 .2 0.098 0.046 

40 - I  1 0 0 0 1 5 . 2  4.4 0. 1 73 0.066 

* = mlssmg value. 
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Figure 4.5: Typical measured data in the industrial pre-coolers for (a) apple centre 
and air temperatures and (b) fractional unaccomplished temperature 
change (Y) for apple centre. 

Mean air temperature entering the pre-cooling stack from the rest of the coolstore was 

used as an estimate of the expected equilibrium apple temperature. There was slight 

curvature of the In(Y) versus time relationship in some of the data. This was probably 

due to both air temperature rising though the stacks and bulk coolstore air temperature 

varying with time as activities within the rest of the store changed. The temperature rise 

of air as it passed through the stack was as high as 8°C at the start of pre-cooling, 

declining to about 2°C to J C at the end of most measurement periods. Coolstore air 
temperature generally varied by less then 2°C from its mean value and usually declined by 

about 1 °C on average over the measurement period, (due to the air-off temperature 

control system operating in the coolstore during pre-cooling). The slope of the In(Y) 

versus time plot used in Eqn. 4.2 was calculated for Y values between 0.8 and 0.2 (or the 

lowest Y value measured if 0.2 was not reached). The results for all the 1 990 and 1 99 1  

pre-cooling trials are presented in Tables 4. 1 and 4.2, respectively. 

Step-wise linear regression analysis (Draper and Smith, 1 98 1 )  was carried out on the 

data to assess the significance of positional factors. Terms used included linear 

combinations for two level factors and quadratic combinations for three level factors. 

None of the positional factors studied were found to have significant effects on cooling 
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rate or weight loss. Half cooling times for each stacking configuration were found to 

closely fit log-nonnal distributions. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 give frequency histograms of the 

natural logarithm of the half-cooling times for the in-line and staggered stacking 

configurations, respectively. 
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Figure 4.6: 

(0) 

Typical measured data for (a) air temperature and (b) relative humidity, 
both outside the pre-cooling stack within the bulk coolstore and within 
the pre-cooling plenum during an industrial pre-cooling cycle. 
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Distribution of half cooling times for the in-line stacking configuration, 
(a) 1 990 data, (b) 1 99 1  data. 
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of half cooling times for different pallet stacking 
configurations, (a) in-line (combined 1 990 and 1 99 1  data), (b) staggered. 

The mean half-cooling times and the 95% confidence intervals are given in Table 4 .3 .  

Half-cooling time was 2 hours (30%) less on average for the staggered configuration 

than for the in-line configuration (this difference is significant at the 99% level, using a 

paired t-test) . Mean weight loss values are also given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 

Cooling Rates and Weight Loss During Industrial Apple Pre-Cooling Trials 

(logarithmic distribution assumed for cooling rates) 

Stacking Mean tl/2 95 % Confidence Interval Average 

Configuration (hours) Minimum till Maximum till Weight Loss 

(hours) (hours) (%) 

In-Line 1 990 7.0 1 . 3 39 0. 1 14 

In-Line 199 1  6.5 2 .5 1 7. 1  0. 1 28 

In-Line Combined 6.7 1 .8 24.5 0. 1 1 9 

Staggered 199 1  4 .5 1 .6 1 2.9 0. 1 26 
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4.1.3 Discussion 

There are three possible routes for air flow through pre-cooling stacks of packaged 

produce on pallets: through the product container, between containers on a pallet and 

between pallets. Optimum pre-cooler design would result in a high proportion of the air 
flowing through the containers, as this would lead to the fastest cooling rate. Ventilation 

between containers on a pallet is the next best alternative and air flow between pallets is 

the least desirable if cooling rate is to be maximised. 

Vent area, shape and position of the container influence container ventilation (Parsons et 
al. , 1 972; Arifin & Chau, 1 988; Haas & Felsenstein, 1 985; Watkins, 1 990). The apple 

carton used had single vents of only 3% of the carton face area. Not all cartons had this 

vent exposed to the direction of air flow and within pallets alignment of vents did not 

always occur. In addition, gaps between cartons on the pallet were large (averaging 8% 

of the pallet cross-sectional area). This latter gap size was highly variable from pallet to 

pallet due to the imprecise placement of cartons on pallets . Gaps between pallets were 

relatively large ( 1 0% of stack cross-sectional area on average). The inter-pallet gaps 

were also highly variable in size due to both the uneven nature of the carton placement 

on pallets and the placement of pallets into the stacks by forklifts. Figures 4 .9 and 4 . 1 0  

illustrate the variability encountered in the pre-cooling stacks. The net effect was that air 

flow through the apple cartons was both low in magnitude and highly variable with most 

of the air passing around cartons or around pallets. 
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Figure 4.10:  

An example of reasonably well-placed pallets within an industrial apple 
pre-cooling stack. 

An example of poorly placed pallets within an industrial apple pre
cooling stack. 
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Figure 4. 1 1 shows the variation in measured air velocities between cartons on pallets and 

between pallets within a stack, using the natural log of air velocity to normalise the data. 

The large variation in air ventilation through the pre-cooling stack is considered to be the 

main reason for the large variation in measured apple cooling rates (Table 4.3). 

Variation in cooling rate related to this random variation in ventilation was almost 

certainly responsible for the inability . to establish the effects of the positional factors 

studied. 

The faster mean cooling rate for the staggered compared with the in-line configuration_ 

was attributed to reduced air bypass around the pallets and therefore greater ventilation 

through and around the cartons on each pallet. Staggering the stacks eliminated the 

direct alignment of gaps to the central plenum between pallets evident with the in-line 

arrangement. Variation of carton placement on pallets and pallet placement within the 

stacks was similar for both configurations. Thus although carton ventilation would be 

improved by the staggered arrangement it would still be highly variable. 

General principles to optimise forced air pre-cooling of bulk stacked packaged products 

are to design packaging to allow: a high percentage of vents, good alignment of vents, 

and tight and precise assembly of containers onto pallets. If high levels of container 

ventilation are not possible then containers should be spaced on pallets to allow air flow 

between them. Close positioning of pallets to minimise gaps between them is also 

important (Amos et al. , 1 993). 

Weight loss results showed no significant difference between the two stacking 

configurations and were not correlated with half cooling times. However, this may have 

been due to practical constraints imposed when measuring the weight loss. Precooling 

stacks took up to ten hours to construct. Pallets with logged cartons may have been 

sitting within the precooling stack anywhere from 5 minutes to ten hours. It was only 

possible to weigh apples before the pre-cooling stacks were constructed and again at the 

completion of pre-cooling once the stacks were disassembled. This meant it was not 

possible to isolate the weight loss during pre-cooling from the weight loss during stack 

set-up. 
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Figure 4.1 1 :  Distribution of measured air velocities through the staggered apple pre
cooling stack. 

For this reason, it would be desirable in future work to have control cartons in which the 

weight loss during stack set-up could be measured, thereby allowing pre-cooling weight 

loss to be estimated. 

4.2 MEASUREMENTS OF APPLE COOLING RATES I N  BULK STORAGE 

Measurements of the rate of apple cooling within the bulk store were also made. 

Operational constraints and datalogging limitations prevented a formal experimental 

design and limited the number of measurements possible to three trials. For each of 

these, apple and air temperatures were measured in a range of carton positions within a 

single pallet placed in the bulk store. 

4.2.1 Trial One 

Two apple centre temperatures in each of six cartons were measured during this trial . 

The apple positions were the same in each carton. One was adjacent to the exposed air 

vent and the other was adjacent to the air vent at the inside of the pallet. The carton 

positions on the pallet were C l ,  C2, C5, C6, C9, and C l O  (Figure 4 .3) .  In addition, air 
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temperatures were measured around the exposed faces and inside faces for each o f  the 

cartons. The pallet was placed in the bulk store (position 1 ,  Figure 4. 1 2) and left for 7 

days. Temperatures were logged at 1 0  minute intervals. The pallet was not surrounded 

by other pallets within the store, and the coolstore was half full of fruit. 

Each of the six cartons tested showed similar rates of cooling, indicating similar 

ventilation rates into each carton. Figure 4. 1 3  shows the results for the carton in 

position C 1 .  Half cooling times, calculated using the mean air temperature close to the 

pallet as the equilibrium temperature, ranged from 1 2  to 1 8  hours. 

4.2.2 Trial Two 

Temperatures at the centre of each of 3 apples were measured in each of three cartons 

during this trial. Apple positions chosen were adjacent to the outside and inside vents 

and at the centre of the carton on the same layer as the vents. Carton positions used 

were C I ,  C5, and C9. Air temperatures around the outside and at the centre of the pallet 

were also measured. The pallet was placed at position 2 (Figure 4. 1 2) and was kept 

isolated from other pallets for seven days, although the coolstore was nearly full of fruit 

during this trial. 

The three cartons showed similar apple cooling trends. Figure 4 . 1 4  presents the data for 

the carton at position C I on the pallet. Half cooling times, calculated using the mean air 
temperature close to the pallet as the equilibrium temperature ranged from 1 2  to 36 

hours. 

4.2.3 Trial Three 

Two apple centre temperatures were measured in each of three cartons during this trial . 

Apple positions were adjacent to each of the vents. Carton positions used were C I, C5, 

and C9. Air temperatures around the outside and at the centre of the pallet were also 

measured. The pallet was placed at position 3 (Figure 4. 1 2) where it was surrounded by 

other pallets containing warm fruit and left: for five days. 
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The three cartons showed similar trends. Figure 4. 1 5  presents the data for the carton at 

position C5 on the pallet. Half cooling times, calculated using the mean air temperature 

close to the pallet as the equilibrium temperature ranged, from 1 2  to 30 hours . 
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pallet cooled within the industrial cool store, when the coolstore was 
half full (pallet isolated from other pallets, trial one). 
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Measured air and apple temperatures for a carton at position C I on a 
pallet cooled within the industrial coolstore, when the coolstore was 
nearly full (pallet surrounded by other pallets, trial three). 
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4.2.4 Discussion 

Each of the three bulk stacked cooling trials gave similar results. The measured cooling 

rates were slower than the mean rates of cooling measured in the pre-cooling trials. 

Cooling rates in pallets fully exposed in the coolstore only half full of fruit showed a 

smaller range of half-cooling times (12 to 1 8  hours) compared to pallets surrounded by 

other pallets (12 to 30 hours) or exposed within the coolstore when it was nearly full of 

fruit (12 to 36 hours). These differences are probably due to reduced ventilation 

potential in the latter two trials. The variation in ventilation is most likely to be a result 

of different pallet assembly and pallet location within the coolstore. Cartons within each 

pallet showed small variations in cooling rate, indicating that the ventilation potential for 

each carton was similar for each trial . 

4.3 CARTON COOLING TRIALS 

Cooling rates measured in the pre-cooling trials within the industrial coolstore were 

highly variable and no positional factor studied was found to be significant. Thus limited 

information with respect to differences in cooling rate with position within cartons was 

obtained. The results did suggest that cartons are the most important product unit that 

needs to be considered to study apple cooling in a mechanistic way. It was considered 

likely that positional variations within cartons accounted for some of the observed 

variation in cooling rate. Therefore a more detailed investigation of heat transfer in 
cartons was undertaken. 

A series of experiments were carried out in which the rate of apple cooling within export 

cartons was measured under controlled conditions. These experiments aimed to provide 

data which could be used in the development and testing of a mechanistic apple cooling 

model. The trials were performed in environmental test facilities at Massey University 

(Figure 4. 1 6), in which controlled temperature (± O.2°C) and uniform air velocity (0.5 to 

5 .0 mls) could be achieved. All of the trials used cartons of "count" (number of fruit 

within the carton) 1 98 Royal Gala apples supplied by the NZAPMB. The fruit was 

divided into six layers within the carton, each supported on a cardboard tray (known as 

Friday trays). 
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Figure 4. 16 :  Schematic diagram of the controlled environmental test facility used for 
measurements of apple cooling rates within cartons (not to scale). 

Within a carton a number of mechanisms of heat and mass transfer can occur including 

forced convection due to ventilation of air into the cartons through vents, natural 

convection of air within the carton if large temperature differences are present, 

evaporative cooling from the apple surfaces into the surrounding air, conduction within 

apples, conduction through exterior cartonboard, conduction from apples to Friday trays, 

convection from apple surfaces to the surrounding air and convection from air within 

each layer to the adjacent Friday trays. 

Three sets of experiments were undertaken. The first of these eliminated ventilation so 

there was only natural convection within the carton and conduction through the exterior 

cardboard. The second set allowed forced convection through the carton vents but 

suppressed conduction through the exterior cardboard. The third set allowed all possible 

heat transfer pathways. 

4.3 .1  Cooling Without Ventilation 

4.3.1 . 1  MethodoloJn! 

The apple cartons were conditioned at 25°C in a controlled temperature room for 48 

hours. Temperatures were recorded at a number of positions in all six layers of the 
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cartons. Figure 4 . 1 7  shows the measurement positions used. Not all of these positions 

were measured for every layer for each trial . In early trials both apple and air 

temperatures were logged for each position. However, apple temperatures were 

observed to be almost identical to air temperatures. Therefore in latter trials, mostly air 

temperatures were measured. Once the carton had been assembled, cardboard sections 

were taped into the vents, and the top and bottom slot of the cartons, to give a uniform 

cartonboard layer over the whole carton. All other openings into the carton were also 

taped to ensure that no ventilation of air into the carton could occur. 

The carton was then placed inside a sealed polystyrene foam box with 1 00 mm thick 

walls, and left inside the controlled temperature room for a further 1 2  hours. The data 

logging equipment was also sealed inside an insulated box and left in the controlled 

temperature room. The. time from removal of the carton from the 25°C room to when it 

was placed in the test facility was typically 1 0-20 minutes. 

Measurements of temperature were made using 46 type 'T' thermocouples logged by the 

Campbell Scientific 2 1  X datalogger, and 1 6  thermistors logged using a Grant Squirrel 

datalogger (as described in Section 4. 1 . 1 ). It was found that the thermocouple reference 

panel of the Campbell Scientific 2 1  X datalogger had some thermal lag, and did not 

respond quickly to the rapid change in ambient temperatures during transport from the 

25°C room, causing incorrect temperature readings early in trials. Leaving the 

datalogging equipment in its insulated box eliminated this problem. 

9 5 I I  

carton back 7 6 4 2 carton front 

<1l 
Air Flow 

B 3 1 0  

Figure 4. 1 7: Measurement positions used for carton trials (all side thermocouples were 
located between I and 3 mm from the cardboard surface, and were held in 
place by taping the leads to the cardboard surface, centre thermocouples 
were evenly spaced down the centre of the carton). 
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The test facility (Figure 4 . 1 6) was run with a set point of O°C and the cartons were 

placed within the facility once the air temperature had stabilised within the chamber. The 

cartons were placed upon a frame which elevated the carton within the chamber to 

enable air flow across all faces of the carton. The cartons were orientated so that the 

vents were aligned with the direction of air flow. The incident velocity was 1 .7 mls. 

The cartons were left in the facility for approximately 24 hours, with the dataloggers 
----

recording data every 2 minutes. Four replicate trials were carried out using different 

cartons and apples for each one. The initial temperature lag of about 30 minutes on 

Figures 4. 1 8  to 4.28 represents carton set-up before placement in the cooling tunnel . 

4.3. 1.2 Results and Discussion 

The results for trial one are presented in Figures 4 . 1 8, 4 . 1 9, 4.20 and 4 .2 l .  Symmetric 

temperature distributions within the carton were observed: 

i) Air temperatures generally showed symmetry down the length of the carton 

(positions 1 ,4 & 7); positions I and 7 cooled consistently faster than position 4,  as 

would be expected given that positions I and 7 were in exterior zones and hence 

would have been cooling by conduction through the carton board, whereas position 

4 was an interior zone and would have cooled predominantly by convection and 

conduction through the top and bottom Friday trays once a temperature difference 

had been established. Positions 1 and 7 cooled at a similar rate for all layers, except 

3 and 6.  These differences were considered to be due to be variation in 

thermocouple position within the carton rather than a real difference in cooling rate. 

The only likely causes of a real difference in cooling rate would be a difference in 

heat transfer coefficient (htc) through the cartonboard, or natural convection effects. 

A difference in the htc was unlikely given that the air velocity across both the front 

and back faces of the carton were similar. Also a real difference in the htc would be 

expected to cause a difference in cooling rate between positions 1 and 7 for all 6 

layers. This was not observed. Similarly, non-symmetrical natural convection 

effects are unlikely as they too would probably have caused differences on all six 

layers, not just two as observed. 
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ii) There was symmetry across the carton (positions 1 0, 1 ,  1 1 ; 3 ,  4, 5 ;  and 7, 8 , 9). In 

all cases the centre position cooled at a significantly slower rate than the two 

positions nearer the outside of the carton. 

iii) There was symmetry down the side faces of the carton (positions 1 0, 3 ,  8;  and 1 1 , 

5 ,  9). Comer zones 1 0, 1 1 ,8 and 9 showed similar rates of cooling, and cooled 

faster than positions 3 and 5 which are in the centre of the carton. 

iv) Figure 4.20 shows that cooling is close to symmetrical vertically through the carton. 

As expected the top and bottom layers ( 1  & 6) cool faster than layers 2 and 5 which 

were in tum faster than the two centre-most layers (3 & 4). 

These trends were evident in all four trials as shown by Figure 4. 1 8 . Repeatabilty 

between replicates was much better than in the industrial data. 

Figure 4.2 1 shows data for the relative rates of cooling for both air and apple centre for 

several selected positions. These data are typical of trends found in this series of trials, 

and show that the apple cooling rates are very similar to the rate of carton air cooling. 

Because the cooling of the cartons as a whole in this series of trials was restricted to 

conduction through the cartonboard and natural convection and radiation within the 

carton, the resistance to heat transfer from the air within the carton to the bulk air 
surrounding the carton is high compared to the heat transfer resistance from the apples 

to the air within the carton. Hence the predominant use of air temperatures in some of 

the trials was justified. 
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Measured fractional unaccomplished air temperatures for each layer of 
the apple carton during the first cooling without ventilation trial .  
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without ventilation trials. 
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Measured fractional unaccomplished air temperatures at position 4 on 
each layer of the apple carton during the first cooling without 
ventilation trial . 
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Measured fractional unaccomplished apple and air temperatures for 
selected positions within the apple carton during the second cooling 
without ventilation trial . 
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4.3.2 Cooling With Suppressed Surface Heat Transfer 

4.3.2. 1 Methodolo2J' 
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Two experiments were perfonned to establish the distribution of air throughout the 

carton as a function of incident air velOCities onto the carton. In the ftrst, a carton was 

placed in front of a fan with the vents aligned with the airflow direction. A Dantec 

Model 54N50 hot wire anemometer (accuracy ± 0.02 mfs) was placed in each of 9 

positions on each layer of the carton (in tum), as well as in the vents. Air velocity was

measured at each position by taking the mean reading over a 2 minute period. The 

incident air velocity was 3 .2 mfs. In the second experiment, readings were taken at 

posit ions I and 4 on each layer for a range of incident velocities onto the carton from I 

mfs to 3 .2  mfs. 

To measure apple cooling rates the same methodology as outlined in Section 4.3. 1 . 1  was 

followed. However in this case the vents were left open and the rest of the carton was 

enclosed in a 1 00 mm polystyrene box throughout the trial to eliminate most of the heat 

transfer through outside surfaces. The box was placed in the test facility with the vents 

aligned with the direction of the airflow for approximately 24 hours. The incident 

airflow across the chamber was 1 .7 mfs which was close to the mean velocity measured 

in the industrial pre-coolers of 1 .8 mfs (Figure 4 , 1 1 ). The air velocity measured within 

the exposed vent for this velocity was 1 . 1 2  mfs. Four replicate trials were perfonned. In 

the fIrst trial cardboard temperatures were measured in addition to fruit and air 

temperatures. Specific locations for these extra data were in the centre of the exterior 

surface at: position I ,  layer 6; and position 3 for layers 3, 4 and 5 .  

4.3.2.2 Results and Discussion 

Table 4.4 shows the measured air velocities within the carton. A large proportion of the 

air entering the carton flows through the layers close to the vents. Layer 3 is 

immediately adjacent to the vents. Approximate symmetry across the carton at each 

measurement location is shown. Figure 4 .22 shows measured air velocities as a function 
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of incident velocity. There was an approximate linear relationship between incident air 

velocity onto the carton and the velocity recorded at each position. This indicates that 

the airflow paths within the carton remain essentially unchanged when the incident air 

velocity is altered. 

Table 4.4 

Measured Air Velocities (mls) For Selected Positions Within An Apple Carton With An 

Incident Velocity Onto The Carton Of 3 .2 mls 

Layer 
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2 
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5 

6 
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Figure 4.22: Measured air velocities (mls) at selected positions within an apple 
carton as a function of incident air velocities onto the carton. 
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Figure 4 .23 presents the data for the first carton cooling trial with suppressed surface 

heat transfer. As expected, rate of cooling reduced down the length of the carton 

(positions I cooled fastest, position 4 next fastest and position 7 slowest) . 

For all the layers except 3 (adjacent to the vents), position 1 0  cooled faster than position 

I ,  and position 3 cooled faster than position 4. This suggests that more air was moving 

down the exterior regions of the carton, giving higher airflow rates along the outer parts 

of each layer. This may be explained by the Friday trays not fitting right to the edge of 

the carton and greater cross-sectional area available for flow, due to lower apple 

numbers along the edge of the carton (Figure 4.2). 

Figure 4 .24 shows the results for positions I ,  4, 3 and 7 for each of the four replicates. 

The data shows small variations between the four trials but the spread of data was larger 

than for the trials without ventilation. This was expected because of the greater 

importance of internal airflow rates in this series of trials, amplifying any effect of small 

differences in carton assembly. 

Figure 4.25 shows measured apple, air and cardboard cooling rates for a number of 

positions for the first trial . There was more difference in the air and apple cooling rates 

at a number of positions than was evident in the trials without ventilation. This was 

expected because the larger air velocities present in this series of trials would lead to 

larger Biot number conditions. Interior zones (position 4) showed less difference 

between apple and air cooling rates compared to exterior zones, perhaps indicating lower 

air velocities in the centre zones of the carton. As was expected, due to the carton 

insulation, the measured cardboard temperatures were effectively indistinguishable from 

the air temperatures for layers 3 and 4. There was some discrepancy between air and 

cardboard temperatures for layer 6 and to a lesser extent layer 5 .  The thermocouples 

and thermistor wires entered the insulated box at layer 6 and although the resulting 

penetration was taped over it was inevitable that some non-ideality of measurement 

conditions occurred in this region. 
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transfer trials. 
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4.3.3 Unmodified Carton Trials 

4.3.3. 1 Methodology 

73 

Cartons were assembled and conditioned as outlined in Section 4.3 . 1 . 1 ,  except that the 

vents were left open and all faces were uninsulated when the cartons were placed in the 

test facility. The vents were aligned with the airflow direction. Incident air velocity 

across the chamber was 1 .4 mls. Three replicate trials were undertaken. 

4.3.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Figures 4 .26, 4 .27, and 4.28 show the results for this series of experiments. The results 

show both very similar trends and similar rates of cooling to the trials without surface 

heat transfer. The major difference was that the rates of cooling for position 4 are more 

similar to those for position 7 than for the trials without surface heat transfer, probably 

due to position 7 cooling faster in this series of experiments due to increased heat 

transfer from conduction through the exterior cardboard. 

4.3.4 Carton Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

Figure 4.29 compares typical rates of cooling during the three sets of experiments at 

selected positions within the carton. Table 4.5 gives the measured half cooling times at a 

number of positions. Cooling without ventilation was significantly slower than cooling 

with ventilation. Because the incident air velocity was higher in experiment two than in 
experiment three it was not possible to directly compare the relative effect of ventilation 

only versus ventilation plus conduction through exterior cardboard. However the results 

suggest that the dominant heat transfer mechanism was ventilation (forced convection). 

I n  these trials ventilation was unimpeded. Industrial practice means that ventilation of 

many cartons in an industrial pallet is impeded by the stacking arrangement. This would 

cause natural convection to play a larger role in cooling. Thus any mechanistic model 

needs to consider both forced and natural convection if it is to be realistic. 
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Table 4 .5  

Measured Apple t 1 /2 Values For Each Of The Three Sets Of Apple Carton Experiments 

For Selected Positions Within Thc Carton. 

Position With in  t 1 12 (hours) 

Carton 

Layer Position Cooling without Cool ing with Unmodified 
ventil ation suppressed Carton 

surface heat 
transfer 

I 6 .5" 0 . 7  0 . 7  

I 4 1 1 .5 1 .4 • 1 .9" 

7 7 . 7" 1 .8 - 2 .6" 

1 8 .0' O J  0 . 5  

2 4 1 2 .5 1 .2"  1 .4 

7 8 . 7* I .t 2 .3 "  

1 8 .4" 0.9 1 .3 

4 4 1 2 . 5  2 .8" 3 .2 "  

7 9 .9" 3 .6" 4 .  ] *  
" S ignificant non-linearity of In( Y) versus time plot observed. For these cases tl12 was 
calculated from the slope of the In( >') versus t ime plot, for Y values between 0 . 8  and 0 . 2  

(or the  lowest Y value measured i f  0.2  not reached. 

4_4 CONCLUSIONS 

The pre-cooling trials within the industrial coolstore showed that cooling rates in 

staggered stacks were 3 0% faster on average than for in-line stacks, but for both 

stacking arrangements large variation in cooling rates were observed. None of the 

carton or pallet positional factors studied were found to be significant. The. variation in 

cooling rate was largely attributed to different carton ventilation rates arising from 

limited vent size into the cartons, imprecision in both pallet positioning within the stacks 

and carton placement onto the pallets. General principles to optimise forced air pre

cooling of bulk stacked packaged products are to design packaging to allow: a high 

percentage of vents, good alignment of vents, and tight and precise assembly of 
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containers onto pallets. If high levels of container ventilation are not possible then 

containers should be spaced on pallets to allow air flow through pallets. Close 

positioning of pallets to minimise air bypass through gaps between them is also 

important. 

Measurements of cooling rates within the bulk store showed that differences in cooling 

rate with position within cartons existed, but there were not large variations in cooling 

rate between cartons on a pallet with similar ventilation potential. This suggested that 
-

the carton is the appropriate unit to model mechanistically. The rates of cooling 

measured in the bulk coolstore were significantly slower than those measured in the 

industrial pre-cooling trials. 

Cooling trials for individual cartons showed that there was significant variation in cooling 

rate within an individual carton arising from the relative ease of air movement along 

possible airflow pathways within the carton. The ventilation rate primarily controlled 

cooling rate, but in cases where vent holes were not exposed to air flow, or incident 

velocities were low natural convection might also be important. 



CHAPTER 5: APPLE CARTON COOLING MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

8 1  

Development of an overall coolstore simulation model requires an appropriate sub

model for prediction of product temperature, weight loss and heat load in response to 

changing coolstore air conditions. The majority of studies performed on heat and mass 

transfer from horticultural products have been for single, unpackaged commodities. 

Whilst models for heat and/or mass transfer exist for these situations, little work on

mechanistic modelling of bulk stacked and/or packaged commodities has been published 

(Chapter 2, Section 2.3 . 1 .2). Chapter 5 presents the development of a product model 

for cooling of apples packed into cartons and assembled onto pallets both in pre-coolers 

and bulk stacked in coolstores. 

The model should be able to predict apple temperature and weight loss with both 

position and time within the cartons and should be able to simulate different carton 

positions and orientations on a pallet, and different incident air conditions onto the pallet 

(velocity, temperature, and relative humidity, RH). 

A number of heat and mass transfer pathways exist within an apple carton undergoing 

cooling including: convection from apples to air within the carton, radiation from apples 

to other surfaces, evaporation of water vapour from apples to the air within the carton, 

conduction between apples and friday trays, conduction within apples, convection from 

air within the carton to outside cardboard and friday tray surfaces, convection from 

outside surface of the cardboard to the air surrounding the carton, conduction through 

cardboard surfaces, adsorption of water vapour by cardboard, f'Jrced convection of air 

through the carton, and natural convection of air within the carton. The most important 

of these pathways will need to be considered in order to accurately model carton 

cooling. 

Three main possibUities exist for modelling heat and mass transfer in a single carton. 

The simplest approach would be to measure half-cooling time for a representative range 
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of positions within the carton. This approach is situation-specific and not mechanistic, 

thus limiting the predictive ability of the model . It also requires a large number of 

measurements which can be expensive to perform. The most commonly used 

mechanistic approach for product cooling is to use a conduction model. This approach 

assumes all other mechanisms can be modelled in terms of conduction within a solid 

object and convection between the surface of the object and the surrounding cooling 

medium (Cleland, 1 990). This approach is commonly used for single product items. 

If it is applied, there is a need to define effective thermal properties and convective heat 

transfer coefficients to take account of the other mechanisms. If other mechanisms

within the carton cannot be approximated by the conduction model then the third 

approach would be a mechanistic model which includes appropriate models for each 

significant mechanism within the carton. 

The first approach was rejected because of its limited applicability to alternative systems 

and because the measured data for the system studied showed that cooling rates were 

highly variable. It was decided to use the last and most complicated approach only if 

the simpler conduction approach proved unsatisfactory. 

5.2 CONDUCTION MODEL 

Although commonly used for products that are reasonably homogenous in nature, this 

approach has seldom been used for packaged products with significant air voids. 

Jamieson et al. ( 1 993) used such a model to predict cooling of pallets of cartonised 

cheese blocks. The pallets essentially contained alternate layers of cheese and cardboard 

and the series heat transfer resistance model (Miles et al. , 1 983) based on mass and 

volume fractions was used to estimate effective thermal properties for each pallet. An 

effective convective heat transfer coefficient was estimated by adding heat transfer 

resistances due to the air, surface packaging, and surface air gaps in series. Predictions 

from the models showed satisfactory agreement with measured data. 
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In an apple carton, the heat transfer pathways are less well defmed and neither the 

simple series or parallel models stated by Miles et al. ( 1 983) were considered 

mechanistically valid. The effective medium theory approach (Pham, 1 990) makes no 

distinction with respect to heat transfer pathways and so was selected to determine 

effective properties using mass and volume fractions based on measured carton 

components (Table 5 . 1 ). Where specific thermal property data for components were not 

available typical literature values were used. 

The effective heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the carton was estimated using 

the methodology described by Jamieson et al. ( 1 993) to be 2.5 W/m2 K. Simulation of 

the chilling of a carton using these calculated values was carried out using a proven 

accurate 3 dimensional finite difference program for the conduction model (Cornelius, 

1 99 1 ). Figure 5 . 1 shows predicted and measured data for several positions within the 

carton for carton cooling trials (a) without ventilation, (b) with suppressed surface heat 

transfer, and (c) unmodified cartons (Chapter 4). The predictions were close to the 

measured data for the trials without ventilation. However in trials where ventilation was 

possible, the model predictions are inaccurate. 

Table 5.1 

Apple Carton Component Volume Fractions, Mass Fractions and Thermophysical 

Data Used In Calculating Effective Thermal Properties 

Component Volume Mass c (kJ/kg K) A. (W/m K) 
Fraction Fraction 

Apples 0.49 1 0.973 3 .65 0.42 1 

Friday trays 0.045 0.026 2.0 0.08 

Air 0.464 0.00 1 1 .5 0.022 

Overall 1 .0 (0.0448 1 .0 ( 1 9 .0 1 3 .60 0.25 
Carton m2) kg) 

1 From Mellor ( 1 978) 
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Figure 5. 1 :  Comparison of the conduction/convection model with measured data from 
apple carton cooling trials. 

In practice, most apple cartons within the industrial facility are likely to have some 

ventilation through the exposed hand holes. For this reason, and also because mass 

transfer predictions within the carton are not possible, the conduction approach was 

rejected and a more sophisticated mechanistic model of an apple carton including 

consideration of ventilation was developed. 

5.3 CARTON MODEL FORMULATION 

5.3. 1 Space Discretisation 

Three types of space discretisation used by researchers in refrigeration system modelling 

for refrigerated applications might be applied for modelling a single carton. These are: 

single-zoned lumped parameter, multiple-zoned lumped parameter, and fully distributed 

models (Cleland and Cleland, 1 989). 
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Lumped parameter models treat the components within each zone of the system as being 

"perfectly mixed". A single zone lumped parameter model would represent the entire 

apple carton by a uniform temperature, so positional variation within the carton would 

not be able to be modelled. Therefore this approach was rejected. 

Fully distributed models have been used for modelling small scale coolstores and 

containers (Van der Ree et al. , 1 974; Meffert and Van Beek, 1 983 & 1 988; Wang and 

Touber, 1 988 & 1 990; Wang, 1 99 1 ;  Van Gerwen and Oort, 1 989 & 1 990; Van Gerwen 

et al. , 1 99 1 ). They involve solving simultaneous partial differential equations for fluid' 

hydrodynamics as well as heat and mass transfer between the air and solid objects. 

Detailed analysis of positional variation within the system is possible. However such 

models have proved to be very computationally intensive, and defining necessary input 

data can be very difficult. For these reasons this type of model was not considered 

appropriate. 

Multiple zoned lumped parameter models split the system up into a series of discrete 

zones and treat conditions within each zone as being uniform. The zones are then 

linked together in some fashion to allow for heat and/or mass transfer between them. 

This approach allows positional variation to be modelled and is less computationally 

intensive than fully distributed models. It has been used for modelling a vegetable 

freezer (Marshall and James, 1 975) and for modelling dust concentrations within 

ventilated spaces (Liao and Feddes, 1 992). It was decided to use this approach for 

modelling the apple carton as it offered a promising compromise between accuracy and 

computational complexity. 

The carton was modelled as a series of interconnected rectangular zones (J zones along, 

I zones across, K zones deep). Each zone had six boundaries where heat and mass 

transfer can occur with other zones via ventilation or heat transfer with cardboard 

surfaces via convection/conduction (Figure 5 .2). To simplify space discretisation the 

number of vertical zones was chosen to match the numbers of fruit layers within the 

carton (K=6). Each layer was further split into five zones both across (1=5) and down 

the length (J=5) of the carton, (Figure 5 .3) leading to 1 50 zones in total. The number 
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of subdivisions in each direction was chosen as a compromise between accuracy and 

computational cost for the model . Symmetry considerations to reduce the number of 

zones were not applied because some non-symmetrical applications were anticipated. 

The appropriate mechanisms to be considered for each boundary of a zone are dependent 

on the position of the zone within the carton. Given the above discretisation, the most 

important are ventilation with adjacent zones or interaction with cardboard between 

layers or the outside of the carton. In theory there can be ventilation with up to 6 

adjacent zones and interaction with up to 6 associated cardboard surfaces on each zone 

boundary. In practice, if I and J are greater than I then there can only be ventilation 

with a maximum of 4 associated zones and interaction with up to 4 cardboard surfaces. 

Figure 5 .3  and Table 5.2 list the zone boundaries through which ventilation or 

interaction with cardboard surfaces were assumed to exist for each zone in the current 

carton design. In current practice vertical ventilation between zones can only occur for 

zones at the sides or ends of the carton, but different packaging designs could allow 

airflow between layers in other positions, so the model fonnulation has been kept as 

general as possible. 

84 and/or C4 

8 1  and/or C I  
zone ij- I .k 

85 and/or C5 
zone ij,k+1 

86 and/or C6 
zone ij.k-l 

83 and/or C3 
zone i,j+l.k 

82 and/or C2 
zone i-I J,k 

~ o 

Figure 5.2: Possible ventilation or cardboard surface boundaries for a generalised 
zone within an apple carton. 
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Zone positions and forced convective air paths within an apple carton. 
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Table 5.2 

Possible Boundary Mechanisms For Zones Within A Carton 

Zone Position Ventilation Boundaries! 

i=I ,  1<j<J, l <k<K B I ,B3,B4 

i=I, 1<j<J, l <k<K B l ,B2,B3 

i= I , j=I , I <k<K B3,B4,B5,B6 

i=I, j= I , I <k<K B2,B3,B5,B6 

i=I , j=l, l <k<K B l ,B4,B5,B6 

i=I, j=J, 1 <k<K B I ,B2,B5,B6 

1 <i<I, j= I ,  1 <k<K B2,B3,B4,B5,B6 

1 <i<I, j=J, 1 <k<K B I ,B2,B4,B5,B6 

1 <i<I, 1 <j<l, 1 <k<K B l ,B2,B3,B4 

i=I ,  1<j<J, k= 1 B I ,B3,B4 

i=I, 1<j<l, k=1 B I ,B2,B3 

i=I , j= I ,  k=1 B3,B4,B5 

i=I, j=I ,  k=1 B2,B3,B5 

i=I, j=J, k= 1 B l ,B4,B5 

i=I, j=J, k= 1 B I ,B2,B5 

l<i<I, j=I ,  k= 1 B2,B3,B4,B5 

1 <i<I, j=J, k=1 B l ,B2,B4,B5 

l<i<I, 1 <j<J, k=1 B l ,B2,B3,B4 

i=l ,  1<j<J, k=K B I ,B3,B4 

i=I, 1 <j<J, k=K B l ,B2,B3 

i=l , j= l ,  k=K B3,B4,B6 

i=l, j=l ,  k=K B2,B3,B6 

i=l , j=J, k=K B I ,B4,B6 

i=l, j=J, k=K B l ,B2,B6 

l<i<I, j= l ,  k=K B2,B3,B4,B6 

l <i<I,j=J, k=K B l ,B2,B3,B6 

1 <i<l, 1 <j<J, k=K B I ,B2,B3,B4 

= Boundaries as shown on Figure 5.2 

Cardboard Surfaces2 

C2,C5,C6 

C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C2,C5,C6 

C I ,C4,C5,C6 

C2,C3,C5,C6 

C3,C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C5,C6 

C3,C5,C6 

C5,C6 

C2,C5,C6 

C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C2,C5,C6 

C l ,C4,C5,C6 

C2,C3,C5,C6 

C3,C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C5,C6 

C3,C5,C6 

C5,C6 

C2,C5,C6 

C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C2,C5,C6 

C l ,C4,C5,C6 

C2,C3,C5,C6 

C3,C4,C5,C6 

C l ,C5,C6 

C3,C5,C6 

C5,C6 

= SUlTounding cardboard surfaces associated with each zone (C I to C6, Figure 5 .2). 

88 
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For each zone air enthalpy, air humidity, air temperature, apple temperature, apple mass, 

and associated cardboard temperatures were modelled. 

5.3.2 Zone Air Formulation 

An underlying assumption was that each zone was perfectly mixed, i .e .  air temperature 

and air humidity and enthalpy are considered constant throughout the zone. Air energy 

and humidity (water vapour) balances were perfonned on each zone. 

5.3.2. l Zone Air Energy Balance 

The enthalpy of the zone air gives a measure of the total amount of energy present in 

the zone air relative to a known datum. The datum value used was O°C for the dry air 

component and the triple point of water (0.0 1 °C) for the water vapour component. The 

air enthalpy is the sum of the enthalpy of the dry air and the enthalpy of the associated 

water vapour. A commonly used equation for calculating enthalpy is (Stoecker and 

Jones, 1'982): 

where: 

hh 

H 

Co 

hfg 

Cv 

T 0 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

air enthalpy (J/1eg) 

air humidity (kg/kg) 

specific heat capacity of the dry air at constant pressure (J/kg K) 

latent heat of vaporisation of water vapour at O.O I °C (J/kg) 

specific heat capacity of water vapour (J/kg K) 

dry bulb temperature of the air eC) 

(5 . 1 )  

Eqn. 5 . 1  is only an approximation as Co varies slightly with temperature, and the water 

vapour in the air-vapour mixture is likely to be superheated whereas the equation 

assumes that it is saturated. Stoecker and Jones ( 1 982) show that the enthalpy of 

superheated water vapour is approximately equal to the enthalpy of saturated vapour at 

the same temperature and the change in Ca is small over the temperature range of 
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interest, so Eqn. 5 . 1  was considered sufficiently accurate. 

The energy balance within a typical zone is: 

[ Rate of.accumula.tion of 1 
= energy In zone all' 
[ Rate of energy gain ] 

from apples �y convection 
and evaporatlOn [ Rate of energy gain from ] + associated .cardboard surfaces 
by convectlOn to zone air [ Rate of energy gain ] + by ve�tilation from 

associated zones 

This can be expressed mathematically as: 

6 6 

90 

d(Mjj,khh jj,l) 

dt = cj> ap-ta + cj> evap + L cj> cd,n-ta + L cj> v,l (5 .2) 

where: 

M . .  /c I.}. 

hh . .  /c I.}. 

cj>ap-.a 

cj> /!-..ap 

cj> cd.n-ta 

cj> v.l 
iJ,k 
I 
n 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

n= 1  1=1 

mass of dry air within zone (ij,k) (kg). 

enthalpy of air in zone (ij,k) (J/kg). 

convection from apple surfaces to zone air (W). 

energy flow by evaporation from apple surfaces (W). 

convection from nIh surrounding cardboard surface to air (W). 

ventilation from the rh surrounding zone (W). 

zone co-ordinates as shown on Figure 5.3 .  

th surrounding zone. 

nth cardboard surface associated with zone (ij ,k). 

time (s). 
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The individual heat transfer components of Eqn 5.2 were modelled using: 

where: 

R = 

A ap = 

Aap�a = 

Vap = 

Aap = 

hap�a = 

Wap,ij,k = 

T " k  
= ma,l,j, 

T. ' k  
= I,j, 

Tn = 

hcd,n�a = 

An = 

ml,in = 

m',01l1 = 

hh, = 

= ap P, ap T _ T ap�a [V (t2 A ] A 
� ap�a 

R 2 
( ma.ijJc ij.k ) � 

� evap = 

� cd,n--)a = hcd,Ha An ( Tn - �j,k 
) 

apple radius (m). 

total apple surface area (m2). 

apple surface area exposed to air (m2). 

apple volume (m3). 

apple thermal conductivity (W/m K). 

apple to air convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). 

cumulative water loss from apples in zone (ij,k) (kg). 

mass average apple temperature in zone (ij,k) COC). 

temperature of the air in zone (ij,k) COC). 

(5 .3) 

(5 .4) 

(5 .5)  

(5 .6) 

temperature of the nth cardboard surface associated with zone 

(ij,k) (OC). 

convective heat transfer coefficient from zone (ij,k) air to the nth 
cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

exposed area of the nth cardboard surface associated with zone 

(ij ,k) (m2). 

mass flow rate of dry air from the ph zone associated with zone 

(ij,k) (kg/s). 

mass flow rate of dry air from zone (ij,k) to the rh associated 

zone (kg/s). 

enthalpy of the fh surrounding zone (J/kg). 
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Pi is the first root of: 

where: 

and 

Bi = Biot number. 

P cot P + (Bi - 1  ) = 0 

h R 
Bi ::: ap-M 

A. ap 

92 

(5 . 7) 

(5 . 8) 

Eqn. 5 .3 is a modified version of the ordinary differential equation (ODE) model 

described by Lovatt et al. ( l 993a) as will be discussed in Section 5 .3 .3 . 1 .  This was 

chosen as a compromise between simplicity and accuracy. 

The Friday trays between layers and the carton itself mean that zone air interacts with 

cardboard surfaces above and below the zone. The temperature of the cardboard below 

zone (iJ,k) was designated by Thor,i.j,� so the cardboard surface above zone (iJ,k) would 

be represented by Thor,i,j,Ic+J' With reference to Figure 5.3, zones across the front or back 

faces of the carton (j = 1 or j = J) can interact with the front or back cardboard surfaces 

of the carton. Zones down the right and left sides of the carton (i = 1 ,  or i = I) can 

interact with the right or left cardboard surfaces. These four cardboard surfaces were 

modelled using 1jronl,ij,1c> Tbaclc,i,j,/c' Trigh/,ij,/c' and T'ef/,ij,/c respectively. 

Reference to Tables 5 .2 and 5 . 3  i s  required to determine which boundaries and 

cardboard surfaces are associated with each zone and to determine the appropriate values 

of Tn and hili for use in Eqn's. 5 .5  and 5 .6. 
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5 .3 .2.2 Zone Air Humidity Balance 

A humidity balance within a typical zone is: [ Rate of w�ter 
.
vapour ] 

accumulatlOn In = 

zone air 
[ Rate of water vapour input due to] 

water loss from apple surfaces 

+ due to ventilation with 
[ Rate of water vapour gain ] 

associated zones [ Rate of water vapour gain ] 
+ due to diffusion through 

cardboard surfaces 

This was modelled using Eqn. 5 .9: 

where: 

H ,/c '.J. 
= 

M v,/ 
= 

M 
a�cd,n 

= 

d(Mij,/cHij,k) 

dt 
= 

dWap,i/,k 
+ � M + � M 

dt L..J v,l L..J a-.cd.II 
'=1 n=1 

humidity of air in zone (ij,k) (kglkg). 

(5 .9) 

water vapour gain by ventilation from the rh zone associated with 

zone (ij,k) (kg/s). 

diffusion of water vapour through the nih cardboard surface 

associated with zone (ij ,k) (kg/s). 

The individual mass transfer components of Eqn 5.9 are: 

where: 

m'.i" = 

m'.out = 

H, = 

Pe = 

M,,1 = ( m, .  - m, t ) ( H, - H. ' /c ) 1 .In ,ou 'J. 

M 
a-.cd.n = A

n Pe ( p" - Pi/.Ie ) 

(5 . 1 0) 

(5 . 1 1 )  

air flow from the l'h zone associated with zone (ij,k) (kg/3). 

air flow from zone (ij,k) to the r associated zone (kg/s). 

humidity of the l'h associated zone (kglkg). 

permeance of cardboard to water vapour (s/m). 
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= partial pressure of water vapour "outside" the nth cardboard 

associated with zone (iJ,k) (Pa). 

= partial pressure of water vapour within zone (iJ,k) (Pa). 

Appropriate zone humidity values for associated zones and partial pressure of water 

vapour values outside cardboard surfaces are given in Table 5 .3 .  The rate of water 

vapour gain from apples into the zone (iJ,k) air is defined in Section 5 .3 .3 .  

Pi,},k can be calculated using standard psychrometric relationships (Cleland and Cleland, 

1 992): 

P;J,1c = 
29H. 'k Pt ' J, (5 . 1 2) 

1 8  + 29H" k IJ. 

where: 

Pt = total air pressure (Pa). 

Table 5.3 

Enthalpy (hh), Air Temperature (TI), Humidity (HI)' Cardboard Temperature (Tn) 

and Partial Pressure of Water Vapour (Pn) Values Associated with Generalised 

Zone (iJ,k), For Use In Eqn's 5 .5 ,  5 .6, 5 . 1 0  and 5 . 1 1 

1 &  n Boundary Face! hhl Tn p} Ii HI 

1 B I  or C I  hhij_J,k Tfr " k  ont,lJ, Pab T ' J k  IJ- , H" J k  IJ- , 

2 B2 or C2 hhi_1j,k T ' M " k  ng ,I.}, Pab T 1 ' k  1- .j, H. 1 ' k  .- J, 

3 B3 or C3 hhij+J,k Tbac1c,i,j,k Pab Tij+J,k HiJ+J,k 

4 B4 or C4 hh'+1 ' k · .}, Tleft,ij,k Pab T;+lj,k /f;+lj,k 

5 B5 or C5 hhij,k+J TnOr,i,j,k+J Pi.j,k-l T 'k+l 'J, H" k+1 l.j, 

6 B6 or C6 hhi,j,k_J Tn " k  or,IJ, Pi.j,k+l T ' k J  I,], -
H"k I .,], -

! For any particular zone, Table 5 .2 indicates which boundaries exist. 

2 Pab = Partial pressure of water vapour in the bulk air surrounding the carton (Pa). 

Water absorption from the zone air into cardboard packaging was ignored. 
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5 .3 .2.3 Zone Air Property Evaluation 

The total energy and humidity balances (Eqn's 5 .2 & 5 .9) on the zone air are coupled 

differential equations. The chain rule can be used to simplify the left hand sides: 

d(Mjj,1e hhjj,Jc) dhhjjJc 
= Mj.j,Jc 

dt dt 

d(Mjj,1e If;J,Jc) 
M 

dHj.j,k = 

dt j/,Jc----cit 

dM" 1e 
+ hh . .  __ 1 .1_, IJ.1e dt 

dM" 1e 
+ H 1.1, 

jj.lc� 

(5 . 1 3) 

(5 . 1 4) 

Eqn's  5 . 1 3  and 5 . 1 4  treat the mass of air within each zone as a dependent variable. The 

mass of dry air can be determined from the carton volume and air density: 

(5 . 1 5) 

where: 

V. ' Ie IJ. = volume of zone (ij,k) (m3). 

= air density in zone (ij,k) (kglm3). 

Using the chain rule, Eqn 5 . 1 5  can be differentiated to determine the rate of change of 

zone arr mass: 

dM" 1e 1-1, (5 . 1 6) 
dt 

Assuming that the volume of each zone remains constant Eqn 5 . 1 6  simplifies to: 

dM" 1e 1,/. 
� 

(5 . 1 7) 
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Air density can be found using standard psychrometric equations (Cleland and Cleland, 

1 992): 

273 . 1 5  
22.4 (Tij,k + 273 . 1 5) 1 

29 

1 
H. · k  

+ .,}, 
18 

Differentiating Eqn 5 . 1 8  gives: 

where: 

TO O k = •. J. 

l -273 . 1 5  

22.4 (T. ' k + 273 . 1 5) . .,}, 

1 
29 

1 

l 

dTij,k 

H. ' k  dt 
+ '., 

18 

1 8  ( _1 
29 

H . .  � 
+ .,}'" 

1 8  

1 dHiJ,k 

J dt 

air temperature in zone (ij,k) eC). 

(5 . 1 8) 

(5 . 1 9) 

Air temperature change can be determined from the air enthalpy and humidity using the 

differential form of Eqn. 5 . 1  as follows: 

dT:j,k :::: 
dt 

dhhij,k dH. · k  
-� - ( hr. - C T. · k  ) -'''-' 

dt Jg v .,}, dt 

ca + Cv Hij,k 

(5 .20) 

Treating the mass of air within each zone as a dependent variable in this manner is 

mechanistically correct. However it requires the equations for enthalpy, humidity, mass, 

density and temperature to be solved simultaneously. This would add considerable 

complexity to the model, particularly as the carton is divided into a number of zones. 

For these reasons it was decided to assume that both the mass and density of dry air in 

each zone remains constant. Over a typical temperature range of O°C to 20°C the 

variation in air density is at worst 5%, so the assumption was considered adequate. The 
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left hand sides of Eqn's 5 .2 and 5 .9 now simplify to: 

d(Mjj,lc hhjj,lc) = M· · k 
dhhjj,lc 

dt 1./, dt 
(5 .2 1 )  

d(Mjj,k Hjj,k) dH. .,Ic = M· · k __ 'J_ dt I.. dt 
(5.22) 

With this assumption the temperature of the zone air can be determined algebraically 

from the zone enthalpy and humidity: 

r:j,lc (5 .23) 

Eqn's. 5 . 1 3  to 5 .20 are no longer required, and the model of zone air consists of Eqn's  

5 .2 to 5 . 1 2, and 5.23. 

5.3.3 Apple Temperature And Water Loss 

5 .3 .3 . 1  Apple Temperature 

Three possibilities existed for estimating apple temperatures dynamically: a full partial 

differential equation (PDE) description of conduction within the apple subject to 

convection, radiation and evaporative weight loss at the surface (approximated using 

finite difference or finite element methods); ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

models; or analytical solutions for conduction. All three approaches have been used by 

researchers in the past for predicting temperature-time profiles of various products. 

Analytical solutions were not appropriate as they do not allow time-variable boundary 

conditions that will occur for an apple within the carton during cooling to be modelled. 

The initial approach selected was to use a finite difference scheme to solve the full PDE 

for conduction. However this proved to be too computationally intensive due to the 

number of zones in the model. Therefore the ODE solution described by Lovatt et al. 

( 1 993a) was used as a compromise between simplicity and accuracy. It was modified 
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to take account of the fact that not all of the apple surface area will be exposed to zone air 

and experiencing convective beat transfer. It is the basis of Eqn. 5 .3 .  

Figure 5 .4 shows the heat transfer pathways between an apple and the zone air that were 

modelled. The equation for determining apple temperature is a coupled equation: 

where: 

cap 

� ap�hor, ij,k 

� ap�hor. ij.k+1 

Qi.j,k 
M "k  ap,lJ, 

d(Marp;J',kCarpTma,iJ) _ M dTma,iJ',k dM " k � C + T " c apN, 
dt - ap,iJJc ap dt man,k ap dt (5.24) 

= QiJ,k - � ap�hor,ijJc - � ap�horjJ,k+ J  - � ap�a - � wap (5.25) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

apple specific heat capacity (J/kg K). 

heat transfer from apple to bottom friday tray (W). 

heat transfer from apple to top friday tray (W). 

heat generation rate due to apple respiration (W). 

mass of apples in zone (ij,k) (kg). 

Treating the mass of apple as a dependent variable (Eqn. 5 .24) is the physically correct 

way to model change in apple temperature. However the total change in apple mass 

during a typical cooling period is in the order of 0. 1 %, so to simplify the model, the 

equation used for calculating apple temperature assumed that the apple mass remained 

constant: 

M C dTmajJ,k = Q ,I. ,I. ,1. ,1.  (5.26) ap,ijJc ar dt iJJc - 'I' ap�hor,ij,k - 'I' ap�hor,iJJc+J - 'I' ap�a - 'I' ""ap 

The individual heat transfer components of Eqn. 5 .26 are: 

where: 

� ap�hor,iJJc+J = h h " . J A h '  ' k  J ( Th " . J - T "Jc ) ap� or,IJ"'+ ap� orn, + or.IJ".+ ma.IJ (5.27) 

= 

� ap�hor ,ij,k = (5.28) h / " k A h ' ' k ( T, . . . - T " k ) ap� IOr�J, ap� orJJ, IOr,IJ'" maJJ,' 

heat transfer coefficient from apple to bottom Friday tray 

(W/m2K). 



Aap�hor,;j.k 

Th " k or,'.), 

= 

= 
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contact area between apple and bottom Friday tray (m2). 

temperature of Friday tray below apple (OC). 

99 

hap�hor,IJ.HI = heat transfer coefficient from apple to top Friday tray (W 1m2 K). 

A ap�hor.IJ.k+1 

� hor.i.j.k+J 

= 

= 

contact area between apple and top Friday tray (m2). 

temperature of Friday tray above apple COC). 

�ap�a and � e"ap are calculated using Eqn's. 5 .3 and 5 .4 respectively. 

An empirical correlation given by Gaffney et al. ( l 985a) was used to estimate Qij.k as' 

a function of temperature: 

Q"j L  = ( 4.59x l O� [T " k  + 1 7.8]2-66 ) M " L .'" ma,'J. ap." '" 

I';.j.k+J 
uction 

Thor,ij.k+J 

T 'k '.J, Convection 

T " k  ma.'J. 
/ 

Re�piration 

�h " L  or .• .) . • 

T 'k J '.J. -

Figure 5.4: Heat transfer pathways modelled from apples. 

(5 .29) 
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5 .3 .3 .2 Apple Water Loss 

Water loss from apples was calculated using: 

where: 

W " k  = ap,IJ, 

kap = 

Pap,ij,k = 

dW " k ap,lJ, 
dt 

cumulative water loss from apples in zone (ij,k) (kg). 

mass transfer coefficient from apple to air (s/m). 

(5 .30) 

partial pressure of water vapour at the apple surface (Pa). 

The partial pressure of water vapour at the surface of the apples was expressed as a 

function of the water vapour pressure at the apple surface temperature and the water 

activity at the apple surface: 

Pap,iil< = PS,ap,ijl< aw (5.3 1 )  

An Antoine equation approximation for vapour pressure is (Cleland and Cleland, 1 992): 

where: 

Ps,ap,ij,k = 

= 

T " k  apS, l,j, = 

[23 .4795 _ 3990.56 ] 

P = e T""II) + 233,833 s,ap,iil< 
(5 .32) 

water vapour pressure at apple surface temperature in zone (ij,k) 

(Pa). 

water activity at apple surface. 

apple surface temperature in zone (ij,k) eC). 

Although measured data showed little difference between surface and centre 

temperatures for the apples, it was decided to use surface temperature rather than mass 

average temperature in apple weight loss calculations. Analytical solutions for 

calculating mass average and surface temperatures are available for a perfect sphere 

under constant external conditions (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1 959). The approach taken to 

estimate the surface temperature (Eqn's 5 .33 and 5 .34) was to use a ratio of the 
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analytical solutions assuming that only one term in the series was significant: 

where: 

Y " " k ma,',j, 
= 

Y " " k apS, I,j, 
= 

T " " 
= T "

" 
- (T - T. " ) (1 - Yaps,iJ,k J aps" J,Ie ma.I,.k ma'J� .,,Ie Y " " 

ma" J,k 

Y " " k  
= 

[P: + (Bi - 1 )2] sin2(p • .) 
aps" J. 

Y " ",Ie 3 Bi rna,'.) 

(5 .33)  

(5 .34) 

fractional unaccomplished mass average temperature change for 

the apples in zone (i,j ,k). 

fractional unaccomplished surface temperature change for the 

apples in zone (ij,k). 

5.3.4 Cardboard Temperatures 

Temperature of exterior cardboard surfaces and Friday trays within the carton were 

modelled. Table 5 .2 lists the possible cardboard boundaries/surfaces with which each 

zone may interact (Cl to C6). Table 5 .3 lists the cardboard temperatures modelled 

which correspond to each of these surfaces. 

The six possible cardboard surfaces associated with any zone can be further divided into 

surfaces where apple to cardboard contact occurs (C5 & C6), and surfaces where only 

air to cardboard interaction is possible (C I to C4). The mathematical formulation for 

each of the two surface types is discussed in turn. 

5 .3 .4. 1 Cardboard Surfaces With Apple Contact (C5 and C6) 

Figure 5 .5  shows the heat transfer pathways modelled for cardboard surfaces with apple 

contact. 



For 1 < k � K: 

For k = 1 : 

For k = K+ 1 
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convection 

convection 

Thor,IJ,' 

convection 

Tab convection 

1 02 

Figure 5.5: Heat transfer pathways modelled from cardboard surfaces with apple 
contact. 
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With reference to these pathways the rate of change of cardboard temperature can be 

expressed mathematically by Eqn's  5 .35, 5 .36 and 5 .37: 

for 1 < k < K 

dTh . .  � 
M C 

or,'J", 
= hor,ij,le hor,ijl< dt <l> a,ijl<�hor,ij,lc + <l> a,ijl<-l�hor,ijl< + <l> ap,ijl<�hor,ij,1e + <l> ap,ij.lc- l�hor,ijl< 

(5 .35) 

for k = I (bottom cardboard layer of carton) 

dT, ' 1 1e M IOr,I." 
hor,ij.lc C hor ,ij.k ---;-- = <l> a,iJ,Ie�hor,ijJc + <l> apjj.le�hor,iJJc + <l> hor,ijJc�ab (5 .36) 

dt 

for k = K + I (top cardboard layer of carton) 

d��w 0 3n MhOr,ij.1e Chor,ij.1e dt 
= <l> a,ijl<-l�hor,ijJc + <l> ap,ij.le- l�hor,ijJc + <l> hor,ij,le�ab • 

where: 

T hor.IJ.k 
Mh " Ie  or,'.}, 

Chor,i,j,le 

<l> a.lJ,k-+hor,iJ.k 

<l> a,IJJ,J�hor.lJ.k 

<l> ap.IJ.k�'lOr,IJ.A 

<l> ap.lJ,l-J-+hor.IJ.k 

<l> hor, i,j,le�ab 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

temperature of cardboard below apples in zone (ij,k) CC). 

mass of the cardboard below apples in zone (ij ,k) (kg). 

specific heat capacity of the cardboard (J/kg K). 

convective heat transfer between zone (ij,k) air and the cardboard 

surface (W). 

convective heat transfer between zone (ij,k- l )  aIr and the 

cardboard surface (W). 

conductive heat transfer between apples in zone (ij ,k) and the 

cardboard surface (W). 

conductive heat transfer between apples in zone (ij,k- l )  and the 

cardboard surface (W). 

convective heat transfer between the cardboard and the bulk air 

surrounding the carton (W). 

The water content of the cardboard and the potential for absorption of water from the 

air inside the carton was ignored. 
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The individual heat transfer components of Eqn's. 5 .35, 5 .36 and 5 .37 are: 

.!. " k h " �  = h , , � h " k A " � h " k ( T. , � - Th " k )  'I' a,IJ, -t or,IJ".. a,IJ".-t or�J, a,IJ"..-t orN, IJ".. orJJ, (5 .38) 

� a,i,j,k-Hhor,ij,k = ha,ij,lc-Hhor,ij,k Aa,ij,k-HhOdj,k ( �,j,k-I - Thor,i,j,k ) (5 .39) 

� ap,i,j,k-thor,ij,k = h ap,ij,k-thor ,i,j,k A ap,ij,k-thor,i,j,k ( Tma,ij,1e - Thor,i,j,k ) (5 .40) 

� ap,ij,k-I -thor,ij,k = hap,ij,k-I -thor,i,j,k Aap,ij,k-I -thor,i.i,k ( T ma,iJ,k-1 - ThOr,ij,k ) (5 .4 1 )  

�hor,i.i,k-tab = hhor,ij,k-tab Ahor.ij,k-tab ( Tab - Thor,i,i,!' ) (5 .42) 

where: 

h " k  h " Ie  = convective heat transfer coefficient from the air in zone a,IJ, -t or.'.j. 
(ij ,k) to the cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

h "k I h " k  = convective heat transfer coefficient from the air in zone a.'J. - -t or.'.j. 
(ij,k- l )  to the cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

h "Ie h "k  = contact heat transfer coefficient between apples in zone ap.IJ. -t or.IJ. 
(i,j ,k) and the cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

h " le I 1 "k  = contact heat transfer coefficient between apples in zone ap.IJ. - -t /Or, I,). 
(ij,k- l )  and the cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

h hor. i,j.k-tab = heat transfer coefficient between the cardboard surface and 

the bulk air surrounding the carton (W/m2 K). 

A "Ie h " k  = cardboard area exposed to air in zone (ij,k) (m2). a.IJ. -t or.I../. 
A " Ie  I h " Ie  = cardboard area exposed to air in zone (ij ,k- l )  (m2). a,I.). - -t or.I,j, 
A "k  h " /c  = apple to cardboard contact area in zone (ij,k) (m2). ap.IJ. -t or.'.j. 
A " U  h " Ie  = apple to cardboard contact area in zone (ij,k- l )  (m2). ap.IJ. - -t or.l.j. 
A hor.i.j.k-tab = cardboard area exposed to bulk air (m2). 

Tab = temperature of air surrounding the carton eC). 

5 .3 .4.2 Cardboard Surfaces Without Apple Contact eCl. C2. C3 and C4) 

All exterior side faces of the carton were modelled assuming that no apple contact 

occurred. Front cardboard surfaces were modelled using: 
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dTfi " " /" 

M rOIlI.I'" = jrollli.i.k Cjrolll,ij.k --
d-:-t

- h " " k .r. " " kAfi " " k{ T. " ,  - Tfi I " " L ) a�J. �Jrolll,I J. rOIlI.I" IJ.. rOil .IJ .. 

where: 

Mjrolll,ij.k 

Cjrolll.iJ.k 

h " ' k  1i I " " k a.IJ. � rOil .I.j. 

AjrOIlI,ij.k 

hjrolll.ij.k�a,b 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(5 .43) 

mass of the cardboard surface on the front of the carton with 

respect to zone (ij,k) (kg). 

specific heat capacity of the cardboard surface on the front of the 

carton with respect to zone (ij,k) (J/kg K). 

convective heat transfer coefficient from zone (ij,k) air to the 

front cardboard surface (W/m2 K). 

exposed surface area between both zone (ij,k) air and the bulk air 

surrounding the carton and the front cardboard surface (m2). 

convective heat transfer coefficient between the front cardboard 

surface and the bulk air surrounding the carton (W/m2 K). 

The right side, back and left side cardboard faces were also modelled using equivalents 

of Eqn. 5 .43, by substituting right, back, or left for front respectively. Reference to 

Tables 5 .2 and 5 .3 is required to determine which cardboard surfaces are appropriate for 

each zone within the carton. 

5.3.5 Natural and Forced Convection Air Movement 

Movement of air between zones (ventilation) can be by natural convection, forced 

convection, or both. 

5 .3 .5 . 1 Natural Convection Mechanism 

The model used for the natural convection component assumed that equal mass of air 

interchanges between zones (Figure 5 .6). 

zone,i zone,i+1 

Figure 5.6 Natural convection velocity profile used at zone interfaces in the model. 
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This approach was chosen to reduce model complexity by ensuring that a constant mass 

of air is present within the zones. An alternative would be to model total pressure in 

each zone based on air temperature and to calculate flow based on pressure difference. 

This would be a mechanistically more rigorous approach to take. However it would 

entail modelling air mass within each zone as a dependent variable and calculating 

pressure algebraically. This would involve solving a series of simultaneous equations 

which would add considerable complexity and computational time to the model .  Such 

an approach was not considered practical. 

It is difficult to decide the most appropriate model for determining the extent of natural 

ventilation in a situation such as that within an apple carton. The literature is  void of 

similar work, with most of the cited work being for convection from horizontal or 

vertical surfaces (Metais and Eckert, 1 964), from single or groups of cylinders (Metais 

and Eckert, 1 964), for spheres enclosed within larger spheres (Amota and Tien, 1 972), 

between horizontal or vertical enclosures (Buchberg et al., 1 976; Newell and Schmidt, 

1 970; Flack and Witt, 1 979; Warrington and Powe, 1 985), or through porous beds of 

spherical shaped objects (Beukema and Bruin, 1 983 ; Romero and Chau, 1 987). 

The apples between each Friday tray carton can be considered as analogous to heated 

spheres within a horizontal enclosure. Apples in each zone will be at different 

temperatures as cooling proceeds, and a temperature difference between the two 

horizontal surfaces would also be expected. Convective currents would be set up due 

to both the temperature difference between the two horizonta1 1ayers and the temperature 

difference between apples within a layer. Empirical correlations are given in the 

literature for convection between horizontal layers and for convective heat transfer from 

spheres. Convection is greatest when the lower layer is hotter than the upper layer as 

in this situation the higher density air is above the lower density air and hence 

convection is enhanced. When the lower surface is colder than the upper surface, as 

would be the case in the lower half of an apple carton, convection is inhibited between 

the layers. However convection currents would still arise due to the apple to apple 

temperature difference, between apples in adjacent zones. 
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The approach taken was to model the natural convection for internal zones as being 

driven solely by apple to apple temperature difference, and hence to ignore the effect 

of any convection arising between the horizontal layers (trays). Vertical natural 

convection between zone� was considered for zones around the outside of the carton 

where the tray is not a complete barrier. The extent of natural convection was 

calculated using the following empirical relationship given by Holman ( 1 990) which 

calculates the effective or apparent thermal conductivity between two vertical surfaces 

(apples): 

where: 

= 

Aa = 

Gr = 

Pr = 

� = 

Tal' = 

Tzl = 

Tz2 = 

dap = 

8 = 

Pr = 

p = 

v 

a 

1 

Tav 

(5 .44) 

(5 .45) 

(5 .46) 

(5 .47) 

effective thermal conductivity of air including the effect of natural 

convection (W/m K). 

air thermal conductivity (W/m K). 

Grashof number. 

Prandtl number. 

volume coefficient of expansion of air (K-I). 
average air temperature (K). 

temperature of apples in 1 st zone COc)o 
temperature of apples in 2nd zone (OC). 

distance between vertical surfaces (apples) (m). 

distance between friday trays (m). 
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a = 
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kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s). 

thennal diffusivity of air (m2/s). 
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The mass flow rate between zones was calculated by assuming that the net sensible heat 

flow due to ventilation could be detennined from the use of effective thennal 

conductivity in a heat conduction model. That is: 

thus 

where: 

= 

= 

m',nat = 

t...e A, ( r:j,k - T, ) 

8 

m" nat 

= m, I C ( T. ' Ie  - T, ) ,no a J/, 

8 C a 

cross-sectional area of the rh zone boundary (m2). 

temperature of the rh zone COC). 

natural ventilation across the rh boundary (kg/s) . 

Appropriate zone values for T, are given in Table 5 .3 .  

5 .3 .5 .2 Forced Convection Mechanism 

(5.48) 

(5 .49) 

The procedure used for modelling forced convection within the carton was to set air 

flow vectors within the carton (Figure 5 .3). The magnitude of air flows was estimated 

from the total mass flow rate of air into the carton, by using proportioning coefficients 

based on the measured velocities within the carton (Table 4.4), Symmetry across the 

carton was assumed. 

Total air flow into the carton was detennined as follows: 

where: 

mtot = 

A vent = 

Vl'ent = 

Pa = 

m = A v P 101 vent vent 0 

total air flow into and out of the carton through the vents (kg/s). 

area of vents (m2). 

air velocity through vent (mls). 

air density (kg/m3). 

(5 .50) 
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For zones down the length of the carton, except the end zones, (j=2 to j=J- I )  all forced 

convection air flows except that in the fh (length wise) direction were set to zero. The air 

flow in the fh direction was calculated for j=2 to j=J using: 

where: 

n
t
jor. i. Ie 

rv'ay.1e 

m i - m rv rv 'jor,;,k - 101 lay,k chal1,; (5.5 1 )  

= 

= 

= 

flow rate of dry air from zone (ij- l ,k) to zone (ij ,k) (kg/s). 

proportion of total air flow into the carton (11l01 ) which flows into 

the kth layer. 

proportion of the total flow down the kth layer which flows in the ith 

channel across the carton. 

For zones at each end of the carton the situation is more complex, as flow is  possible both 

vertically between layers and horizontally across and down the carton. For j = 1 (nearest 

the inlet) and j = 1+ 1 (nearest the outlet): 

where: 

= 

mfor i k = mt I rv. ' k J\ " 0 In,l, (5.52) 

proportion of total flow into the carton which enters the i, 1 ,kth or 

leaves the i,J ,kth zone. 

In the case of the apple carton modelled, forced convection only enters and leaves the 3 

zones immediately adjacent to the vents. These are: i = 2 to 4, j = 1 ,  k = 4 for entry; 1 = 

2 to 4, j = J, k = 4 for exit. All other rvin i Ie values are zero. 

Vertical flow rates at the inlet end were calculated with reference to layer k = 4, where the 

air enters the carton. For layers below the vent (k � 4), the vertical flow vector was: 

where: 

k=k 
k L m · · = - m  rv rv 'jor,'J tot vert,; /ay,k 

k = i  
(5 .53) 

= proportion of the total air flow which moves up the ith vertical 



mk 
" for" .} = 
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channel across the carton. 

flow rate from the k- l th to the kth layer in the ith channel across the 

carton (kg/s) . 

For layers above the vent (k > 4): 

k =K 

mf:r,ij = mlol rvverl,i L rv
1ay,k 

k=k 
(5 .54) 

For the exit vent end (j = J) the above two equations are used but the flows are reversed 

(opposite sign). 

The sideways flows, m/or,j,k> for the zones at the entry and exit zones are calculated to 

ensure a mass balance on each zone. The calculations must be perfonned in order from the 

outside of the carton to the centre, i.e. i = 1 to i = 112, and from i = I to i = 112. For i � 1/2: 

where: 
i m forj,k 

For i < 112: 

For i = 1 :  

and for i = I 

i _ 
m j j+ 1 k 

mfor j,k - ,!or,i,k - mfor,i,k + mfor,ij 

= 

i 
mforj,k 

k + 1  i + 1  
- mfOr,ij + mfor j,k 

flow rate from zone (i- l j ,k) to zone (ij,k) (kg/s). 

= m j j+ 1 k 
,!or,i,k - mfor,i,k + m[or,ij 

h I  i- I 

- mfor,ij + m for j,k 

;-1 - 0 m for,j,k -
'+/ 

m' for,j,k = O. 

(5 .55) 

(5 .56) 
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5.3.5.3 Combined Natural and Forced Convection Flows 

In any heat transfer process both natural and forced convection flow may occur. If  the 

forced convection effects are large the influence of natural convection may be negligible 

and, similarly, when natural convection forces are very strong, the forced convection 

effects may be negligible. 

Yuge ( 1 960) found that the Nusselt number for heated spheres in a cross-wind is  

determined almost solely by the Grashof number when the Reynolds number is less than 

about 1 6  but approaches the value for forced convection as the Reynolds number increases. 

Monteith and Unsworth ( 1 990) state that the ratio of Grashof number (Gr) to Reynolds 

number (Re) squared, GrlRrl, can be used as a criterion for determining the balance 

between forced and natural convection as the ratio is proportional to the ratio of buoyancy 

to inertial forces. When Gr is much larger than Re2, buoyancy forces are much larger than 

inertial forces and heat transfer is governed by free convection. When Gr is much less than 

Rrl, buoyancy forces are negligible and forced convection is the dominant mode of heat 

transfer. When Gr is the same order of magnitude as Rrl then neither natural or forced 

convection can be ignored. Analysis of typical velocities within a carton under pre-cooling 

conditions using these criteria showed that combined natural and forced convection is the 

most likely mode of heat transfer. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient for mixed free and forced convection was based 

on a weighted average of the predictions for purely free or purely forced convection under 

the prevailing conditions (Monteith & Unsworth, 1 990): 

where: 

hcambined 

Iznatllral 

I 

Iz combined = (Iz ,,:tural + Iz/:'ced);; 

= combined heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). 

= natural convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). 

(5 .57) 
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h[Orced = forced convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). 

m = weighting factor. 

Monteith & Unsworth ( 1 990) state that the best correlation with measured data was 

obtained with m = 3 .  

In order to incorporate both natural and forced convection of air an analogous approach for 

combining mass flow rates into and out of each zone to that used to calculate heat transfer 

coefficients was assumed. Using this analogy, the mass flow rate into a generalised zone 

across any one face is an empirical function of both forced and natural ventilation: 

where: 

= 

= 

= 

(5.58) 

air flow from the fh zone associated with zone (ij ,k) to zone (ij,k) (kg/s). 

forced convective air flow across the boundary between the zone and the 

fh associated zone (kg/s). 

natural convective air flow across the boundary between the zone and the 

fh associated zone (kg/s). 

To ensure that a mass balance was maintained for each zone, some back-mixing must occur 

out of the same boundary into the r associated zone: 

where: 

= 

(5 .59) 

air flow from zone (ij,k) to the fh associated zone through the fh boundary 

(kg/s). 

5.3.6 Radiation 

The level of natural convection was estimated to be an order of magnitude higher than the 

rate of radiation heat transfer for large temperature differences between zones. For these 

reasons radiation was not modelled directly. As Section 5 .3 .7 will show its effect was 

considered in the calculation of heat transfer coefficients by adding a "pseudo-convection" 

allowance. 
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5.3.7 Heat Transfer Coefficients 

The heat transfer coefficients (htc's) from apples to air and from the air to cardboard 

surfaces are a function of both the temperature difference between the two surfaces and air 

movement, i.e. both natural and forced convection. Initially a constant value for each heat 

transfer coefficient was used in the model. However this resulted in greater than measured 

heat transfer early in each simulation and less than measured heat transfer later. As a result 

it was decided to re-estimate heat transfer coefficients as the simulation proceeded. Eqn 

5.57 was used to calculate the combined htc's using a weighting factor of 3. The following 

empirical correlations were used to determine the forced and natural htc's. 

5.3.7.l Apple To Air Heat Transfer Coefficients 

The forced and natural convection heat transfer coefficients (htc's) from the apples were 

calculated using: 

where: 

= 

d = 

Nu = 

h = 
COIIV 

convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K). 

characteristic dimension (m). 

Nusselt number. 

For natural convection (Holman, 1 990): 

Nu = 2 + 0.43 (Gr Pr)O.25 

For forced convection (Gaffney et al. ,  1 985a): 

Nu = 2 + 0.522 ReO.53 PrO.33 

where: 

Pr = Prandtl number 

(5.60) 

(5 .6 1 )  

(5.62) 
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Re = 

v = 

Pa V d 

J! 

m j ,/or,i,k 

1 14 

(5 .63) 

(5.64) 

The apple diameter was used as the characteristic dimension in Eqn's 5 .60 and 5 .63. 

53,7.2 Cardboard To Air Heat Transfer Coefficients 

Eqn 5 .60 was used to calculate the cardboard to air htc's, both within the carton and 
from ambient air to the carton, using Nusselt numbers calculated from empirical 
correlations. For forced convection (Monteith & Unsworth, 1 990): 

Nu = 0.032 Re 0.8 

For natural convection (Monteith & Unsworth, 1 990): 

Nu = 0.58 GrO.25 

The length of the largest face was used as the d in Eqn's. 5 .60 and 5 .63.  

(5 .65)  

(5 .66) 

Eqn 5 .66 predicts very low heat transfer coefficients with very low temperature 
differences. Predictions using this approach underpredicted rates of heat transfer early 
in the simulations. It was decided that the radiation effects which had been ignored 
may have been important early in the simulations. The pseudo-convection radiation htc 
would remain relatively constant with temperature difference whereas the natural 
convection htc would increase with increasing temperature difference (Figure 5 .7). As 
a result, a minimum htc value of 2 .0 W/m2 K was used in the model to account for 
radiation effects. This corresponds to a combined emissivity/view factor of about 0 .5 .  

In modelling the cardboard i t  was assumed that the thermal mass of the cardboard was 
lumped midway through the cardboard. Hence the overall heat transfer coefficients 
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from the zone air to the cardboard, and from the cardboard to the bulk air both include 

the appropriate air boundary layer resistance and half the cardboard resistance as well as 

the resistance of any air gap trapped by the packaging: 

where: 

hconv = 

Xcard 

ACard = 

Xag = 

Aa = 

c 
Q) ·0 
;:: 
Q) 
0 
0 
... 

.!!! <J) c: (II l:: 
iii 
Q) 

:r: 

1 I 
= (5.67) 

h · · k d a,IJ, .... c ,n hconv 

2 

convective heat transfer coefficient from the air to the cardboard surface 

(W/m2 K). 

cardboard half-thickness (m). 

cardboard thermal conductivity (W 1m K). 

thickness of air gap (m). 

air thermal conductivity (W/m K). 

convection 

Radiation 

Temperature difference 

Figure 5.7 Effect of radiation and convection on effective heat transfer coefficient as a 
function of temperature difference. 
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5.3.7.3 Apple To Cardboard Heat Transfer Coefficients 

Conduction from apples to cardboard was treated as pseudo-convection in the model, 

and the heat transfer coefficients used represent the contact resistance and half the 

cardboard resistance: 

= 

h " k  h " k  ap,lJ, - or,lJ, 

where: 

1 + Xcard + Xag 
h cond ').. card ').. ag 

(5.68) 

hcond = conductive heat transfer from apple surface to cardboard (W/m2 K). 

For the top (k=K, Figure 5 .2) and bottom layers (K= l )  the friday trays and exterior 

cardboard were modelled together using one temperature, as they are in contact with 

one another and effectively form a continuous barrier to heat transfer from air within 

the carton to the air surrounding it. 

5.3.8 Model Implementation 

The model was programmed in Turbo Pascal v6.0 Professional and run on a 486DX 50 

MHz personal computer. The source and executable codes for the model are provided 

on diskette 1 attached. The model was programmed with 1 50 zones (5 x 5 x 6) and 

consisted of 770 ordinary differential equations (ODE's) and more than 2000 algebraic 

equations. The Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) numerical ODE solver with fourth order 

error estimation and local extrapolation to make it a fifth order method as described by 

Lovatt ( 1 992) was used to solve the ODE's. The RKF method requires six model 

evaluations per time step and produces both fourth and fifth order solutions. The 

difference between the two solutions is an estimate of the error in the fourth order 

solution. This difference was used by a step size controller to control the integration 

error. The model took 4 hours to simulate a 24 hour cooling period. 

Document files carton. doc (MS-Word for windows format) and carton.wpd (Word perfect 

6. 1 for windows format) are supplied on diskette 2. These files describe the main features 

of the carton model program. 
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CHAPTER 6:  APPLE CARTON COOLING MODEL TESTING 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the validation of the apple carton cooling model formulated in 
Chapter 5 .  Validation consisted of two major steps: determination of appropriate model 

parameter values for the apple cartons used by the New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing 

Board; and then comparison of predictions with measured data from apple carton cooling 

trials (Chapter 4). 

6.2 DETERMINATION OF PARAMETER VALVES 

Many parameter values were stated in Chapter 5 .  Remaining parameter values used in the 

model are given in Table 6. 1 .  These values were either calculated based on empirical 

correlations, obtained from the literature, or measured data (Chapter 4). 

The total apple surface area (Aap) was calculated from measured radii by assuming that the 

apples approximated perfect spheres. Apple to cardboard contact surface areas (Aap-hor,iJ,k 
and Aap-hor,ij,k+/) were measured by placing apples onto friday trays covered in chalk dust. 

The percentage of apple surface covered by chalk was used to estimate contact surface area. 

The carton and Friday trays were weighed to determine overall cardboard masses. 

Cardboard masses in each zone were calculated on a pro-rata basis based on surface areas 

and volumes. 

The basis used to determine the various heat transfer coefficients (htc's) between the 

cardboard and apples or air is described in Section 5.3.7.  In general terms, because the 

thermal mass of the cardboard was assumed to be lumped at the centre of the cardboard, the 

htc represents the combined heat transfer resistance of half the cardboard resistance, the 

boundary layer resistance (or contact resistance), plus any trapped air resistance. The inside 

boundary layer resistances were calculated at each time step in the simulation, whilst outside 
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boundary layer resistances were entered and assumed constant throughout the simulation. 

Cardboard thickness, thermal conductivity, and contact resistances used are given in Table 

6. 1 .  

Air flow proportioning coefficients used to determine air flow rates within the carton were 

set using the data of Table 4.8 as a guide. Values used are given in Table 6. 1 .  

The model was run to simulate carton cooling without ventilation (Vvenl set to 0); with 

suppressed surface heat transfer (outside htc's set to 0, V"enl set to 1 . 1 2  mls); and for an 

unmodified carton (vvenl set to l . 1 2  mls), to allow comparison with measured data (Chapter 

4). 

Table 6.1 

Parameter Values Used In Carton Model Testing 

Parameter Value Used 

Number of zones 1 50 

Zones down the carton length (J) 5 

Zones across the carton (1) 5 

Layers within the carton (K) 6 

Measured Directly 

Bulk air RH 0.85 

Bulk air temperature O°C 

Number of apples in carton 1 98 

Apple radius (R) 0.027 m 

Apple to top card surface area (Aap-hor.iJ.H1) 20% of Aap 

Apple to bottom card surface area (Aap -hor.IJ,k) 20% of Aap 

Apple to air contact surface area (Aap -a) 60 % of Aap 

Hand hole area (AI''"') 0.00388 m2 

Net inlet velocity through vent (v",.,) o or 1 . 1 2 mls 

Carton height 0.29 m 

Carton width 0.32 m 
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Catton length 

Cardboard half thickness (xconf) 

Table 6. J Continued 

Total mass of carton exterior cardboard 

Mass of each friday tray 

0.5 1 5  m 

0.0038 m 

1 .03 kg 

0.08 kg 

Estimated From Other Measured Data 

Total apple surface area in carton 1 .8 m2 

Apple surface area per zone (Aap) 0.0 1 2  m2 

Catton air volume (total) 0.026 m) 

Carton air volume (per zone) 0.000 1 73 m) 

Apple volume in carton 0.02 1 m) 

Apple volume per zone (Vop) 0.000 14  m) 

Surface areas between zones (A,) : 

Boundaries 2 & 4 0.00 1 57 m2 

Boundaries 1 & 3 0.00249 m2 

Zone air to cardboard surface areas (Ao. iJ,k-/ronI.iJ.k etc): 

Front & back 0.003 1 5  m2 

Right & left sides 0.00249 m2 

Horizontal cardboard surface areas (Ao.IJ,Hor.IJ.k & 0.0048 m2 
AO.IJ.k.J-hor,IJ.k) 

Obtained From Literature 

Air total pressure (P,) 1 0 1 300 Pa 

Apple Heat Capacity I (Cap) 3650 J/kg K 

Apple density I (pap) 830 kg/m) 

Apple thennal conductivity I (,l"op) 0.42 W/m K 

Apple mass transfer coefficienf (kg) 0.5 14x l O·9 kglm2 s kPa 

Latent heat of vaporisation ("/g) 2502 kJ/kg 

Dry air heat capacity (co) 10 10 J/kg K 

Water vapour heat capacity (c,.) 1 870 J/kg K 

Water heat capacity (cw) 4 180 J/kg K 

Kinematic viscosity of air (v) 13 x 1 0-6 m2/s 

Thermal diffusivity of air (IX) 1 8 x  1 0-6 m2/s 

1 1 9 
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Table 6. J Continued 

Air density 1 .2 kglm3 

air viscosity 1 20x 1 0.7 N/s m2 

Cardboard thermal conductivity V"card) 0.048 W/m K 

Cardboard heat capacityl (ccard) 1 700 J/kg K 

Cardboard Permeance3 (Pe) 2 x l O·9 slm 

Calculated From Empirical Correlations: 

Outside cardboard surface heat transfer coefficients (hlront.ij.�-a,b etc): 

Right,left,front,back 7.0 W/m2 K 

Top,Bottom (hhor.lj,k-a,b) 5.3 W/m2 K 

Inside cardboard surface heat transfer coefficients (ha,ij,k-1ron',IJ,k etc): 

Right,left,front,back 1 2.6 W/m2 K 

Top, bottom (ha,lj,k-hOr.ij,h For k=l and k=K+l )  3 .5 W/m2 K 

Friday tray top & bottom (ha, lj,Hor,lj,h For 1 < k � K) 35 W/m2 K 

Apple to Friday trays (ha,ij,Hor.ij.h For 1 < k � K) 25 W/m2 K 

Apple to top and bottom cardboard surfaces (hap,lJ,Hor.1j,b 1 5  W/m2 K 
For k=1 and k=K+l ) 

Assumed Values: 

Apple water activity (aw) 1 .0 

Air gaps in cardboard: 

Side faces (front, light, back,left) O mm 

Top and Bottom faces 5 mm 

Air Flow Proportioning Coefficients: 

rv,ay,] 0. 1 

rv'ay,2 0.075 

'''lay,l 0.075 

rv'ay,4 0.25 

'''lay,J 0.275 

'''lay,6 0.225 

rv'n,2,4 0.25 

1 20 
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rVtn.4.4 

rvvut.J,A: 

rvvul,Z,k 

f"Vvtrl. J.k 

. f"V verl.4.k 

rvvut.5.1t. 

f"Vcloon.J 

f"Vcloon.1 

f"Vcloon.J 

rvchan•4 

f"Vcloon5 
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Table 6. 1 Continued 

0.5 

0.25 

0.275 

0. 1 5  

0. 1 5  

0. 1 5  

0.275 

0.375 

0. 1 

0.05 

0. 1 

0.375 

1 = Mellor ( 1 976); 2 = Gaffney et al. ( 1 985); 3 = CIBS guide, ( 1 975). 

6.3 COOLING WITHOUT VENTILATION 

1 2 1  

Figures 6. 1 and 6.2 present model predictions and measured data for carton cooling without 
ventilation into the carton. There was only a small spread of measured data between the 
four cooling trials, indicating good repeatabilty and low experimental error (Figure 4. 1 9) .  

Greatest spread of data was evident for positions close to the exterior of the carton (e.g. 
position 1 ), with interior positions (e.g. position 4) showing smaller spread. A likely cause 
would be greater sensitivity of results to thermocouple positioning near the outer surfaces. 
Minor differences in thermocouple positioning between replicates would alter measured 
cooling rate more nearer the exterior cardboard surfaces where temperature gradients with 
position would be expected to be largest. 'Model predictions showed good fit with measured 
data for interior positions and progressively worse fit towards the exterior side zones within 
the carton (e.g. position I and 3) .  The observed lack of fit may be due to incorrect 
parameter values being used in the model, inadequacies in the model formulation or a 
combination of both ' It was initially thought that the lack of fit for position 3 might be 
caused by an underestimation ofthe exterior heat transfer coefficients but sensitivity analysis 
showed that the predictions were not particularly sensitive to increased heat transfer 
coefficients. Another possible cause may be that, due to practical difficulties in 
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measurement, thennocouples were placed in the air close to the exterior cardboard surfaces, 

whereas the model predictions are for the exterior zone as a whole which includes a 

significant mass of apples. Of the exterior zones, position 1 which was close to the exterior 

front face ofthe carton, had thermocouples placed further from the cardboard surface than 

position 3 .  Model fit for position I was better than that shown for position 3 .  Use of a 

larger number of zones in the model so that the exterior zone more closely aligns with each 

measurement position may have reduced the lack offit for position 3, but it would also have 

increased the computation time significantly. 

The empirical correlation used for predicting natural convection flows within the carton 

ignores any natural convection arising between the two horizontal cardboard layers which 

are likely to be at different temperatures and there was doubt whether it was appropriate for 

the situation in an apple carton. The fit shown between measured and predicted data 

suggests that the simple approach taken is a reasonable compromise between accuracy and 

computational complexity, in spite of possible weaknesses in it. 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine which parameter values were most 

influential on model predictions, and hence to determine the critical parameters which most 

limited accuracy. 

It was found that the model predictions were not sensitive to the mass of air present within 

each zone. The actual volume of air present in the carton is 0.026 m3• Computational speed 

was very slow when the model was run with this volume of air assumed to be present, 

because the buffering offered by such a small volume is very low and small time steps were 

required for stability and accuracy. The model was run with the air volume arbitrarily 

increased 1 0  and 1 00 fold. This increase in air volume had little effect on the predictions 

of apple and air temperatures, but allowed faster computational speed. The air volume was 

increased 1 0  fold in following simulations to give shortened computation times. 

The model was run with the apple respiration rate halved and doubled to test sensitivity to 

internal heat generation. This was undertaken because the respiration rate is calculated 
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using a temperature correlation given by Gaffney et al ( 1 985a) and there is a wide range of 

values published for apple respiration rate. The rate of apple cooling was not sensitive to 

internal heat generation rate. 

The predictions were found to be sensitive to change in the contact area between apples and 

the cardboard surfaces, but less sensitive to change in heat transfer coefficients through the 

sides of the carton. This indicates that cooling of interior zones is probably dominated by 

conduction from the apples to the friday trays and then from the friday trays into zones that 

are nearer the carton top or bottom rather than by natural convection to the side faces of the 

carton. 

Measured and predicted data in Figures 6. 1 to 6. 1 2  are for air temperatures unless stated 

otherwise. The initial temperature lag of about 30 minutes represents carton set-up before 

placement in the cooling tunnel . Predicted temperatures were offset by the same amount 

to allow direct comparison of data. 

6.4 COOLING WITH SU PPRESSED SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER 

Comparisons of model predictions with measured data for cartons with suppressed surface 

heat transfer are presented in Figures 6.3 to 6.6. The spread of experimental data between 

the four trials was greater than for the cool ing without ventilation trials. This was probably 

due to differences in airflow within each of the cartons resulting from carton set-up 

variations. More often than not, model predictions fell within the range of measured data 

but some lack offit between model predictions and measured data was evident. In general, 

the agreement was not as good as for the cooling without ventilation trials. This was 

probably due to both the difficulty of setting airflow proportioning coefficients within the 

carton and thermocouple positioning as discussed in Section 6.2. 
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Lack of fit was worst for positions close to both the front and back faces of the carton (e.g. 

positions 1 and 7). These two faces are where the largest airflows were assumed to occur 

within the carton and hence where sensitivity to uncertainty in air flow may have been 

greatest. Given the wide spread of experimental results, using a full hydrodynamic 

prediction of airflow within the carton may improve the model only slightly, but at 

considerable programming and computational cost. 

Overall, 'it was difficult to decide whether the systematic offsets of predictions away from 

measurements were more due to model shortcomings, or to inaccurate data for parameter 

estimates, especially the air flow proportioning coefficients However, as will be shown in 

Section 6 .6, model predictions did match industrial practice, so it was concluded that the 

remaining lack of fit, whatever the cause, could be tolerated. 

6.5 COOLING OF UNMODIFIED CARTONS 

Results for model predictions and measured data for cooling trials with unmodified cartons 

are presented in Figures 6.7 to 6. 1 2 . The spread of experimental data was larger in these 

trials than it was for either the carton cooling trials without ventilation or with suppressed 

surface heat transfer. As was the case in the trials with suppressed surface heat transfer, 

most of the lack of fit was probably caused by uncertainty in the air flow proportioning 

coefficients being used, although the lack of fit shown by position I ,  layer 4 (Figure 6.7) and 

position 7, layers 3 ,  4 , 5 and 6 (Figure 6.9) could also have been partly due to 

thermocouple positioning. Thermocouples were located at a distance from the cardboard 

surfaces at these locations, and hence they may not have been exposed to the airflow 

currents up the front and back faces of the carton to the same extent as other thermocouples 

nearer cardboard surfaces. Positions close to the side exterior cardboard (e.g. position 3) 

showed better fit than they did for the cooling without ventilation trials. 

The measured air cooling rates at each of the positions were slightly lower than in the trials 

with suppressed surface heat transfer. This was probably due to lower airflow into the 

carton resulting from the slightly lower incident velocity onto the end of the carton in this 
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series of trials ( 1 04 mls compared with 1 .7 mls). A sensitivity analysis on incident air 
velocity was carried out, using vent air velocities into the carton of 0.8 mis, 1 .0 mls and 1 .2 

mls (Figure 6 . 1 2). It can be seen that a change in vent air velocity has a significant effect 

on cooling rates, particularly for centre zones. This means that in industrial practice a small 

difference in hand hole area or incident velocity could lead to a large change in air flow into 

the carton and hence a significant difference in apple cooling rates. 

Figure 6 . 1 1 shows measured and predicted apple and air fractional unaccomplished · 

temperature change values for several positions. Generally good agreement between 

measured and predicted data is shown, both for slow cooling positions (e.g. position 4,layer 

6) where the apple cooling rate is close to the air cooling rate, and for fast cooling positions 

where there is a significant lag between apple and air cooling rates. These results suggest 

that the modified ordinary differential equation for modelling apple cooling rates (Eqn. 5 .3 )  

was adequate for the range of cooling conditions encountered. 

6.6 COOLING OF CARTONS WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL COOLSTORE 

Figure 6 . 1 3  compares model predictions with data measured within the industrial pre

cooling trials (Chapter 4). The measured apple in Figure 6. 13a was in carton position A2 

on the pallet (Figure 4.3), meaning that the front and left hand side face of the carton were 

exposed, whilst all other faces were surrounded by other cartons. The model was run with 

a carton vent air velocity of 0.25 mls and outside heat transfer coefficients of zero for 

unexposed faces. The apple for Figure 6. 1 3b was within carton D6 on the pallet (Figure 

4.3) .  Hence all the faces apart from the front of the carton were surrounded by other 

cartons. The measured carton had only 5 layers of fruit present so model predictions for a 

6 layer carton are presented for both layers 2 and 3 to provide approximate spatial match 

with the measured data. A carton vent velocity of 0.25 mls was used in this simulation. The 

apple on Figure 6. 1 3c was in a carton at position D3. Hence the front and right hand side 

face were exposed, and all other faces were surrounded by cartons. A carton vent velocity 

of 0.25 mls was again used. In all 3 cases the model predictions were considered reliable, 

given the uncertainties involved. 
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The model was run for a range of both carton positions on a pallet and carton vent air 

velocities consistent with observed industrial practice. Figure 6 . 14  compares the predicted 

cooling rate (expressed as half-cooling times) distribution for the industrial pre-coolers with 

measured data for the staggered stacking arrangement (Chapter 4). Taking into account 

both data uncertainties, and carton to carton, pallet to pallet, and stack to stack differences, 

generally good agreement is shown between the two distributions. Figure 6 . 1 5  shows the 

predicted cooling rate distribution for cooling within the bulk coolstore, which is also 

consistent with the few measured data available. 

6.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

From the testing reported in Sections 6.3 to 6.5, it was concluded that model shortcomings 

were certainly no more limiting than uncertainty in parameter data. Further, it was 

considered that adding even more model complexity would result in new data requirements, 

generating new uncertainties. Thus there was no guarantee of any improvement. Rather 

than seek refinements, based on further laboratory tests, it was decided to use the model to 

see if it gave results matching industrial practice. 

The model is largely mechanistic allowing predictions for a wide range of carton positions 

on pallets. Both cooling within pre-coolers and within the bulk store can be simulated by 

the appropriate choice of inlet air velocity into the carton. Different carton positions within 

a pallet can be simulated by selecting appropriate heat transfer coefficient values for each 

carton face. 

The model is too complex for direct incorporation into a full coolstore simulation model. 

However it allows a range of carton positions and incident velocities to be simulated to 

predict the distribution of cooling rates within the pre-coolers and coolstore. These could 

be used to fonn the basis of the product model for the coolstore simulation model. 
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The model predicts water loss from fruit and relative humidity of air within the carton. It 

was not possible to measure RH or weight loss within the carton accurately because of the 

methodology used to ensure that the carton was isothermal before it was placed in the test 

chamber. Fruit weights could only be taken before the carton was constructed and once the 

test was completed. It was therefore not possible to separate the weight loss occurring in 

the warm room from that occurring in the cooling trial, and so the RH and weight loss 

predictions remain untested. 

6.8 CONCLUSION 

In seeking to develop an accurate model, balance must be maintained to ensure that the 

benefits of more detailed and mechanistically correct equations on the one hand, are not 

countered by increasing uncertainty in data for the various parameters needed on the other. 

Judging the optimum balance between the two in an objective manner is very difficult and 

requires experience ofthe importance of the various contributing factors. 

There are certainly shortcomings remaining in the carton model, but the work carried out 

suggests that the existing balance between model quality and data uncertainties may not be 

far from optimal. Major new benefits from further research seeking to improve model 

accuracy were difficult to forsee. Therefore, the model, as presented, was accepted as a 

working tool that could be used to make predictions for a variety of circumstances. 

Nevertheless, its application to very different carton configurations should be made with 

caution in case any of the remaining shortcomings are much more important in new 

situations than in the present apple carton. 
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CHAPTER 7: COOLSTORE SURVEYS 

7. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Coolstore design and operational factors such as the layout of the coolstore, insulation 

levels, door protection devices, frequency of door use, air cooling coil and fan designs, 

associated control system design, air flow patterns, and product stacking arrangements can 

all influence the uniformity and time-variability of environmental conditions and therefore 

the rate of change of product quality within the coolstore. 

Mathematical models are increasingly being used to assess the effect of the above factors 

on coolstore design and performance. Analysis of the system is then possible, and 

alternative systems can be easily studied with reduced need for expensive monitoring and/or 

experiments. Selection of model type and complexity is an important part of the modelling 

process. The model must take account of major sources of variation in a realistic manner 

if accurate prediction of product conditions is to be achieved. Two major decisions are 

required in selecting the type of model to use. These are firstly to select between a steady

state or unsteady-state modelling approach and secondly to decide on the type of space 

discretisation to be used. Several approaches used by other researchers for space 

discretisation were outlined in Chapter 2: 

(i) a single perfectly mixed zone for the whole coolstore (e.g. Cleland, 1 983, 1 985); 

(ii) flow of air in a well defined pathway (plug-flow) from the fan discharge to intake 

without backmixing (e.g. Marshall and James, 1 975); 

(iii) a number of interconnected perfectly mixed zones (e.g. Liao and Feddes, 1 990); 

(iv) full air hydrodynamic prediction of air movement linked to heat and mass transfer 

models using a complete finite difference, control volume, or fmite element grid for 

the air space (e.g. Meffert and Van Beek, 1 983 & 1 988; Szczechowiak and 

Rainczak, 1 987; Van Gerwen and Van Gort, 1990; Wang, 1 99 1 ). 
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In any particular situation the most appropriate approach may not be obvious until the level 

of positional variability of conditions is either predicted or measured. For example, the fIrst 

approach may be appropriate for determining overall heat loads on the refrigeration coils, 

or in small facilities where good air mixing and hence low variability in temperature and 

relative humidity (RH) are likely. For facilities such as freezers or chillers there can be a 

well defined air pathway and the second type may then be more appropriate. In many larger 

facilities there are defInite air pathways but there is also a degree of backmixing and 

turbulence, which may in turn be influenced by location of the product. In such cases either 

of the third and fourth approaches may be appropriate. However the full hydrodynamic 

modelling approach is both data- and computationally-intensive, especially for large 

facilities, and where changes in product location are frequent. 

A series of surveys measuring air temperature, RH and velocity; product temperature; and 

coolstore operating characteristics were undertaken in the industrial coolstore (described 

in Chapter 4) to quantify both time and positional variability, to postulate the most 

appropriate level of model complexity for such a system, and to provide test data for model 

validation. 

7.2 DATALOGGING SYSTEMS 

Data collection during coolstore surveys was made in a number of ways. Portable 

dataloggers were used for fruit temperatures and air temperature and RH (as outlined in 
Section 4. 1 ). A handheld dewpoint meter and hot wire anemometer were used to measure 

air dry bulb and dew point temperature and air velocity respectively. In addition there were 

a number of fixed sensors located within the coolstore (Figure 4. 1 )  including: 

coil air-on and air-off temperature using PT I OO resistance probes (± 0. 1 °C) 

for coils 1 to 4; 

coil I air-on and air-offRH, using Vaisala HMP I 1 3Y capacitance probes (± 

3% RH); 

fan mode (off, low speed, high speed) for all four fans; 

evaporator refrigerant pressure for all four evaporator sets (kPa); 
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defrost mode (on or off); 

floor and underfloor temperature (Figure 7. 1 shows locations), using PT 1 00 

resistance probes (± 0. 1 °C) . Probes were located at the top, middle and 

bottom of the concrete floor slab for all 5 positions. In addition, for 

positions 1 and 2, probes were also placed 0.25 m and 0.5 m below the 

concrete slab in gravel aggregate used as a base course below the floor slab; 

building shell surface temperature (Figure 7. 1 shows locations), using PT 1 00 

resistance probes (± 0 . 1 °C) ; 
Door position (open or closed) on both main doors using microswitches. 

All of the PT I OO temperature probes were calibrated using ice points, RH probes were 

cahbrated using saturated salt solutions as descnbed in Section 4. 1 . 1 .  All of the pennanently 

mounted sensors listed above were linked into the coolstore management system and were 

continuously logged throughout the coolstore operating season. 
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Figure 7. 1 :  Location of under-floor (F I  to F5) and building surface (S I to S4) 
temperature probes for the industrial coolstore. 
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7.3 M EASUREMENTS OF AIR TEMPERATURE, RELATIVE H UMIDITY 

AND VELOCITY 

7.3.1  Methodology 

To measure variation in air temperature, RH and velocity with respect to both position and 
time, a large number of dataloggers taking simultaneous readings would be required. In the 
absence of sufficient datalogger capacity, separate surveys were performed to assess the 
variation with respect to vertical position, then horizontal position and time. 

7.3 .1.1  Vertical Position Surveys 

Surveys were undertaken on March 1 2, May 7 and May 23 1 990. During these surveys the 
coolstore was about 70% full and pre-cooling of fruit was not occurring. Air velocities 
were measured with a Dantec 54N50 hot wire anemometer (2 minute average reading ±0.02 
mls), RH was calculated from dew point, and dry bulb temperature measured with a Michell 
Series 3000 cooled mirror dew point hygrometer accurate to ±O.3°C for dew point and 
O. I°C for dry bulb temperature. Measurements were taken at 93 positions throughout the 
coolstore. Some were in aisles (Figure 7 .2a), and others amongst bulk stacked pallets of 
fruit (Figure. 7.2b and 7.2c). At each position, readings were taken adjacent to each of the 
bottom pallet (about 0.5 m above the floor), the middle pallet (about 2 m above the floor) 
and the top pallet (about 4 m above the floor). This enabled paired comparisons of 
positional influence on air conditions within the three-pallet stack. The sampling order for 
the various positions was randomised to eliminate time effects as each survey took about 
1 0  hours to perform. 

7.3.l.2 Horizontal Position and Time Survey 

In the 3 surveys just outlined horizontal positional differences were confounded with time
variability because data were measured at only one horizontal position at any time. In the 
fourth survey continuous measurements of both air and fruit temperature around the top 
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pallet for positions 1 to 8 shown on Figure 7.2d were made between April 7 and April 9 

1 992. This allowed both positional and time variability to be assessed. Air RH around both 

top and bottom pallets at positions 4 and 7, and air and fruit temperature at position 9 were 

also measured but for a shorter period. For each of the four air cooling coils measurements 

of air -on and air-offtemperature, and fun speed were also taken. In addition, air-on and air

offRH for coil 1 ,  door openings, floor, underf100r and building shell temperatures were also 
I 

recorded during this period. The coolstore was both bulk storing and pre-cooling fruit 

during the fourth survey. Fruit transfers into and out of the coolstore were monitored daily. 

(a) 

1---------" • 0 tJ 0 

(e) 

'4 

'6 
'5 

(b) 

(d) 

'3 '2 '1 

'7 1 

Figure 7.2:  Store survey measurement positions (*)  and stored product positions 
(shaded), (a) March 1 2  1 990, (b) May 7 1 990, (c) May 23 1 990, and (d) 
April 7 to April 9 1 992. 
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Figure 7.3: Typical measured data for the industrial coolstore from midnight April 7 
1 992: (a) air temperature, and (b) air RH, position codes shown in Figure 
7 .2 .  

7.3. l.3 Smoke Test 

Air velocity measurements collected during the first 3 surveys indicated the magnitude of 

air velocities within the coolstore but not the direction, because a unidirectional hot wire 

anemometer was used. On March 1 3, 1 99 1  a smoke test was carried out to ascertain air 
flow directions. The smoke test was carried out when the coolstore was empty, the doors 

were closed and all fans were operating on low speed. Smoke was released at a number of 

positions around the coolstore and the direction of smoke movement was observed. 

7.3.2 Results and Discussion 

The smoke test results (Figure 7.4) indicated well-defmed air flow with some backmixing 

in three major air pathways (originating from the central duct, and each of the two 

ventilation slots). The central duct primarily discharged air towards the rear comers of the 

coolstore and this air was then drawn back towards the two central fans. Significant air 

short-circuiting occurred for air discharged out of the two slots. A small proportion of this 
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air was entrained into the return flow back to the central fans but the majority was drawn 

straight back into the end fans without mixing into the rest of the coolstore. Although the 

smoke test was performed in an empty coolstore, it was expected that the general pattern 

of air flow would be similar when pallets were present, although the air velocities may be 

different. It would be expected that more air would move along the top of pallets rather 

than along the floor compared to the smoke test. Hence pallets would be expected to affect 

the vertical distribution more than the horizontal distribution of air flow. 

The air velocity distributions measured for all three vertical positions during the vertical 

position surveys were approximately log-normal. Table 7. 1 summarises the measured air 

velocity distributions for each position and survey. Table 7.2 summarises paired 

comparisons of the measured air temperatures, RH's, and velocities for the 3 vertical 

positions. The first three surveys showed that the pallet stacks had considerable effect on 

variations in air velocity, temperature, and RH with vertical position. Measurements in 

aisles away from pallets showed no significant differences. By comparison velocities within 

pallet stacks were higher for the top position than the middle or bottom. This suggests that 

the pallet stacks were reducing movement of air down to the floor relative to the empty 

store, and a large proportion of the air returned to the fans along the top of the pallets and 

down aisles. This is consistent with the hypothesis advanced to explain the observations 

made in the smoke test. 

Air temperature and RH variations were consistent with the air velocity measurements, 

being less variable in areas with high velocity, but also indicating that local heat sources 

were influential. Around the bottom pallets the temperature was on average O.5°C higher 

and the RH 3 .2% lower than around the middle or top pallet. Differences in absolute 

humidity were not significant (Table 7.2). The lower air velocities around the bottom pallets 

may have contributed to slower removal of heat from these pallets and hence the 

significantly higher temperatures on average. No difference in air temperature or RH 

between the middle and top pallets was found even though there was a significant difference 

in air velocity. This suggests that the heat entry through the uninsulated floor also had a 

significant influence on conditions around the bottom pallets, as well as the poorer air flow. 
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Figure 7.4 Air flow direction indicated by the smoke test in the empty coolstore, (a) plan 
view of distribution from the central duct, (b) cross-section at delivery end of coolstore 
(AA), (c) elevation at slot end of coolstore (BB). 
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Table 7.1 

Summary of measured air velocity (m/s), for surveys on (A) March 1 2  1 990 (in 

aisles), and (B) May 7 & May 23, 1 990 (among bulk stacked pallets). 

Bottom Middle I Top I 
A B A B A B 

Mean8 0.69 0.24 0.56 0.29 0.62 0 .41  

95 % 0.26 0.04 0.26 0.06 0. 1 6  0.07 
minimuma 

95 % 1 .88 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 6 1 .43 2.40 2.45 
maximum8 

8 Calculated using a log-normal statistical distribution 

Table 7.2 

Mean differences in air conditions between pairs of vertical position for surveys: (A) in 

aisles (March 1 2  1 990), and (B) among bulk stacked pallets (May 7 and May 23 , 1 990) 

(* indicates that mean difference is significantly different from 0 at 99% level) 

Paired Comparison Middle vs Bottom Top vs Bottom Top vs Middle 
(Pallet Position) 

A B A B A B 

Air Velocity (m/s) -0.20 0.08 -0.04 0.3 1 "  0. 1 7  0.23· 

Temperature ("C) 0.08 -oS 0.05 -0.50" 0.05 -0.02 

RH (%) -0.8 3 .2" -0.9 3 .3" -0. 1 0. 1 

Absolute Humidity l .4x lO's 1 .7 x 1 O·s - l .03x lO's 1 .2x 1O's 3 .88x lO-6 -3.9x 1 0-6 
(kg/kg) 
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Similarly, significant differences in air temperature with horizontal position occurred in the 

fourth survey (Table 7.3) .  The mean air temperature for each position was apparently 

related to both fruit temperature at that position and location within the store with respect 

to major heat sources such as doors. Areas with warmer fruit (positions 4, 5, 6 and 7) all 

had higher mean air temperatures than the other positions. Position 8 did not fit this pattern, 

but was close to one of the main doors. 

The measured differences in temperature and RH between bottom and top pallets would 

have a significant effect on product quality. Using data given by Gaffney et ai. ( 1 985a) it 

was estimated that a 0.5°C increase in temperature and a 3% drop in RH would typically 

correspond to about an 8% increase in apple respiration rate and about 30% increase in the 

rate of moisture loss (due to increase in vapour pressure deficit), which are the two main 

processes contributing to the loss of quality during cool storage. 

Figure 7.3 shows some typical measured data for the horizontal position and time survey. 

For coils associated with fruit pre-cooling there was a step change in air-on temperature, 

followed by a pulldown, corresponding to the pre-cooling cycle. Although pre-cooling of 

fruit is a significant heat source, use of air-off temperature control meant that the pre

cooling heat load had little or no effect on the temperature in the rest of the coolstore. 

However pre-cooling may have affected the RH in the bulk store to some extent because 

it changes the sensible heat ratio of the load that the refrigeration system must remove. 

Positions close to doors used for bulk stacking of pallets showed the largest fluctuations in 

temperature. The air temperature decreased at night, which corresponded to low door 

activity and reduced ambient temperatures. The overall increase in temperature during the 

day can be attributed to high door activity, increasing ambient temperatures and warm fruit 

being unloaded from pre-coolers and bulk stacked in the coolstore. 
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TABLE 7.3 

Mean air and fruit temperatures for the horizontal position and time survey between 

April 7 and April 9 1 992 (means with the same letter are not significantly different, 95% 

confidence level) 

Position Air Temperatures eC) Fruit Temperatures eC) 
(Fig. 7.2d) 

Mean Grouping Mean Grouping 

1 0.63 a 0.77 a 

2 0.3 1 b 0.53 b 

3 0.29 b 0.5 1 b 

4 1 .39 c 2.02 c 

5 1 .08 d 1 .40 d 

6 0 .89 e 3 .09 e 

7 1 .46 c 2.5 1 f 

8 1 .34 c 0.78 a 

7.3.3 Selection Of Model Type For Room Air 

The survey results suggest that any model of this coolstore would need to be dynamic due 

to cycles in activities causing heat load variation. Neither single zone or plug-flow models 

would allow the measured positional variability to be predicted. A full hydrodynamic model 

would be inappropriate as the arrangement of pallet stacking changed rapidly and often, 

causing the air flow distnbution to change. The most appropriate model would thus appear 

to be a multi-zoned model in which each zone is assumed to be perfectly mixed. The 

measured variability shown in Table 7.2 suggests subdivision into at least 2 vertical levels 
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in the bulk-storage part ofthe store, separate zones for each pre-cooler, and separate zones 

near each door. In addition, separate zones for parts of the coolstore in which warm fruit 

were placed would be desirable (even though these regions changed from day to day), and 

a degree of subdivision along the 3 main airflow pathways may be necessary to model the 

gradual warming of the air as it passes through the coolstore. 

7.4 MISCELLANEOUS COOLSTORE DATA 

To identifY the most appropriate models for other components within the coolstore, (such 

as doors, floor and surfaces), measurements were made of door usage, floor and underfloor 

temperatures, and building surface temperatures, throughout the 1 990, 1 99 1 ,  and 1 992 

coolstore operating seasons. 

7.4.1 Door Usage 

Door usage was monitored using microswitches logged into the coolstore management 

system These switches monitored when doors were open or closed. Figure 7.5 summarises 

door usage for the three cools tore operating seasons. The data is for open and closed time 

for both doors during the operating period of the coolstore for each day. Both sets of data 

were found to closely fit exponential distributions. 

7.4.2 Floor and Underfloor Temperatures 

Floor and underfloor temperatures were monitored using temperatures probes as outlined 

in Section 7. 1 .  Figure 7.6 shows the data for position I (Figure 7. 1 )  for the 1 990 operating 

season. Similar trends were observed for the other positions measured, and for each of the 

two successive operating seasons, indicating a gradual pulldown in the underfloor 

temperature over an apple season, but complete reheating in the off-season when the 

coolstores were not operating. Subterranian water flow through the high water table of the 

site studied would provide much of the underfloor reheating effect. Other sites may display 

a more gradual pull down of the subsoil over a number of seasons. 
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Figure 7.5: Measured door usage during the 1 990, 1 99 1 ,  and 1 992 coolstore operating 
seasons, (a) door open time, (b) door closed time. 
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Figure 7.6: Measured and predicted floor and underfloor temperatures at position 1 
(Figure 7. 1 )  in the industrial coolstore during the 1 990 operating season. 
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7.4.3 Building Shell Surface Temperatures 

Surface temperatures were measured using PTl 00 temperature probes as outlined in Section 

7 . 1 .  Figure 7.7 shows measurements for positions 1 ,  2 and 3 (Figure 7 . 1 )  over 3 days 

during the 1 992 operating season. Position 1 which was on the roof of the coolstore and 

exposed to solar radiation, showed the greatest diurnal fluctuation, followed by position 3 

which was on a west facing wall and would have been exposed to solar radiation for short 

periods in the afternoons. Position 2 which was on a north facing wall under a weather 

canopy showed the least fluctuation. Table 7.4 gives the maximum and minimum daily air 

temperatures recorded during the 3 day measurement period by the NZ Meterological 

Service. 

7.4.4 Model Selection For Doors And Surfaces 

Selection of appropriate models for doors, floors and surfaces are discussed in Sections 

8.4.6, 8.4.2 and 8.4. 1 respectively. 
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Figure 7.7: Measured building shell surface temperatures for positions 1 ,2 & 3 (Figure 
7 . 1 )  on the industrial coolstore during the 1 992 operating season. 
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Table 7.4 

Measured Daily Outside Ambient Conditions. 

(Measured at Lawn Road, Hastings, NZ Meterological Service) 

Tnt;" ("C) Tnt .. , ("C) Tdry' (0C) T.,.,' (OC) 

9.4 1 5. 3  1 0.5  9.7 

4.2 1 5.9 7.5 7.2 

3.4 1 9. 7  6.0 6.0 

I = measured at 9.00 am. 

1 57 

Solar 
Radiation 

(MJ/m2 day) 
8 .8  

1 5. 8  

1 3 .4 



CHAPTER 8: COOLSTORE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

1 58 

The basis of many effective design and management processes is the use of 

pr�dictive models. Appropriate mathematical models of a coolstorage system would 

allow quantitative prediction of important variables, study of alternative designs and 

management systems, and testing of "what-if' scenarios.! Refrigerated storage room 

models developed by other researchers (Chapter 2), largely concentrated on heat 

transfer with less emphasis on water vapour transfer aspects, and did not consider 

time-variability of the coolstorage system or variation in environmental conditions 

throughout the coolstore. 

The fifth objective of the present research was to develop mathematical models of 

heat transfer and water vapour (mass) transport in a large apple coolstore and to 

incorporate them into a computer simulation model. To achieve this objective 

appropriate component models were selected and incorporated into an overall 

simulation model. It was desirable that the model should be as general as possible 

so that it could be applied more generally than to just apple coolstores (i .e. different 

applications could be modelled by change to data, rather than changes in model 

formulation). 

Both steady-state and unsteady-state modelling approaches were considered for 

modelling the apple cool store. Steady-state models are easier and less costly to 

implement, have lower data requirements, yet can provide useful information on 

average conditions and likely long term trends, by successive application over periods 

for which average operating conditions are significantly different (Pham et ai. , 1 993). 

A steady-state model, (Amos et a/., 1 993 ; Appendix 1 ), was used to assess seasonal 

trends in average air temperature and relative humidity (RR) within a coolstore by 

predicting 24 hour average conditions for four typical days over the season. The 

model was implemented via the RADS package (Cornelius, 1 99 1 ), but included 

allowances for changes in weight loss with RR and adsorption of water vapour by 
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cardboard packaging. The predicted daily average air temperature and RH agreed with 

measured data from the surveys (Chapter 7), but the model did not allow continuous 

prediction of conditions for assessment of short term time transients within the system. 

The rest of this Chapter describes the development of a dynamic unsteady-state model, 

which is not limited in this manner. 

The method used to model coolstore air conditions provides a cornerstone of any coolstore 

model because all other components interact with the air. In Chapter 7 it was concluded 

that the most appropriate model for the industrial coolstore surveyed would be a multi

zoned dynamic model. Given this decision, the major requirements for an overall model 

are to develop methods to describe how air moves between zones within the coolstore, to 

develop appropriate models for predicting the heat and mass transfer occuring within and 

between zones, and to develop models for predicting heat and mass transfer for non-zone 

components such as evaporators. 

8.2 ZONE AIR FORMULATION 

For a multizone model the coolstore air volume was assumed to be divided into a number 

of zones of arbitrary size. The same inherent model was applied to each zone. Heat and 

mass transfer pathways that can occur within each zone include those associated with wall, 

ceiling or floor surfaces, product batches (including packaging), inert materials such as 

structural components with large thermal capacity, doors, heat generators (such as fans) 

and evaporators. Evaporators and fans were linked to particular zones via appropriate 

airflow pathways, whilst models of outside ambient conditions were required in order to 

model heat and mass flow through doors, wall and ceiling surfaces, and the floor. These 

pathways are shown in Figure 8 . 1 .  

The air in each zone was assumed perfectly mixed, and in the manner of the carton model 

of Chapter 5, the density and hence mass of dry air in the coolstore was assumed constant 

to reduce model complexity. Energy and water vapour balances were performed on each 

zone to determine air enthalpy and absolute humidity and temperature was calculated 

algebraically from enthalpy and humidity . 
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Figure 8.1 :  Possible heat transfer and water vapour transport pathways modelled 

for a generalised zone within the coolstore. 

With the above assumptions, an energy balance for the air in the ilh generalised zone 

can be stated as: 

where: 

Mi 

hhi 

�door.i 

� flood 

�;nerl. i 

� slIrface.i 

�prodllcl.i 

d hh . 
M.-_

' = "'d . + "'fl . + "' . . + '" .r. . 
' dt 't' oor J 't' oor � 't' lnerl,J 't' sur,ace" (8. 1 )  

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

+ � producl,i + � healgen.i + � air,i 

mass of dry air in the ilh zone (kg). 

enthalpy of air in the ilh zone (J/kg). 

energy flow into the ilh zone through doors (W). 

energy flow into the ilh zone through the floor (W). 

energy flow into the ilh zone from inerts (W). 

energy flow into the ilh zone through surfaces (W). 

energy flow into the ilh zone from product batches (W). 



� air,i = 

� heatgen,i = 
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energy flow into the i'h zone due to airflow from other 

zones or fans/evaporators (W). 

energy flow into the i'h zone from heat generators (W). 

The water vapour balance for the air in a generalised zone is: 

where: 

H; = 

mdoor.; = 

mjloor.; = 

m;nert. ; = 

mSllrface.; = 

mproduct,i = 

ma;r,i = 

mheatgen,; = 

dH 
M. __ ' 

• dt 
= m door,; + mfl . + m.  . + m .r, . oor � Inert,. surJace� 

+ m + m + m product,; heatgen,i air,; 

absolute humidity of the i'h zone air (kg/kg). 

water vapour entering the i'h zone through doors (kg/s). 

water vapour entering the i'h zone from the floor (kg/s). 

water vapour entering the i'h zone from inerts (kg/s). 

water vapour entering the i'h zone from surfaces (kg/s). 

(8.2) 

water vapour entering the i'h zone from product batches (kg/s). 

water vapour entering the i'h zone due to airflow from other 

zones or fans/evaporators (kg/s). 

water vapour entering the ith zone from heat generators (kg/s). 

Once the enthalpy and humidity of the zone air have been determined, using Eqn ' s. 

8 . 1  and 8 .2, the temperature of the zone air can be estimated algebraically using the 

equivalent of Eqn. 5 .23 (Stoecker and Jones, 1 982): 

where: 

T; = 

hfg = 

Co = 

Cv 

T. � 
• 

hh; - H; hfg 
ca + H; c,. 

temperature of the air in the i'h zone (OC). 

latent heat of vapourisation of water (J/kg). 

specific heat capacity of dry air (J/kg K). 

specific heat capacity of water vapour (J/kg K). 

(8 .3) 
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8.3 INTERACTION BETWEEN ZONES 

8.3.1  Air Flow 

Air flow in the coolstore is primarily due to two mechanisms, natural convection due 

to localised density differences, and forced convection due to fans. Both mechanisms 

must be included in a multi-zoned model of a refrigerated facility. The approach 

taken needs to be flexible, in order to accommodate a variety of zone sizes and 

configurations, and a number of fans and fan speed combinations. 

Two general approaches could be used to describe air flow for a multizone model : 

firstly, using numerical approximation to the fundamental equation for fluid flow 

(Navier-Stokes equations); or secondly, by defining forced convection pathways 

throughout the store, with natural convection mixing to adjacent zones. Using the 

second approach the forced convection pathways could be defmed either in general 

terms or on a fan by fan basis. 

The first approach was rejected because it is both data- and computationally

intensive, especially when the product loading pattern and fan operation can change 

frequently. The second approach, implemented on a fan by fan basis, would require 

multiple data input and would also be computationally intensive. Therefore the 

second approach was adopted implemented via a generalised forced convection 

pathway throughout the store plus natural convection mixing occurring between 

zones. 

The air flow options between any two zones were then: 

( 1 )  no flow (zone has no common boundary). 

(2) forced convection only ( I -way); 

(3) natural convection interchange only (2-way); 

(4) both forced and natural convection. 

The fourth and most general situation of combined one-way forced convection and 
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two-way natural convection interchange was implemented. The other options are 

achieved by appropriate choice of data. 

8.3. 1 . 1  Combined Natural and Forced Convection 

Any particular zone can be modelled as having interaction with up to N other zones. 

Both forced and natural convection may occur between any two zones. The same 

approach as used in the carton model for combining forced and natural convection 

air flow between zones (Section 5 .3 .5 .3) was used in the coolstore model : 

where: 

= 

= 

= 

( 3 3 )0.33 
m = m · + m . netj(-n 10r.,(-" nat,I"""" 

(8 .4) 

net flow rate of dry air into the ilh zone from the nIh associated 

zone due to forced and natural convection (kg/s). 

forced convection of air into the i'h zone across the interface 

with the nIh associated zone (kg/s). 

natural convection of air into the ilh zone across the interface 

with the nIh associated zone (kg/s). 

To maintain a mass balance for each zone, some back mixing returning to the nIh 

associated zone occurs: 

where: 

= 

(8 .5)  

air flow out of the ilh zone to the nIh associated zone (kg/s). 

Each of mnet.it-n and mOllt.Hn can be negative or positive, depending on the direction of 
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8 .3 . 1 .2 Natural Convection 

Natural convection mixing between adjacent zones could be modelled by a constant 

rate of interchange of air or by calculating the mass flow interchanged in some 

manner. A constant rate of air flow would be the simplest method to implement, but 

determining appropriate values would be difficult. Further, the rate is almost 

certainly not constant throughout the cool store , depending on density gradients and 

orientations of zones. Tamm's equation as used for doors (Tamm, 1 965) is one 

possibility for calculating mass flow at zone boundaries (as a function of density 

difference). However, this method was developed for unobstructed boundaries with 

a definite interface between air at different conditions. Zone boundaries have an 

arbitrary nature with little physical meaning, so the validity of using Tamm's 

equation in this situation is questionable. 

Another possibility considered was to model the natural convection mixing in a 

similar fashion to the method used to calculate natural convection between zones in 

the apple cooling carton model (Section 5 .3 .5 . 1 ). This approach was based on an 

empirical correlation for natural convection in small enclosures. When applied to the 

coolstore zones it gave unrealistically high mass flow rates between the zones. 

In the apparent absence of any better methodology, an arbitrary empirical relationship 

between zone temperature difference and natural convection velocity was postulated: 

where: 

= 

= 

v. = 0. 1 34 (T. - T. )0.5 
.t-n " .n  

(8.6) 

air velocity between the ith zone and the nth associated zone (mls). 

air temperature of nth zone associated with to the ith zone eC). 

Over small temperature ranges, density difference is proportional to temperature 

difference, and Tamm's  equation suggests a square root relationship to density 

difference (driving force) may be appropriate. The factor of 0. 1 34 was chosen to 

match measured data for the industrial coolstore (Table 7. 1 ). Without experimental 
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verification, it is unlikely that Eqn. 8.6 could be widely applied to different store 

configurations. However, it appears to give results consistent with those measured 

by Falconer ( 1 993). 

The natural convection flow is assumed to occur in each direction across half of the 

area of the boundary. Hence the mass interchange between two zones is: 

A .  I.n 
mnat,it-n = vj(_n P a ""2 (8.7) 

where: 

Pa 
= density of air in the coolstore (kglm3). 

= area of interface between the ith zone and the nth associated zone (m2). 

This approach was used for all vertical interzone boundaries and for horizontal 

interzone boundaries for which the temperature of the top zone was lower than the 

temperature of the bottom zone, i.e. the higher density air is above the lower density 

air. In situations with a horizontal interzone boundary where the top zone is warmer 

than the bottom zone, natural convection is unlikely to occur so Vjt-n was set to zero. 

8 .3 . 1 .3 Forced Convection 

The forced convection pathways must be defined in a manner that ensures that the 

predicted air movement is responsive to changes in operation of the fans, and that 

an air mass balance is maintained. The method chosen was to define a hierarchy of 

zones along the air path, starting with those zones from which fans draw air and 

finishing with zones into which fans discharge air. The basic rule for solving the 

hierarchy is that all air flows out of a zone must be defined before the air flows into 

the zone are defined. 

Given this hierarchy, for a generalised zone there can be up to J flows out to other 

zones that have been previously evaluated, and N-J flows in from other zones still 

to be evaluated, plus discharges and/or suctions to up to M fans/evaporators. As has 
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been shown, natural convection was assumed to always give balanced mass flow rate 

interchange, so the forced convective components must independently maintain the 

mass balance. For example, Figure 8.2 shows a typical zone with 4 adjacent zones. 

There are 2 air inflows, one fan/evaporator discharge, 2 air outflows and one 

fan/evaporator suction (not necessarily at the same flow rate as the fan/evaporator 

discharge). 

The net flow of dry air into the ilh zone from zones still to be evaluated (associated 

zones J + I to N) is given by: 

M M 
[ . nel,1 

== � E . L..J s�--+m - � E L..J d,i(-m (8.8) 
m=1 m= 1  

where: 

[net,; = net airflow into the ilh zone (kg/s). 

Es.i--+m = air flow from the ilh zone to the mlh fan/evaporator (kg/s). 

Ed.i(-m = air discharge into the ilh zone from the mlh fan/evaporator 

(kg/s). 

Because of the hierarchial evaluation procedure, for n = I to J, the values of mjor.iH 

will have been estimated as part of calculations for zones earlier in the hierarchy. 

The airflows into the ilh zone from associated zones that are still to be evaluated 

(n = J+ I to N) are calculated based on defined fractions of the net flow into the ilh 

zone: 

where: 

= 

mfi ' == F. [ . or,H-1I I,n netJ (8.9) 

fraction of the net airflow into the ilh zone that is drawn from the nth 

associated zone. 
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Figure 8.2: Forced convective air flow into and out of a typical zone within a 
coolstore with 2 inflows and 2 outflows and both an evaporator 
suction and discharge. 

To ensure a mass balance on the ilh zone, necessary conditions are that: 

N 
" F. = 1 .0 � '." (8 . 1 0) 

Fi.n � 0, Es.Hm � 0, and that Ed.it-m� O. 

Values of mjor.it-ncan be negative if Ine,.i or Ine, for the nIh associated zone are negative. 

It is possible to have zones with only evaporator suction and no other forced 

convection outputs, or zones with only evaporator discharge and no other forced 

convection inputs, or combinations of each. In practice, for each zone the Fi.n values 

were selected to model the actual air flow distribution in the store. 
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8.3.2 Energy and Water Vapour Flows 

Given the above rates of air flow between zones the associated energy and water 

vapour flows are: 

where: 

hhn = 

hhm.o./J = 

Hn = 

Hm.o./J = 

N 
= E mnel,i�n hhn 

n=1 

M 
- � E . hh . L.t S,I-iom I 

m=1 

N 
m , , = � m . H air,! L.J net,'t-n n 

n= 1 

M 
- � E . H. L.t S,l-+m , 

m=1 

N M 

- E mOIlI.Hn hhj + E Ed,i�", hhm.o./J 
n=1 m=1 

N M 

- E moul,i-'>n Hj + E Ed.i�m Hm.o./J 
n=1 m=1 

(8 . 1 1 ) 

(8. 1 2) 

air enthalpy of the nth zone associated with the i lh zone (J/kg). 

air enthalpy off the mth evaporator associated with the ith zone (J/kg). 

air humidity of the nIh zone associated with the ith zone (kglkg). 

air humidity off the mlh evaporator associated with the i th zone (kglkg). 

8.4 ZONE COMPONENT MODELS 

8.4.1 Surface Model 

A surface is defined as any planar solid structure which separates the ith zone air 

from other zones or from ambient air outside the coolstore. Insulated walls lind the 

roof are examples of typical surfaces within an industrial coolstore. Important 

mechanisms for a surface are heat transfer by convection and radiation to the outside 

surface, conduction through the surface, heat accumulation in the materials of the 

surface, and possible moisture deposition on the inside surface (Figure 8.3). The 

surface model should be capable of predicting heat flow through the surface and the 

rate of water condensation or evaporation on the inside surface. The surface 

temperature on the zone side is required to perform water vapour transfer 
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calculations.  Models of varying complexity could be used: 
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( I ) Ignoring the thermal capacity of the surface and determining heat flow through the 

surface based solely on resistance to heat transfer and the temperature difference 

across the surface. The inside surface temperature would be determined by a 

steady-state heat balance. 

(2) Lumping the thermal capacity of the surface at one position and modelling the 

change in temperature of the wall at this position. This leads to one ordinary 

differential equation (ODE) for temperature at the selected position. 

(3) Distributing the thermal capacity of the surface either at a number of lumped 

positions, or continuously. Such a distributed model leads to a partial differential 

equation (PDE) or a number of ODE's for temperature as a function of time and 

position through the surface (Wang, 1 99 1 ). 

(4) Dissociate the wall resistance and thermal capacity, by allowing heat flow through 

the surface directly into the zone air, and having the zone air linked to the surface 

thermal capacity separately (Lovatt, 1 992). 

The first method does not model any thermal buffering effect offered by the surface and 

may lead to incorrect heat loadings on the zone air, but is simple to use. The third method 

would add considerable complexity to the overall model, particularly if  the full finite 

difference approach was adopted. As a compromise between accuracy and complexity the 

second method was adopted as a slight enhancement on the fourth. It allows the buffering 

effect of the surface mass to be approximated, but may not lead to accurate prediction of 

surface temperature. A decision was made to locate the total mass and thermal capacity 

of the surface at the inside face of the surface as shown in Figure 8.3 so that all the 

resistance was outside. This was considered appropriate for the industrial coolstore 

studied, because a large fraction of the thermal mass (timber rafters, purlins and steel portal 

frame) was located near the inside surface of the walls. It also allows the inside surface 

temperature to be predicted directly from the ODE integration. 
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Figure 8.3 : Heat transfer and water vapour transport pathways modelled for 
surfaces 

Assuming condensed water does not ever freeze, an energy balance on a surface 

associated with the ith zone yields an equation for the inside surface temperature: 

where: 

�s,out = 

�S,i" = 

�w.s = 

Ms = 

Mw.s = 

Ts = 

Cs = 

Cw = 

d(Msc s + M",
,,,
c J Ts 

dt 
= � s.olll + � sjn + � w,s 

(8. 1 3) 

energy flow to surface from air outside the surface (W). 

energy flow to surface from zone air (W). 

energy flow to surface due to water transfer from zone air 

(W). 

surface mass (kg). 

condensed water mass on the inside face of the surface (kg). 

surface inside temperature (0C). 

specific heat capacity of the surface (J/kg K). 

specific heat capacity of water (J/kg K). 
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This equation can be decoupled using the chain rule giving: 

dT dM 
( M e + M e ) _5 = ,1.  + ,I. . + ,1.  - c T � (8. 1 4) 

• • W,5 W dt 'i' ',oul 'i' ','" 'i' ',W w .  dt 

For the outside face of the surface both convection and radiation were modelled as 

solar radiation may be important for some surfaces. Water vapour 

condensation/evaporation was considered unlikely. A sol-air temperature was defmed 

to take account of both these mechanisms in terms of a convection-style equation: 

where: 

U. = 

A. = 

T,ol = 

,I. = U A ( T  - T ) 'i' • oul • •  .01 • V . 
(8 . 1 5) 

heat transfer coefficient from outside air to the position where the 

thermal mass is located (W/m2 K). 

surface area of the surface (m2). 

sol-air temperature for the outside face of the surface eC). 

The overall heat transfer coefficient for the outside face of the surface (U.) was 

calculated from: 

where: 

ho .• 
= 

X • . 1  = 

k • . 1  = 

U = 
• (8 . 1 6) 

Iz 0,5 

convective heat transfer coefficient for the outside face (W/m2 K). 

thickness of the Ith layer of the surface (m). 

thermal conductivity of the ph layer of the surface (W/m K). 

The sol-air temperature (T.ol) was calculated using: 

T = T + SolRad € 
.01 a h 0.5 

(8. 1 7) 



where: 
= 

SolRad = 

= 
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ambient temperature on the outside of the surface eC). 
solar radiation incident on the outside surface (W/m2). 
emissivity of the outside face of the surface. 
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The ambient air temperature (Ta) and the solar radiation (So/Rae!) were either 
determined using an ambient model (Section 8.5 . 1 ), or if the surface was between 
two zones, were equal to the temperature of the zone outside the surface and zero 
respectively. 

Convection and water vapour condensation/evaporation were modelled from the 
inside of the surfaces to the zone air. Any radiation was approximated as pseudo
convection. The energy flow to the surface due to convection with the zone air is 
given by: 

where: 

�s,in = h .  A In.s s (8. 1 8) 

convective heat transfer coefficient for the inside face of the surface 
(W/m2 K). 

The energy flow to the surface due to water deposition was estimated by: 

dM 
'" = w.s ( h  + c T ) 'f'1.W � fg v j 

(8. 1 9) 

To allow Eqn. 8. 1 9  to be used for both evaporation and condensation of water, it was 
assumed that the sensible heat component of the enthalpy of the water vapour 
deposited is always equal to that of the water vapour in the zone air. If it is assumed 
that water only condenses to, or evaporates from the surface and is not absorbed, the 
rate of water deposition can be modelled by: 



where: 

mtcs = 

Ef = 
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dM 
� = mtc A Elf ( H. - H ) 

dt s s I s.s 

When Mws > 0 
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(8.20) 

mass transfer coefficient for water vapour to the surface from the zone 

air (kg/m2 s). 

saturation humidity of water at Ts (kglkg). 

evaporation correction factor. 

However, if conditions are such that evaporation should occur yet there is no water 

on the surface then the transfer must be nil. Therefore: 

dM 
w.s = 0 (8.2 1 ) 

dt 

When Mw•s = 0 

The mass transfer coefficient can be determined from the heat transfer coefficient if  

the Lewis relationship is  assumed to hold (Stoecker and Jones, 1982): 

mtc = s c + H. c a I \' 

(8.22) 

Ef is an empirical factor to take into account the fact that the area, for evaporation 

in particular, may be different from the surface area, due to the formation of droplets 

rather than a uniform film of water. It can have different values for condensation (Hi 
> Hz,s) and evaporation (Hi < Hs.J Eqn. 8.20 assumes that the distribution of water 

on the surface does not affect the temperature distribution and that Efis independent 

of the amount of condensed water. In practice, on vertical faces in particular, 

drainage may occur, but no attempt was made to model this. 
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By substituting Eqn's. 8 . 1 5 , 8 . 1 8  and 8. 1 9  into Eqn. 8 . 14  it can be shown that: 

dT 
(Mscs + M c )_S = U A ( T  - T ) + h . A ( T.  - T ) w,s w dt s s sol s m,s S I S 

dM 
+ �( hr. + c T. - c T ) 

dt jg '" W S 

(8.23) 

The final surface model consists of Eqn's. 8 . 1 6, 8. 1 7, 8.20, 8 .2 1 ,  8.22 and 8.23, plus 

the ambient models for surfaces exposed to ambient conditions (Section 8 .5 . 1 ). 

Separate sets of equations are required for every zone/surface combination. The net 

heat and water vapour flows from the S surfaces associated with any particular zone 

are given by: 

8.4.2 Floor Model 

s 

� surface,i = -L � s,in 
s=1 

m = surface,i 

S dM -L � 
s"\ dt 

(8.24) 

(8 .25) 

The floor was modelled in a similar fashion to surfaces, except that the ambient air 

temperature on the outside face was replaced by the underfloor soil temperature, and 

the solar radiation term was eliminated! Also conduction through both the soil and 

the concrete floor slab as well as insulation if it was present was considered. The 

thermal mass of a floor is considerably greater than most other surfaces and both the 

resistance and capacitance are distributed more evenly than in ceiling and wall 

surfaces. Although use of the single lumped parameter model may be less accurate 

than for other surfaces it was decided to use the single lumped approach because of 

its simplicity ./Locating the floor thermal mass at the surface of the floor slab, and 

by equivalent procedures to those used to derive Eqn. 8.23: 



where: 

Tf = 

Mf = 

cf = 

Tsoil = 

� = 

Af = 

hi"! = 

Mw! = 
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(8.26) 
dM 

+ �(h + C T. - c Tf ) dl fg \, I IV 

floor surface temperature COC). 

floor mass (kg). 

effective specific heat capacity of the floor (J/kg K). 

temperature of the soil beneath the floor COC). 

overall heat transfer coefficient through the soil and floor slab 

(W/m2 K). 

surface area of floor exposed to the i'h zone air (m2). 

convective heat transfer coefficient from zone air to floor (W 1m2 K). 

mass of water condensed on the floor (kg). 

The overall heat transfer coefficient (Uf) takes into account the heat transfer 

resistance through the soil from the position where Tsoil was measured, through any 

insulation under the floor, and through the floor slab to the inside surface: 

where: 

= 

kconcrele = 

= 

= 

= 

U = f 
Xconaele 

I 

thickness of concrete slab (m). 

thermal conductivity of concrete (W/m K). 

thickness of insulation (m). 

thermal conductivity of insulation (W/m K). 

(8 .27) 

thickness of soil below concrete slab to temperature 

measurement position (m). 
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= thermal conductivity of soil (W/m K). 

The rate of water condensation onto the floor or evaporation from the floor was 

determined by equivalent versions of Eqn's. 8.20, 8.2 1 and 8.22. 

The net heat and water vapour flows into any zone from the associated F floor 

sections was given by: 

F 
<l> floorj 

= - L hjn/ Af (Tj - Tf ) 
/=J 

8.4.3 Inert Materials Model 

F dM m = _ '('" wi 
floor'; L -dt /=J 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

Inert materials were classified as being any material present within the coolstore, 

other than surfaces, floors and product (which are considered separately), which have 

significant thermal mass and heat capacity. Inert materials will provide some degree 

of thermal buffering within the coolstore, may require cooling, and may have water 

condensing on or evaporating from them. Inert materials were treated in a similar 

fashion to surfaces except that they only interact with zone air, as shown in Figure 

8.4. As most inert materials within the store are either metallic with high thennal 

conductivity or have large surface area to volume ratios, it was assumed that inert 

materials can be modelled as a single zone by a uniform temperature, i .e. no attempt 

was made to model temperature profiles through an inert material. It was also 

assumed that water is not absorbed into an inert material, (it can only be present on 

its surface). 

Each air zone was modelled as interacting with R batches of inert materials .  By 

equivalent procedures to those used to derive Eqn 8.23, the equation for the 

temperature of each batch of inert materials in the i'h zone is: 
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dTirl (M"rl c,'rl + M , C ) -- = h ' l A ' I ( T. - T. ) + w.,rl w dt ,r ,r , ,rl 
(8 .30) 

dM , w.1rI ( h  + C T. C T ) -d-:'t- fg v I - w irl 

where: 

Tirl = inert material temperature eC). 
Mirl = inert material mass (kg). 

MW•ir1 = mass of water condensed on the inert material surface (kg). 

Cirl = inert material effective specific heat capacity (J/kg K). 

hirl = convective heat transfer coefficient from the zone air to the inert 

material surface (W/m2 K). 

Airl = surface area of inert material exposed to zone air (m2). 

The rate of water condensation onto or evaporation off an inert material was 

determined by equivalent versions of Eqn's. 8 .20, 8.2 1 and 8.22. 

The net heat and water vapour flows into any zone from inert materials were given 

by: 

R 

� inerl,i = -L hirl A irl ( Ti - Tirl ) 
r=1 

minerl'; = 
� dMw,;rl -L..J r=) dt 

(8.3 1 ) 

(8.32) 
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Figure 8.4: Heat and water vapour pathways modelled from inert materials present 
within the cools tore. 

8.4.4 Product Model 

The product model contains appropriate algorithms for both product which is pre

cooled and for bulk stacked product within the coolstore. In both cases, mechanisms 

that must be modelled include: conduction within the product; convection, radiation 

and evaporation from the air to the product; heat generation within the product; and 

heat and mass transfer for packaging associated with the product, particularly the 

adsorption of water by paper-based materials. 

8 .4.4. 1 Product Pre-cooling Model 

The problems of modelling product heat transfer were discussed in detail in Chapters 

4 to 6. Results from pre-cooling trials at the Whakatu coolstores, showed that the 

cooling process could be closely described by a constant half-life conduction model 

but that there was large variation in half cooling times (tJl2) within the forced-draught 

pre-cooling stacks (Chapter 4). This variation could not be attributed to any 

positional criteria and hence the carton model as presented in Chapters 5 and 6 was 

developed. 
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Use of the full carton model for each carton present in the pre-cooler was impractical 

due to the large data and computational requirements. Modelling each pallet of product 

separately was also considered both impractical, due to the large number of pallets, and 

inappropriate, as there was variation in cooling rates within a pallet. 

The compromise chosen was to consider each pre-cooler batch of product and 

packaging being pre-cooled as 6 equal sized sub-batches, each with a different cooling 

rate. The subdivision does not represent specific pallets or cartons, rather a fraction of 

the batch mass with similar cooling rate. A necessary condition is that each pre-cooler 

batch is contained within a single air zone. Six sub-batches was considered a realistic 

compromise between accuracy and complexity. 

Subdivison of the packaging associated with product into 6 sub-batches was not 

considered necessary because most of the packaging was on the outside of the product 

and therefore in more direct contact with zone air than the product. The adsorption of 

water from the air by the packaging could also be described independently of the heat 

transfer. The packaging was therefore modelled as a single batch and the model 

focussed on its moisture content and not its thermal response. 

In this manner, the product pre-cooling model consists of 1 3  ordinary differential 

equations (ODE's) for each pre-cooling stack (6 ODE's for product temperature, 6 

ODE's for product mass, and l ODE for mean packaging moisture content). For heat 

transfer modelling, the small thermal mass of the packaging was included with the 

product thermal mass, in each sub-batch, rather than introduce separate ODE's for 

packaging temperature. This implies a simplification of the real process but the errors 

were expected to be small in their effect on the overall model .  

For each sub-batch the constant half-life convection/conduction model (Lovatt e/ al. ,  

1 993a) was used. I t  reduces the combined mechanisms of conduction within product 

plus heat transfer at the surface to a single differential equation for mass-average 

temperature. This allows the product heat load to be determined but supplementary 
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techniques are required to predict product centre or surface conditions. 

For each product sub-batch in the i 'h zone an energy balance yields: 

where: 

Tp 
Mp 

cp 

Map 
cap 
Mw.p 

�protlair 

� resp 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

product sub-batch mass-average temperature eC). 

mass of product in sub-batch (kg). 

specific heat capacity of product (J/kg K). 

mass of dry packaging in each sub-batch (kg). 

specific heat capacity of dry packaging (J/kg K). 

mass of water in packaging in each sub-batch (kg). 

sensible heat transfer from air to product (W). 

product heat of respiration (W). 
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�evap 

� paclc 

= 

= 

heat transfer due to water gain by product from the air (W). 

heat transfer due to water movement between air and 

packaging (W). 

Eqn. 8.33 can be decoupled to give: 

dT 
(M c + M c + M c ) p = .!. + .!. + .!. + .!. p P WI' w ap ap dt 'I' protlair 'l'resp 'I' evap 'I' paclc 

dM dM 
- c T --P - c T � p p dt 

w p dt 

as the mass of dry packaging (Map) will not change. 

� resp was defined as: 

� re.,p = 

where: 

rr = respiration rate (W /kg). 

rr M p 

(8.34) 

(8 .35) 
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rr was determined by an appropriate function of temperature (e.g. Gaffney et ai. , 

I 985a) for the product of interest. 

Heat transfer due to evaporative cooling (condensation heating) from the product to 

the zone air was calculated from the rate of water transfer between the product and 

the air and the change in enthalpy of the water from the product surface to the air: 

dM 
J. = P ( h + c T )  'f' evap -d fg v p t 

(8.36) 

The rate of water transfer between the product in each sub-batch and the air can be 

found from: 

where: 

mtcp 

Ap 

Pp 
pj 

= 

= 

= 

= 

product water vapour transfer coefficient (kg/m2 s Pa). 

product exposed surface area in each sub-batch (m2). 

water vapour partial pressure at the product surface (Pa) . 

partial pressure of water vapour in the ith zone air (Pa). 

(8.37) 

Eqn's. 5 . 1 2, 5 .3 1 ,  and 5 .32 were used to calculate the product surface temperature 

from Tj and Tp. Product and air water vapour pressures were then calculated as 

functions of temperature, air humidity, and water activity using standard 

psychrometric relationships. 

The heat transfer due to water movement between packaging in each sub-batch and 

zone aIr IS: 

�pack 
dM 

= � ( h + c T. )  
dt fg \' I 

(8 .38) 

Eqn. 8.38 uses T" to calculate the vapour enthalpy rather than the more correct Tp 
because only one ODE was used for cardboard moisture content, whereas six product 

sub-batches were modelled. The effect of using T; rather than selecting a mean Tp 
value was likely to be small. 
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The mass of water within the packaging in each sub-batch was found from: 

M - ( me J M 
WIJ - 1 00 - me dp 

(8 .39) 

where: 

me = packaging moisture content (%). 

Eqn. 8.39 can be differentiated to yield the rate of change of packaging water mass: 

dM WIJ 
dt 

[ 1 00 dme J - dt 
M -

( 1 00 - me )2 dp 

(8.40) 

Unwaxed cardboard packaging continuously absorbs or desorbs water to reach a 

equilibrium moisture content (erne), depending on the surrounding air relative 

humidity (RH). A first order model was assumed: 

where: 

erne = 

kmc = 

dme 
= kmc ( erne - me ) 

dt 
(8.4 1 ) 

equilibrium package moisture content (%). 

rate constant for water absorption or desorption (S-I ) .  

The rate constants of absorption and desorption were assumed to be the same. It was 

also assumed that erne does not vary over small temperature ranges (Steadman, 1 993) 

and that any hysteresis effect on erne was ignored. The erne was determined from 

the Guggenheim-Anderson-De Boor (G.A.B.) moisture isothenn equation (Bizot, 

1 983): 

where: 

erne = 

RH 
1 00 (8.42) 
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= air relative humidity (%) 

= absorption constants for the packaging. 

The sensible heat transfer between the air and the product sub-batch was given by: 

'" = VA ( T - T ) 'f' prodair sens i p (8.43) 

where: 

effective sensible VA from product to zone air (W /K). 

Values of VAsens must be determined from known half cooling time (t 112) values for 

the product being considered. However 1112 values include the effect of all the 

possible heat transfer mechanisms, so the sensible cooling effect needs to be 

separated from the other mechanisms. Cleland ( 1 990) stated that an overall VA value 

for all mechanisms is given by: 

where: 

VA lot 

11/2 
Mp 
Cp 

= 

= 

= 

= 

UAtot = 

overall VA from product to the zone air (W /K) 
half cooling time of product batch (s). 

mass of product batch (kg). 

specific heat capacity of product batch (J/kg K). 

(8 .44) 

The effective VA value contributed by evaporative cooling was assumed to be: 

VA eI'ap (8.45) 

where: 

VAeI-ap 
= effective VA value due to evaporative cooling effect (W /K). 

Assuming the effect of respiration and water adsorption by packaging on the overall 

rate of apple cooling is small and that the UAeI'O{J value is both constant with time, 
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and equal to its initial value at the start of the cooling process, the effective sensible 

UA value (UAsens) was estimated using: 

UA = UA - UA seils tot evap (8 .46) 

The above calculation method is adequate if UAevap is small compared to UAtot' In 

some cases it may be necessary to calculate UAsens for each time step in the 

simulation for greatest accuracy. 

8.4.4.2 Bulk-Stacked Product Model 

For product bulk-stacked within the coolstore heat and mass transfer are important 

in two situations. Firstly, product may enter the store significantly above the air 

temperature (e.g. product which is not pre-cooled or product which leaves the pre

cooling units at temperatures above the bulk store temperature). Secondly, once at 

storage temperature, the product exerts a thermal buffering effect if there are air 

temperature fluctuations and there will be ongoing respiration and transpiration. It 

is desirable to use just one model to cover both these situations. 

There are several possible approaches which could be used to model bulk-stacked 

product in the bulk store including: using a finite difference grid through the 

packaged product; using a single lumped parameter; or splitting the product mass up 

into several lumped parameters as for the pre-cooler. The first option would give the 

most positional detail about the product in terms of temperature and weight loss, but 

would be the most complex and computationally intensive, and it would be difficult 

to determine appropriate input data for such a system. Using a single lumped 

parameter model would not allow differences in cooling rates within the bulk-stack 

to be modelled, but it would be the simplest system to implement and would be the 

least computationally intensive of the three approaches. 

It was decided that the lumped parameter model used for pre-cooling would also be 

used for bulk-stacked product. To limit overall model size each bulk-stacked product 

batch was split into three rather than six sub-batches. The three blocks were chosen 
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to represent product on the outside of the bulk stack, product on the inside of each stack, 

and product at intermediary positions. 

There are two possible approaches to defining cooling rates. Firstly, the 3 sub-batches 

could each be referenced to the zone air and t 112 values chosen to reflect the likely faster 

response of product on the outside of a stack and slower for the inside sub-batch. 

Alternatively, similar 11/2 values could be applied for each sub-batch, but the cooling 

could be referenced to "surrounding" conditions to approximate transfer through the 

carton stack (rather than to the outside air). For examplt!, the outer sub-batch would 

reference to zone air, the intermediate sub-batch to the outer sub-batch, and the centre 

sub-batch to the intermediate sub-batch. In this way the insulating effect of the stack 

might be more realistically modelled. For simplicity, it was decided to use the first 

approach because the carton model predicted distributions of cooling rates referenced 

to the zone air, meaning that the insulating effect of the block stack has already been 

taken into account indirectly. 

A restriction on selection of batch size, is that each batch must reside wholly within a 

single air zone. It is desirable that all product in each batch has similar initial 

temperature and other characteristics. 

Given this subdivision of bulk-stacked batches, the equations used for each sub-batch 

are Eqn. 8.34 for determining the product temperature, and Eqn. 8 .37 for product mass. 

Carton moisture content is modelled separately for each of the three blocks using Eqn's. 

8 .40 and 8 .4 1 .  

8.4.4.3 Net Product Load On Zone Air 

The net product heat and water vapour flows for P pre-cooling batches and B bulk

stacked batches associated with the i1h air zone are given by: 
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P 6 
<P product,i = L L ( <P prodair + <P evap + <P pack ) 

p = 1  I 

B 3 

- L L ( <P prodair + <P evap + <P pack ) 
b = 1  I 

_ � � [ dMp dMWIl ) 
mproduct,i = � � -- + --

p= 1  h= 1 dt dt 

8.4.5 Heat Generator Model 

1 86 

(8 .47) 

(8.48) 

Heat generators were defmed as any devices which place a heat load on the zone air, such 

as forklifts, lights, fans and people. The heat load from heat generators is the sum of the 

sensible and latent heat loads imposed by the heat generator: 

where: 

<PHGtot 

<PHGsens 

<PHGlat 

<P HGtot = <P HGsells + <P HGlat 

= 

= 

= 

heat generator total heat load (W). 

heat generator sensible heat load (W). 

heat generator latent heat load (W). 

(8 .49) 

The rate of water vapour addition to the ilh zone air was determined by the latent heat load: 

mHG = (8 .50) 

where: 

= rate of water vapour addition to coolstore air (kg/s). 

Both the sensible heat load and the rate of water vapour addition to the zone air were 

assumed to be constant for the operating period of the heat generator. As well as the 

sensible and latent heat loads, the time period that the heat generator is present within each 

zone must be specified. 
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Fans are the most significant heat generators. In reality, some of the fan heat is released 

throughout the coolstore. A major part is due to motor and fan efficiency. This part enters 

the air as heat as it passes through the fan itself, but the rest is converted from kinetic 

energy to heat by frictional pressure drop as the air circulates through the coolstore. For 

simplicity in modelling, but at the loss of some accuracy it was assumed that all fan heat 

is released as heat in the zone from which the fan draws air. Each fan was restricted to 

draw air from only one zone. 

Forklifts and lights are other heat generators which were modelled. All their heat was 

released into the zone in which they were present. 

The net heat and water vapour flows due to the Hg heat generators associated with the ith 

air zone were given by: 

8.4.6 Door Model 

Hg 
<Pheatgell,i = L <PHGtot hg= l  

m = heatgell,i 
Hg 
L mHG hg= l  

(8 .5 1 ) 

(8 .52) 

The instantaneous heat and water vapour transfer through open doors was modelled using: 

where: 

<Pdoortot 

<Pdoortot = 

Ad = V - p  ( H - H ) d 2 ill out i 

= 

= 

= 

total heat load through door (W). 

water vapour flow through door (kg/s). 

enthalpy of air outside the door (J/kg). 

(8.53)  

(8 .54) 
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HOllt = humidity of air outside door (kg/kg). 

Vd = velocity of air moving through the door (m/s). 

Ad = Cross-sectional area of the door (m2). 

Pin = density of inside air (kglm3). 

These equations assume half the door area is used for inward flow and half for 

outward flow. To ensure a mass balance of air within the coolstore it was assumed 

that the masses of air entering and leaving through the door are constant. Although 

warm outside air entering the coolstore has lower density and displaces less mass of 

cold inside air, eventually it will cool and contract. This will cause more outside air 

to be drawn in through seals etc., so the overall effect is equal mass exchanged. 

A modified Tamm 's  equation (Pham and Oliver, 1 983) was used to calculate mean 

air velocities through doors: 

where: 

Pout = 

hd = 

CF = 

Vd = 5 .9 1  CF 

outside air density (kglm3). 

height of the door (m). 

.5 

correction factor depending on door type and protection. 

(8 .55)  

Standard psychrometric relationships were used to determine Pin' PaUl' Hi' HOIII' hhi' 

and hhalll from air temperature and relative humidity. As the overall model assUmed 

a constant mass of air and hence Pa in the store, the door model recalculated the 

localised density Pin for use in Eqn. 8.55. 

The length of time that the door was open and closed was required to determine total 

heat loadings on the zones associated with doors. Possibilities for determining door 
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open and closed times include: using fixed open and closed times occurring for some 

user supplied percentage of the operating period, using actual values read in from a 

data file, calculating values from a statistical distribution generated from measured 

data, or calculating open time based on the number of product batches entering and 

leaving through the door over a time period and the average time of opening per 

product batch. Two door submodels previously used in dynamic models of 

refrigerated facilities are those of Cleland ( 1 985a) and Lovatt ( 1 992). Cleland 

( 1 985a) modelled randomly distributed openings of each door, but fixed open times 

to give the correct average overall frequency. Lovatt ( 1 992) used a door model 

which assumed that door openings occur at irregular intervals and that the times from 

closing to the next door opening followed an exponential distribution, whilst door 

open durations were assumed to follow a normal distribution. 

The approach using constant values for door open and closed times is not consistent 

with measured data in the industrial coolstore (Figure 7.6) so it was rejected. Using 

actual door opening data from a data file relies on the data file having a 

representative range of heavy and light usage days and these need to be matched 

closely to other operational parameters such as product loadings or unloadings. This 

was possible but it was considered that the efforts would not be justified because the 

resulting data are likely to be site specific and hence expensive to determine .  

It was decided to use a similar approach to that of Lovatt ( 1 992). Both door opening 

times and closing times were calculated as the simulation proceeded based on 

appropriate distributions. This kept data requirements to a minimum yet allowed 

different situations to be simulated. Measured data for door opening and closing 

times (Figure 7.6) were both approximated by exponential distributions: 

where: 

f(x) = 

= 

f (x) 

I-I -
= _ e -r 

A 

probability of a particular door open or closed duration. 

duration of the door open or closed period (s). 

(8.56) 
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= mean door open or closed time (s). 

1 90 

The position within the distribution was determined by a random number so for any 

door the duration of the next open or closed period was defined from: 

td = A In ( I - rand ) {Jor (8 .57) 

where: 

rand = random number between 0 and 1 .0. 

The net heat and mass flows into the ith air zone through the D associated doors are 

given by: 

D 

� door.; = L � doot1ol 
d= 1 

D 

mdoor,i = L mdoor 
d=1 

(8.58) 

(8.59) 

8.5 NON-ZONE COMPONENT M ODELS 

Non-zone components include evaporators which are linked to zones by forced 

convection airflow through the interzone model (Section 8.2), and models of ambient 

air conditions for predicting heat and mass flow through surfaces and doors. Details 

of the ambient model are given first, followed by details of the evaporator model . 

8.5. 1 Ambient Model 

An ambient model is required to determine air temperature, relative humidity and 

solar radiation of the air surrounding the coolstore. 

8.5 . 1 . 1  Air Temperature 

( Possibilities for modelling outside air temperature include: assummg a constant 

- ---------------
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outside temperature, fitting a sinusoidal wave through values for maximum and 

minimum temperatures for the simulation period, using daily measured maximum and 

minimum temperatures for the location and an appropriate curve fit for temperatures 

at intermediate times, or use of actual measured data for air temperature versus time 

for the location in question. The first option does not allow for any daily or seasonal 

temperature variation which occurs in practice. The second option removes the 

difficulty surrounding diurnal temperature fluctuations, although it does not easily 

allow for seasonal variation in minimum and maximum temperatures. Also diurnal 

fluctuation in temperature does not follow a perfect sine wave. The third option 

allows for diurnal variation, daily differences in minimum and maximum 

temperatures and seasonal variation to be modelled. It is however more data 

intensive, with minimum and maximum temperature values required on a day by day 

basis. The last option would require extensive data files which would be difficult to 

obtain. The third option was chosen for this simulation model as daily maximum 

and minimum temperature data are available for a large number of sites within New 

Zealand at reasonable cost. The procedure developed by Kimball and Bellamy 

( 1 986) for calculating diurnal temperature patterns based on minimum and maximum 

temperature values was used: 

If tmin < t � ( 1 2  + Da /2» then: 

= T . + ( T - T . ) cos mm max mUJ 

D 
1t ( t - 1 2 + _a ) 

4 
D 

24 + _a - t . 
2 min 

Else, if 0 < t � tmin or ( 1 2  + Da 12) < t � 24 then: 

T = T + ( T - T  ) e  amb sky sel sky 
-K, [ t - ( 1 2  + -i - 0.06 D, ) ] 

A necessary condition for the use of Eqn. 8.61 is: 

If 0 < t � t",;n then t = 24 + t. 

where: 

= time on a 24 hour clock (h). 

(8 .60) 

(8.6 1 ) 
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Tamb = air temperature (0C). 

Tmax = daily maximum temperature (0C). 

Tmin = daily minimum temperature caC). 

tmin = time of the minimum temperature (h). 

Tset = temperature at the start of the night time decay (oC). 

Tslcy = temperature of the sky (0C). 

Da = astronomical day length (h) . 

kd = decay constant. 

Other equations required are: 

where: 

jd = 

D 
t . = 1 2 - a + 0.06 D min 2 a 

Tset = T min + 0.9 1 ( T max - Tmin ) 

[T + 273 + T . + 273 ] .: 
= set mIn 

g 4 - 273 

gslcy = 

kd 

D = 
a 

8 = 

julian day. 

2 

[-7.77 x IO� ( TM + TMM),J 
- 0.26 1  e 2 

= 

[T - T ] 
In set slcy 

T min - T,1cy 
24 - D + 0. 1 2  D a a 

7.64 arccos [ -tan( I ) tan( 8 )] 

0.4 1 cos [ 2rr ( jd - 1 72 ) 
365 ] 

1 92 

(8.62) 

(8.63) 

(8 .64) 

(8 .65) 

(8.66) 

(8.67) 

(8 .68) 
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Esky = sky emittance. 

0 = declination. 

I = latitude e). 

8.5. 1.2 Relatiye Humidity 

Kimball and Bellamy ( 1 986) have shown that in New Zealand the water vapour pressure 

fluctuations over a day are relatively small and hence water vapour pressure can be treated 

as being constant throughout the day with small error resulting. The relative humidity was 

determined using standard psychrometric relationships from dry bulb temperature as 

presented in Section 8 .5 . 1  . 1  and daily water vapour pressure obtained from wet and dry 

l;lvlh temperature measured daily at 9.00 am (New Zealand Meterological Service). 

8.5.1.3 Solar Radiation 

Solar radiation on a surface was calculated from daily measured total solar radiation by 

assuming that the distribution could be approximated by a half sinusoid as presented by 

Dayan et al. ( 1 989): 

If (r: < 1 2  - Da /2) or (1 2 + Da /2 < '1:) then SolRad = 0 Otherwise: 

SolRad = 

Where: 

Raddaily = 

Cf = 

1 39 Cf rr. 
R d · 

D 
a daily sm 

a 

rr. ( 'C - 1 2  

daily total solar radiation (MJ/m2 day). 

correction factor for wall orientation. 

(8.69) 

The total daily radiation (Raddaily) was obtained from the New Zealand Meterological 

service, whilst the correction factor was a user input value. 
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8.5.2 Evaporator Model 

8.5.2. 1 Heat Flow Model 

Evaporators were modelled by a quasi-steady-state model that assumed that the 

capacity of the refrigeration system was not limiting in determining evaporator 

performance. Thus the refrigeration system and pipelines have not been modelled. 

The evaporation temperature for each evaporator was calculated solely as a function 

of the control strategy used. It was also assumed that there was no variation of the 

evaporation temperature within the evaporator. This assumption is satisfactory for 

many large commercial coolstores in New Zealand where a number of rooms are 

connected to one central refrigeration plant. Evaporators were modelled as being 

linked to a fan drawing air from a zone, rather than having them positioned within 

an individual zone. This allowed the evaporator to discharge air into any number of 

zones, but restricted to being able to draw air from only one zone. 

The mass flow rate of air through the evaporator (rna, e) is equal to the flow rate 

through the associated fan. The temperature (Ton) and humidity (Hon) onto the 

evaporator were equal to the temperature and humidity of the zone air from which 

the fan draws air. 

For evaporators operating under frosting conditions it is difficult to predict the effect 

of the frost build up on the air mass flow rate through the coil and the overall heat 

transfer performance in a simple manner (O'Hagan et ai. , 1 993a). In the absence of 

a comprehensive yet simple evaporator model, the model outlined by Cornelius 

( 1 99 1 )  was used. This model assumed that the air flow rate and heat transfer 

performance are independent of the extent of frosting, and that the humidity of air 

leaving the evaporator (HOff) can be estimated by assuming a straight line approach 

of the air to the saturation condition at the mean evaporator surface temperature: [T - T 1 
H = H + off on ( H  - H ) off on T _ T on s 

on e.s 

(8 .70) 



where: 

= 

Ae = 

ma.e = 

Ton = 

TojJ = 

Te = 

Hon = 

HojJ = 

Te .• 
= 

H. = 

x = 

= 
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T = T - X ( T - T ) e� on on e 
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(8.7 1 )  

(8.72) 

(8 .73) 

overall heat transfer coefficient from air to the refrigerant for 

the evaporator (W/m2 K). 

evaporator surface area (m2). 

mass flow rate of air through the evaporator (kg/s). 

temperature of air on to the evaporator coil COC). 

temperature of air off the evaporator coil COC). 

refrigerant evaporation temperature in the evaporator coil COC). 

humidity of air on to the evaporator coil (kg/kg). 

humidity of air leaving the evaporator (kg/kg). 

evaporator coil average surface temperature (OC). 

saturation air humidity at the evaporator coil surface 

temperature (kg/kg). 

approach factor for air-on to the evaporator temperature. 

enthalpy of air leaving the evaporator (J/kg). 

The value of X is dependent on the type of evaporator used. Typical values for 

different evaporator types were given by Cornelius ( 1 99 1 ). H. was calculated using 

standard psychrometric equations. 

Use of this model for an average coolstore heat load analysis gave good prediction 

of mean measured RH, indicating that both the dehumidification and sensible 

components of the model were sufficiently accurate (Amos et al. , 1 993; Appendix 

I ). 
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When an evaporator defrost cycle occurs, the fans delivering air are turned off 

(ma,e = 0). It was assumed that none of the heat supplied for defrost entered the 

coolstore air. 

Many coolstores in New Zealand use evaporation pressure control for temperature 

control, so this was assumed. The evaporators could be controlled based on air-on 

temperature or air-off temperature. A Proportional Integral (PI) control system with 

a specified minimum evaporation temperature was modelled: 

where: 

SP 

Prj 

lIf 
Ta e  

= 

= 

= 

= 

r( T - SP ) dt 
T = Prf ( T - SP ) + ..:;...y

_

a
_
,e 

----,. 
__ 

e a,e Irf 

air temperature set point CC). 

proportional response factor. 

integral response factor. 

evaporator air-on or air-off temperature eC). 

Limit control was simulated: 

where: 

if Te < Te,min then Te = T.,min and f (Ta,e - SP) dt = O. 

minimum evaporation temperature (OC). 

8.5.2.2 Net Air Flowrates Through Evaporator Coils 

The air flow between zones and evaporator coils can be determined from: 

where: 

E . = m FS. s.I--}>m a.e l.m 

Ed ' = m FD . . It-In Q.e ,.1ft 

(8.75) 

(8.76) 

(8 .74) 

FSi m  = proportion of the total air flow through the m1h fan/evaporator from the 

i'h associated zone. 
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proportion of the total air flow through the mlh fan/evaporator 

discharged into the ilh associated zone. 

Necessary conditions are that: 

M L FS. = 1 .0 II" 
(8 .77) 

m=l 

M 

L FD. = 1 .0 I,m 
(8.78) 

m=l 

Because the model was implemented with the evaporator drawing air from only one 

zone, Eqn. 8.75 was not strictly required. 

8.6 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

The model was programmed in Borland Pascal v7.0 Professional. The source and 

executable code for the model are provided on diskette 2. 

Data can be input via the keyboard or read in from previously prepared data files. 

Data requirements for each of the components are discussed in Chapter 9. Within 

the contraints of computer memory and knowledge of system data, the program 

models a coolstore split into a number of zones, each of which can have a number 

of surfaces, doors, floors, heat generators, inert materials, and product batches. 

Fans/evaporators can be linked to any zone, and any zone can have a number of 

airflow inputs or outputs to other zones or fans/evaporators. Product batches can be 

moved within the coolstore during the simulation and can also be split into sub

batches and sent to different zones if required, but each sub-batch must be placed in 

one aIr zone. 

An event handler is used which allows discrete events to occur at appropriate times 

during the simulation, i.e. entry or exit of product batches, defrost cycles, heat 

generator entry and exit times, fan speed changes. Each of these times are user 

specified in initial data input procedures, and passed to the event handler at the start 
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of the simulation. Numerical integration of the differential equations occurs from 

one event to the next at which stage the number of equations and data is adjusted 

according to the nature of the event. 

The Runge-Kutta-Felhberg (RKF) method as described in Section 5 .3 .8 was used for 

the numerical integration. The model was programmed using object orientated code 

to allow a flexible simulation platform, for modelling coolstores using models with 

a range of complexity (Lovatt, 1 992). It was also programmed in a modular fashion 

which allowed testing in isolation of each of the component models against analytical 

solutions or known results for extreme data values. For example, the surface and 

floor models were tested against the standard conduction equation by setting the 

outside and inside conditions to constant values; the door model was tested against 

steady-state predictions using Tamm 's  equation by setting conditions inside and 

outside the doors to constant values; water condensation onto surfaces, floors and 

inerts were tested by setting the humidity of the zone air to a constant value in 

excess of the saturation humidity; and evaporation was tested by arbitrarily 

initialising the surfaces, floors or inert materials with water present on their surfaces. 

Good agreement with the test solution was found in all cases. Detailed testing of the 

overall model was difficult because of its complexity and the interaction between 

component models. 

To help reduce initial value problems, such as incorrect initial values for temperatures or 

water vapour, for a three day simulation, the model was run for six days with the results 

of the last three days used in model testing. The model took 12 hours to simulate six days 

for the 5-zone model. Chapter 9 describes the detailed validation of the model . 

Document files coolsim.doc (MS-Word for windows format) and coolsim.wpd (Word 

Perfect 6. 1 for windows format) are supplied on diskette 2. These files outline the 

structure of the program, describe each of the units used, give examples of the data used 

in each of the text files, and outlines runtime options. 
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CHAPTER 9: COOLSTORE MODEL VALIDATION 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter describes the validation of the coolstore model described in Chapter 8. 

Validation consisted of two major steps: firstly, determination of appropriate model 

parameter values for the industrial coolstore in which measurements were made 

(described in Chapter 4); and secondly comparison of predictions with measured data 

(Chapter 7). The period used for validation was a 72 hour period from midnight April 

6th 1 992. A description of the coolstore and the activities during this period is given in 

Chapter 4. 

9.2 ZONE SUBDIVISION 

One aspect of particular interest was the sensitivity of predictions to the number and 

location of air zones used to describe the industrial coolstore. In order to assess the 

effect of the number of coolstore zones, predictions were made for 1 ,  5 ,  8, and 34 zone 

models (Figure 9. 1 ). These combinations were selected based on the design and 

operational characteristics of the industrial coolstore. In particular, the measured 

variability discussed in Chapter 7 suggested subdivision into at least 2 vertical levels in 

the bulk-storage part of the store, separate zones for each pre-cooler, and separate zones 

near each door. Additionally, separate zones for parts of the coolstore in which warm 

fruit have been placed was considered desirable (even though these regions change from 

day to day), and a degree of subdivision along the 3 main airflow pathways may be 

necessary to model the gradual warming of the air as it passes through the cool store. 

The simplest approach was to use a single zone for the whole coolstore (Figure 9. 1 a). 

The 5-zone model allowed differentiation of the bulk storage and pre-cooling areas 

within the coolstore by using I zone for the bulk storage areas and 1 zone for each of 

the pre-coolers (Figure 9. 1 b). The next level of complexity chosen was the 8 zone 

model (Figure 9. 1 c), in which the bulk-storage zone was further divided into two zones 

(one for the bottom half, one for the top half), plus separate zones for each of the two 

doors. Compared with the 5-zone model this configuration allowed predictions of 
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differences in conditions with vertical position within the bulk coolstore and would 

consider the localised effect of door loads on the coolstore. The 34-zone model 

represented an attempt to predict a greater degree of positional variation in the bulk 

store, by more closely matching zones with "walm" fruit batches (Figure 9. 1 d). 

-'-
-f-

(a) 1 --
--

1 

(b) 

6 
1/8 

(c) 7 
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32 33 34 -t-
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Figure 9. 1 :  Plan views of the zones used in the four coolstore models tested: (a) 1 -
zone model ; (b) 5-zone model; (c) 8-zone model; and (d) 34-zone model 
(xly: x = bottom zone, y = top zone). 
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9.3 DETERMINATION OF PARAMETER VALUES 

9.3.1  Zone Data 

Table 9. 1 lists the dimensions and initial conditions for each of the zones used in each 

of the four models tested. For simplicity zones were defined as being rectangular. For 

those that were not rectangular in practice, average dimensions were used. Initial air 

temperature and RH values were set to be consistent with the measured data for the 

appropriate position within the coolstore. To improve computational speed the air 

density was arbitrarily increased by a factor of 1 0, in a similar fashion to that discussed 

in the carton model (Chapter 6). Other general zone data used in all four model types 

is given in Table 9. 1 3 .  

9.3.2 Air Flow Data 

The parameters describing the air flow paths within the coolstore (Fj.", Es.Hm' Ed.j�m ) 

were set for each of the four models to approximate the flow paths identified by the 

smoke test in the coolstore (Chapter 7). Table 9.2 lists these data and also gives the air 

zone calculation hierarchy for each of the four models. Figure 9.2 illustrates the air 

flow distribution used for the 8-zone model as listed in Table 9.2. The small air flows 

between the pre-cooling zones (zones 2,3,4 and 5) shown on Figure 9.2 were set to 

approximate observed flow from the smoke test (Chapter 7). 

Table 9.1 

Zone Dimensions and Initial Conditions Used In Each Of The Four Models 

Model Type Zone Number Length Width Height Temperature Relative 
(m) (m) (m) (0C) Humidity 

(%) 

I I -Zone I 1 I 57 I 60 I 1 0.6 I 1 .0 I 88 I 
5-Zone 1 57 47 1 0.6 1 .0 88 

2 10.75 1 3 .75 1 0.6 1 .0 85 
3 1 0.75 1 3.75 10.6 1 .0 85 
4 1 0.75 1 3 .75 1 0.6 1 .0 85 
5 1 0.75 1 3 .75 1 0.6 1 .0 85 
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Table 9. 1 Continued 

8-Zone I 57 47 5.3 1 .0 85 

2 1 0.75 1 3 .75 10.6 1 .0 85 

3 1 0.75 1 3 .75 1 0.6 1 .0 85 

4 1 0.75 1 3 .75 1 0.6 1 .0 85 

5 1 0.75 1 3.75 10.6 1 .0 85 

6 10 5 5 .3 1 .0 85 

7 10 5 5.3 1 .0 85 

8 57 47 5.3 1 .0 85 

34-Zone I 1 5  14.5 1 .55 0.25 85 

2 1 5  14.25 1 .55 0.0 85 

3 1 5  14 .25 1 .55 0.0 85 

4 1 5  14 .5  1 .55 1 .5 80 

5 22.5 14.5 1 .55 2.5 80 

6 22.5 14.25 1 .55 1 .0 84 
7 22.5 1 4.25 1 .55 2.0 83 

8 3.5 14.5 4.65 0.0 85 

9 14.5 22.5 1 .55 1 .0 87 

1 0  1 9.25 1 3 .75 1 .55 0.5 85 

1 1  1 0.75 19.25 1 .55 1 .0 88 

1 2  1 0.75 1 9.25 1 .55 2.0 88 

1 3  1 0.75 1 9.25 1 .55 0.0 85 

14 3.5 14.5 4.65 0.5 88 

1 5  14.5 22 1 . 55 0.25 88 

1 6  14 .5  15  3. 1 0.0 87 

1 7  14.25 1 5  3 . 1  0.0 85 

1 8  1 4.25 1 5  3. 1 1 .5 82 

1 9  1 4.5 1 5  3 . 1  1 .5 83 

20 14.5 22.5 3 . 1  1 .0 85 

2 1  1 4 .25 22.5 3 . 1  2.0 85 

22 14.25 22.5 3 . 1  0.75 86 

23 14.5 19 3 . 1  0.5 87 

24 1 3 .75 1 9.25 3 . 1  1 .0 88 

25 1 0.75 1 9.25 3. 1 2.0 88 

26 1 0.75 1 9.25 3. 1 3.0 88 

27 1 0.75 1 9.25 3 . 1  0.5 88 

28 1 4.5 19 3. 1 0.5 88 

29 14.5 37.5 4.6 0.0 88 

30 28.5 37.5 4.6 0.0 88 

3 1  14.5 37.5 4.6 0.0 88 

32 14.5 1 9.25 4.6 0.0 88 

33 20 1 9.25 4.6 0.0 88 

34 23 22 4.6 0.0 88 
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Figure 9.2: Net air flow fractions (Fj,n) and fan/evaporator discharge fraction (Fd.i+-J 
and fan/evaporator suction fractions (Fs, j�m) used to describe air flow 
pathways between zones for the 8-zone model . 
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Table 9.2 

Air Flows Between Zones For Each Of The Four Model Types 

Model Zone Outputs! Inputs2 Zone Hierarchy 
Type Number (i) Order (n) 

I -Zone 1 E l ; E2; E3; E4 El/ 1 .0; E2/1 .0; E3/1 .0; E4/1 .0; 1 

5-Zone 1 2; 3 ;  4; 5 ElIO.5; E2/0.75; E3/0.75; 5 
E4/0.5; 

2 El ; 3 El IO.5; 1 I l .0 3 
3 E2 E2/0.25; 1 10.99; 2/0.0 1 ;  1 
4 E3 E3/0.25; 1 10.99; 5/0.0 1 ;  2 
5 E4; 4 E4/0.5; 1 1 1 .0 4 

1 3 ;  4; 2; 5 8/0.7,T; 6/0 . 1 5 ;  7/0. 1 5  5 
2 El ; 3 E1 I0.3; 1 10.6; 8/0.4; 3 
3 E2 2/0.0 1 ;  4/0.0 1 ;  110.59; 8/0.39 1 
4 E3 5/0.0 1 ;  1/0.59; 8/0.4 2 

8-Zone 
5 E4; 4 E4/0.3 ; 1 /0.5; 8/0.4; 7/0 . 1  4 
6 1 ;  7 8/l .0,T 7 
7 5; I 8/0.7,T; 6/0.3 6 
8 3 ;  4; 2; 5; I ,B, 6,B; 7,B E1 I0.7; E2/1 .0; E3/ 1 .0; E4/0.7 8 

34-Zone 1 8 1 6/0.5,T; 210.5 23 
2 7; 1 1 71 1 .0,T 24 
3 6; 4 1 8/ 1 .0,T 22 
4 5 19/0.5,T; 310.5 2 1  
5 1 1 ; 1 0; 6 20/0.25,T; 410.75 7 
6 1 2  2 1 /0.2,T; 3/0.7,S; 510. 1 6-
7 1 1 ; 1 2  2210.3,T; 2/0.4; 8/0.2; 9/0 . 1 ,S 14 
8 7; 9; 22; 23 1 /0.2; 1 6/0.8 20 
9 14; 7 l IO.5,T; 8/0.5 1 5  
10  E l  24/0.5,T; 510.5 4 
1 1  E2 22/0.5,T; 510.075; 2 1 10.35; 1 

7/0.075 
1 2  E3 26/0.5,T; 610.075; 7/0.35 ;  2 

14/0.075 
1 3  E4 27/0.5,T; 1 5/0.3; 14/0.2 3 
14 1 2; 13; 1 5 ; 26; 27; 28 9/0.5; 23/0.5 1 3  
1 5  1 3  28/0.75,T; 14/0.25 5 
1 6  8; I ,B 29/0.8,T; 1 7/0.2 27 
1 7  22; 2,B; 16 3011 .0,T 28 
1 8  2 1 ;  3 ,B; 19 3011 .0,T 26 
19 20; 4,B 3 1 /0.8,T; 1 8/0.2 25 
20 5,B; 25; 24; 2 1  3 1/0.75,T; 19,0.25 1 7  
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Table 9. 2 Continued 

2 1  1 1 ; 6,8; 25; 26 3010.75,T; 2010.05; 1 8/0.2 1 6  
22 25; 26; 7,8 3010.7,T; 1 7/0.2; 8/0.05; 1 8  

23/0.05 
23 14; 9,8; 22 29/0.75,T; 810.25 1 9  
24 1 0,8; 25 32/0.7,T; 2010.3 1 0  
25 1 1 ,8 24/0. 1 ;  20/0.2; 2 110.6; 22/0. 1 ,S 8 
26 12,B 2 110. 1 ;  22/0.6; 14/0.2; 27/0. 1 ,S 9 
27 1 3,B; 26 34/0.3 ,T; 14/0.3; 28/0.4 1 1  
28 1 5,B; 27 34,0.75,T; 1 4/0.25 1 2  
29 23,8; 1 6,8 30/0.5; 34/0.5 29 
30 2 1 ,8; 22,8; 3 1 ;  1 8,8; 1 7,8; E2/1 .0; E3/1 .0; 32/0.5; 34/0.5 3 1  

29 
3 1  20,8; 1 9,8 3010.75; 32/0.25 30 
32 24,8; 3 1 ;  30  34/1 .0; El / l .O; 33/0 32 
33 - 32/0; 34/0 34 
34 27,B; 28,8; 30 ;  29; 32 E4/1 .0; 33/0 33 

Fonnat is: (zone number, n or evaporator number, m), (orientation of associated 

zone). E = evaporator; side by side orientation unless stated otherwise, T = top; 

B = bottom;.  

Fonnat is :  (evaporator number, m or zone number, n) / (discharge, suction or net 

flow fraction), (orientation of associated zone as in 1 ), e.g. E 1 I0.75 means 75 % 

of the total discharge from evaporator number 1 enters that zone (FDH= 0.75). 

30/0.5,T means input from zone 30, equal to 50% of the net inflow to the zone 

(Fi•30 = 0.5), and that zone 30 is above the zone of interest. 

9.3.3 Surfaces Data 

The only surfaces modelled were the outside walls and ceiling. These consisted of a 

sheet steel exterior, timber rafters and purlins, steel portal frames and sprayed in-situ 

polyurethane foam. Table 9.3 gives surface characteristics for each surface used in each 

of the four models. These characteristics were detennined from coolstore plans and 

material properties on a mass-averaged basis. All surfaces were modelled as consisting 

of one layer in tenns of the heat transfer resistance (L= I ). General surface data is given 

in Table 9 . 1 3 .  
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9.3.4 Floor Data 

The coolstore floor, which was uninsulated, was split into fifteen sections to allow each 

floor level zone of the 34-zone model to interact with a single floor section. Tables 9.4 

and 9. 1 3  provide detailed data for each section, determined from coolstore plans and 

material properties on a mass-averaged basis. The inside heat transfer coefficient from 

the floor to the zone air (hin.!) was estimated to be 2 W/m2 K using mixed convection 

heat transfer correlations (Holman, 1 990), based on an air velocity of 0.25 mls over the 

floor. This value was derated by assuming that 75% of the floor was covered by pallets 

with an assumed effective heat transfer coefficient of 1 W/m2 K. 

Measured data for soil temperatures beneath the industrial coolstore at a depth of 0.5 m 

(Figure 7.7) were used as the basis for determining soil temperatures.  Regression 

analysis gave the following best-fit model, which Figure 7 .6 shows adequately predicts 

measured data: 

where: 

jd = 

T ./ = 2.72 + 1 5 .33 e -0.0642 ( jd - 56.34 ) 
SOl 

time (Julian day). 

9.3.5 Inert Material Data 

(9.2) 

The only inert material in the coolstore with significant thermal mass not taken into 

account as part of the product, surface, or floor models was the central air distribution 

duct. Sections of the duct were placed in the air zone in which they were present. 

Tables 9.5 and 9. 1 3  give data for each of the inerts modelled in each of the four models. 

Mass and surface area was calculated from material data and reference to plans of the 

industrial coolstore. Effective thermal properties were calculated from component values 

on a mass-average basis, whilst heat transfer coefficients were calculated based on an 

air velocity of 0.5 mls over the inerts. The initial temperature of the inert was assumed 

to be the same as zone air. 
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Table 9.3 

Characteristics Of Each Surface Used In Each Of The Four Models 

Model Type Surface Number Exposed to Inside Zone (i) Surface Area, A, Mass, M, (kg) c, (J/kg K) 
Solar Radiation I (m2) 

I I-Zone I 1 I y I 1 I 3220 I 32000 I 1400 I 2 N 1 1740 20000 1 200 

5-Zone 1 N 1 1580 17426 1 1 97 

2 N 2 146 1 861 1085 

3 Y 1 2622 22428 1567 

4 Y 2 146 2382 1 469 

5 Y 3 146 2382 1 469 

6 Y 4 146 2382 1 469 

7 Y 5 146 2382 1 469 

8-Zone I N I 790 87 1 3  1 1 97 

2 N 2 146 1861 1085 

3 N 8 790 87 1 3  1 1 97 

4 Y 8 2622 22428 1567 

5 Y 2 146 2382 1469 

6 Y 3 146 2382 1 469 

7 Y 4 146 2382 1 469 

8 Y 5 146 2382 1469 

34-Zone I N I 46 702 1 1 09  

2 N 2 22 417 1 3 1 7  

3 N 3 22 417 1 3 1 7  

4 N 4 46 702 1 1 09 

5 N 5 35 426 1 1 60  

6 N 9 35 426 1 1 60  

7 N 10 30 350 1 1 98 

8 N 15 34 419 1 1 64 

9 N 16 92 1 404 22 1 8  

\ 0  N 17 44 834 1 3 1 7  

1 1  N 18 44 834 1 3 1 7  

1 2  N 19 92 1 404 2 1 28 

1 3  N 20 70 852 1 1 60  

14 N 23 70 852 1 1 60 

15 N 24 60 700 1 1 98 

1 6  N 28 68 838 1 1 64 

17 N 29 239 3004 939 

18 N 30 1 3 1  2 1 48 1 1 48 

19 N 3 1  239 3004 939 

20 N 32 88 81 1 860 

21 N 34 101 983 839 

22 Y 29 544 5457 1565 

23 Y 30 1069 1 1 5 1 4  1573 

24 Y 3 1  544 5457 1565 

25 Y 32 265 2382 1 469 

26 Y 33 385 3254 1 3 34 

27 Y 34 506 4 1 82 1425 
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Table 9.4 

Characteristics Of Floor Sections Used For Each Of The Four Models 

Floor Mass, Mf Surface Zone Linked To For Each of the four Models 
Number (kg) Area, Af (m2) 

I -Zone 5-Zone 8-Zone 34-Zone 

I 75038 2 1 8  1 1 1 1 

2 73744 2 14 1 1 I 2 

3 73744 2 14 1 I 1 3 

4 75038 2 1 8  1 1 1 4 

5 1 1 2556 326 1 1 1 5 

6 1 1 06 1 6  320 1 1 1 6 

7 1 1 06 1 6  320 I I 1 7 

8 1 7509 5 1  1 I 1 8 

9 95047 275 1 I I 9 

1 0  96298 279 I 2 2 1 0  

1 1  7 1 393 207 1 3 3 1 1  

1 2  7 1 393 207 1 4 4 1 2  

1 3  7 1 393 207 1 5 5 1 3  

1 4  1 7509 5 1  1 I 1 14  

1 5  60677 227 1 1 1 1 5  

Table 9.5 

Characteristics Of Inerts Used In Each Of The Four Models 

Inert Mass, Mm Surface Zone of Residence 
Number (kg) Area, A;rl 

(m2) 

I -Zone 5-Zone 8-Zone 34-Zone 

I 8024 339 I I 8 29 

2 23458 1058 1 1 8 30 

3 8024 342 I 1 8 3 1  

4 275 1 1 1 6 I 2 2 32 

5 9234 432 1 3 ,4 & 51 3 ,4 & 51 33  

6 5502 232 1 1 8 34 

1 Split on an equal mass and surface area basis to each wne. 
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9.3.6 Product Data 

Product batches were defined which approximated the actual movement of product 

within the industrial coolstore over the measurement period. Table 9.6 provides details 

of product batches moved into and out of the coolstore, while Table 9.7 gives details for 

product batches moved within the coolstore during the simulation. For batches moved 

within the coolstore the initial temperatures of the sub-batches shifted was taken as the 

mass-average temperature of the same sub-batches in the previous zone. This was done 

because sub-batches represented mass fractions of the overall batch not specific locations 

and it was likely that the shift would change the relative location of the individual 

pallets. General product parameter data are given in Table 9. 1 3 .  

To determine half cooling time (t1/2) values for the various product sub-batches the 

carton model (Chapters 5 and 6) was used to simulate a variety of carton positions on 

a pallet, for a range of airflow rates consistent with those measured in the Whakatu 

coolstore, for both product being pre-cooled and for product in the bulk coolstore. The 

distribution of half cooling times obtained from this analysis was consistent with that 

measured in the Whakatu coolstores (Figures 6 . 14  and 6. 1 5). The resulting data used 

in simulations are given in Table 9.8. 

Coefficients for the G.A.B . model (Eqn. 8.43 ; Bizot, 1 983) used to describe the moisture 

isotherm for cardboard packaging were determined by curve-fitting the mean of 

absorption and desorption curves for cardboard (Figure 9.3; Wink, 1 96 1 ). The mass 

transfer coefficient to describe the rate of absorption/desorption was estimated from 

measured data (Steadman, 1 993) 
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Figure 9.3 : Typical moisture sorption isotherms for cardboard and fitted G.A.B 
isotherm for eme used in the product model. 
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Table 9.6 

Characteristics of Product Batches 

Batch Number of Initial Cooling Entry Time Exit Time Destination3 Initial Zone of Residence 
Number Pallets Temperature Model (hrs) (hrS)2 Packaging 

Tp eC) Moisture,me 
(%) 

I -Zone Model 5-Zone Model 8-Zone Model 34-Zone Model 

1 5 8  1 .00 B 0 Z Z 1 5 .0 1 1 1 1 

2 75 0.75 B 0 Z Z 1 5 .0 1 1 1 2 

3 65 0.50 B 0 Z Z 1 5 .0 1 1 1 3 

4 72 2 .50 B 0 48 72,0 1 2.5 1 1 1 4 

5 96 2.50 B 0 48 8,0; 88,C 1 2.5 1 1 1 5 

6 3 6  4.50 B 0 Z Z 12 .5 1 1 1 6 

7 96 2.50 B 0 48 9,0; 87,C 1 2.5 1 1 1 7 

8 1 1 5 1 .08 B 0 48 8,0; l O7,C 1 5.0 1 1 6 9 

9 48  0.80 B 0 Z Z 1 5 .0 1 2 2 10  

l O  48  1 2.00 P 1 8  3 1  48,C l O.O 1 3 3 1 1  

1 1  48  1 2.00 P 42 54.5 48,0 l O.O 1 3 3 1 1  

1 2  48  1 2.00 P 66 79 48,0 10.0 1 3 3 1 1  

1 3  48  6.00 P 0 8 48,0 12 .5 1 4 4 1 2  



14 48 12 .00 P 14 30 

15 48 1 2.00 P 3 8  54.5 

16  48  1 2.00 P 68 78.5 

1 7  4 8  6.00 P 0 8 

1 8  3 6  1 2.00 P 20 3 1  

19  48  12 .00 P 4 1  54 

20 48  12 .00 P 65 78.5 

2 1  7 7  0.50 B 0 24 

22 1 1 6 1 .00 B 0 Z 

23 1 50 0.50 B 0 Z 

24 1 26 0.25 B 0 Z 

25 1 38 2.25 B 0 48 

26 1 75 2.25 B 0 Z 

27 1 2  2 .25 B 0 48 

28 67 4.00 B 0 Z 

29 1 68 2.50 B 0 Z 

30 2 1  2.50 B 0 48 

3 1  2 14 1 .80 B 0 Z 

Coo/store Mode/ Validation 
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48,C 10.0 

29,0; 1 9,C 10.0 

48,0 1 0.0 

48,0 10.0 

36,C 10 .0 

48,C 10 .0 

48,0 10.0 

13 ,0; 64,C 1 5 .0 

Z 1 5.0 

Z 1 5.0 

Z 15 .0 

1 38,0 1 2.5 

Z 1 2.5 

12 ,0 1 2.5 

Z 12 .5 

Z 12 .5 

2 1 ,0 1 2.5 

Z 1 2.5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 1 2  

4 4 12  

4 4 12  

4 4 12  

5 5 13  

5 5 1 3  

5 5 13  

5 5 1 3  

1 1 1 5  

1 8 16  

1 8 17  

1 8 1 8  

1 8 19 

1 8 20 

1 8 20 

1 8 2 1  

1 8 22 

1 8 22 

1 7 23 



32  16  1 .80 B 

33  93 0.80 B 

34 48 12 .00 P 

3 5  4 8  12 .00 P 

36  48 12 .00 P 

3 7  4 8  6.00 P 

3 8  4 8  12 .00 P 

39 48 12 .00 P 

40 48 12.00 P 

4 1  4 8  6.00 P 

42 36  12 .00 P 

43 48  12.00 P 

44 48 1 2.00 P 

45 125 0.50 B 

46 1 3  0.50 B 

47 14 0.50 B 

I B = within the bulk coolstore; P = within pre-cooling units 

2 Z = remains within the zone throughout the simulation 

0 

0 

1 8  

42 

66 

0 

14 

38  

68  

0 

20 

4 1  

65 

0 

0 

0 
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48 16,0 1 2.5 1 1 

Z Z 1 5 .0 1 2 

3 1  48,C 1 0.0 1 3 

54.5 48,0 10.0 1 3 

79 48,0 10.0 1 3 

8 48,0 1 2.5 1 4 

30 48,C 1 0.0 1 4 

54.5 48,0 1 0.0 1 4 

78.5 48,0 1 0.0 1 4 

8 48,0 1 2.5 1 5 

3 1  48,C 10.0 1 5 

54 48,C 1 0.0 1 5 

78.5 48,0 1 0.0 1 5 

Z Z 1 2.5 1 1 

48 13 ,0 1 2.5 1 1 

24 14,0 1 2.5 1 1 

3 Format is: number of pallets , destination, 0 = outside; C = moved within cool store; - = remains within the zone, Refer to Table 9.7 for destination zones. 

2 1 3  

8 23 

2 24 

3 25 

3 25 

3 25 

4 26 

4 26 

4 26 

4 26 

5 27 

5 27 

5 27 

5 27 

8 28 

8 28 

8 28 
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Table 9.7 

Destinations For Product Batches Moved Within The Coolstore 

Batch Number Destination Zones! 

I -Zone Model 5-Zone Model 8-Zone Model 34-Zone Model 

5 88/1 88/1 88/1 88/5 

7 87/1 87/1 87/1 87/7 

8 107/1 107/1 107/6 107/9 

10  48/1 (48) 48/1 (48) 1 8/ 1 (48); 30/8(48) 3/7(48); 4/22(48); 15/6(48); 
26/2 1 (48) 

1 4  48/1 (48) 48/1 (48) 1 1 1 1 (48); 32/8(48); 6/6(48) 24/1 9(48); 2/5(48); 8/20(48); 
8/4(48); 6/9(48) 

1 5  19/1  19/1  1 9/8 1 9/2 1 

1 8  36/1 36/1 1 7/ 1 ; 1 9/8 12/ 1 ;  1 8/1 6; 5/2; 1 1 17  

19  48/1 48/1 1 8/ 1 ;  30/8 7/ 1 ;  1 3/16;  4/2; 8/1 7; 7/3 ; 9/1 8 

2 1  64/1 64/1 64/1 64/ 1 5  

34 48/1 25/2; 23/1 1 6/8; 25/2; 7/ 1 2/21 ;  7/5; 14/20; 1 8/10; 7/24 

3 8  48/1 48/1 2/6; 1 1 11 ; 35/8 1 1 16; 35/2 1 ;  1 19; 1123 

42 36/1 36/1  10/1 ; 26/8 9/1 7; 1 0/3 ; 17/ 18  

43  4811 48/1 5/1 ;  43/8 5/1 8; 5/6; 3 8/2 1 

! Fonnat used is: number of pallets / zone (exit time, hrs); e.g. 6/9(48) = 6 pallets enter zone 9 and leave the coolstore after 48 hours from the start of the simulation. 
Batches without an exit time remain within the zone to the end of the simulation. 
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Table 9.8 

Product Half Cooling Times Used For Pre-Cooling And Bulk-Storage Sub-Batches 

I I t /12 (hours) I 
Sub-Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pre-cooler 2 . 1  3.0 4.5 6.4 9.0 1 2.8  

Bulk-Storage 7.0 1 8.0 30.0 - - -

9.3.7 Heat Generator Data 

Other than fans, which are discussed below, heat generators which were modelled were 

electric forklifts and lights. People load was assumed to be insignificant and was not 

modelled. An average load over the operating period (6:30 to 20:00 hr each day) was 

used for each heat generator assuming they were continuously operating. Table 9.9 lists 

the heat generators modelled and the zones they were resident in. 

9.3.8 Door Data 

Access to the coolstore was exclusively through two identical doors. Data describing 

the physical and operating characteristics of the doors are given in Table 9 . 1 3 .  

The door open and closed duration distribution data were determined from the data 

shown in Figure 7.6. Each door was permanently closed every night between 20:00 hrs 

and 6:30 hrs. Table 9. l 0  gives the zone each door opened into for each of the four 

models. 

9.3.9 Evaporator And Fan Data 

The industrial coolstore had four identical evaporator and fan units. Each was controlled 

independently using evaporator back pressure values (EBPV) based on either air-on 

(cools tore mode) or air-off temperature (pre-cool mode). Evaporators and fans were 

linked together in the model, with fans assumed to be located within the zone that air 

was drawn from from a heat load point of view. 
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Table 9.9 

Characteristics Of Heat Generators Modelled 

Heat Heat Sensible Latent Zone of Residence For Each Model Type 
Generator Generator Heat Load Heat Load 
Number Type (q,HG .. ",,) (q,HGta,) 

(kW) (kW) 

I -Zone 5-Zone 8-Zone 34-Zone 

I light 0.9 0 I 1 8 33  

2 light 5.4 0 1 1 8 30 

3 forklift 1 .0 0 I 1 1 1 

4 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 2 

5 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 3 

6 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 4 

7 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 5 

8 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 6 

9 forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 7 

1 0  forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 8 

1 1  forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 9 

1 2  forklift 1 .0 0 1 2 2 1 0  

1 3  forklift 1 .0 0 1 3 3 1 1  

14  forklift 1 .0 0 1 4 4 1 2  

1 5  forklift 1 .0 0 1 5 5 1 3  

1 6  forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 14  

17  forklift 1 .0 0 1 1 1 1 5  

Table 9.10 

Zones Linked To Each Door For Each Of The Four Models 

Door Number Zone Through Door 

I -Zone Model I 5-Zone Model 1 8-Zone Model 1 34-Zone Model 

I 1 I 1 I 1 I 6 I 8 I 2 1 1 7 14  

Air could only be drawn from the zone in which the fan was located, but could be 

discharged into any zone within the coolstore. Table 9.2 lists the zones air was drawn 

from and discharged into for each of the four models. Other data used for each 

evaporator are given in Table 9. 1 3 . 
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The fans used in the industrial coolstore were modelled with three speed settings (off, 

during defrosts; low speed in coolstore mode; high speed in pre-cool mode). Table 9 . 1 1 

lists the air flow rate and sensible heat load for each mode. These were based on 

measurements of airflow through the evaporators when partly frosted and current drawn 

by the fan motors. The latent heat load (�HGlat) was zero for all fan speeds. 

Fan speed changes were made during the simulations (Table 9. 1 2) to match measured 

data including co-ordination with movement of pre-cooler product batches and defrosts. 

Defrosts occurred once per day for each evaporator for 30 minutes and the defrost time 

varied slightly from day to day. For programming simplicity the model only allowed 

defrosts to occur at the same time each day. Thus exact match of modelled defrost 

times was not achieved. 

9.3.10 Ambient Data 

Ambient data used in the model testing is given in Table 7.4. 

Table 9.1 1 

Fan Sensible Heat Load And Air Flow Rates For The 3 Speed Settings 

I Fan Speed I 
1 (off) 

2 (low speed) 

3 (high speed) 

q, HGse", (kW) 

0 

1 3.2 

30 

I Air Flow, m .... (kgls) 

0 

27 

45 

I 
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Table 9.1 2  

Fan Speed Changes Modelled During Each Simulation 

Time (hrs) Fan Number Fan Speed Time (hrs) Fan Number Fan Speed 
0.0 I 2 38.0 4 0 

0.0 2 2 38.5 I 2 

0.0 3 3 38.5 3 3 

0.0 4 3 38.5 4 2 

8.0 4 2 39.0 2 0 

8.0 3 2 39.5 2 2 

1 4.0 I 0 4 1 .0 4 3 

1 4.0 3 0 42.0 2 3 

1 4.0 4 0 54.0 3 2 

1 4. 5  I 2 54.5 4 2 

1 4.5 3 3 54.5 2 2 

1 4.5 4 2 62.0 1 0 

1 5 .0 2 0 62.0 3 0 

15 .5  2 2 62.0 4 0 

1 8.0 2 3 62.5 I 2 

20.0 4 3 62.5 3 2 

30.0 3 2 62.5 4 2 

3 1 .0 2 2 63.0 2 0 

3 1 .0 4 2 63.5 2 2 

38.0 I 0 66.0 4 3 

38.0 3 0 68.0 3 3 
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Table 9.13 

General Parameter Data 

Zone Air Data Product Data (apples) 

Air density (Pa) 1 1 2.9 kg/m3 Heat capacity (cp) 3650 J/kg K 

Total air pressure (P,) 1 0 1 300 Pa Mass (Mp) 925 kg (per pallet) 

Dry air heat capacity (cQ) 1 0 1 0  J/kg K Packaging mass (Mdp) 50 kg (per pallet) 

Latent heat of vapourisation (hlg) 2502 kJ/kg Dry packaging heat 1 200 J/kg K 
capacity (cdp) (lncropera & 
De Witt, 1 985) 

Water heat capacity (cw) 4 1 80 J/kg K Surface area (Ap) 90 m2 (per pallet) 

Water vapour heat capacity (c.) 1 870 J/kg K Mass transfer coefficient 0.5 14x l O-9 kg/m2 s kPa 
(kp) (Gaffney et aI. , 
1985a) 

Surface Data Cardboard moisture uptake 
coefficients: 

Thermal conductivity (k.) 0.03 W/m K PI -0. 1 999 

Wall thickness (x.) 50 mm Pl 0.2 1 9  

Ceiling Thickness (x.) 65 mm P1 0.00979 

Inside heat transfer coefficient (hln •• ) 10 W/m2 K Rate of moisture 
absorption/desorption 
(k .. c): 

Outside heat transfer coefficient (ho •• ) 10 W/m2 K Pre-cooling 7.83 x 1 0-5 I /s 

Evaporation factor (E/) \ .0 Bulk-stacked I 7.83 x 1 0-5 l is 

Emmissivity (e) 0. 1 Bulk-Stacked 2 9.36 x 1 0-5 l is 

Initial condensed water mass (Mw..) 0 Bulk-stacked 3 1 .3 x 1 0� l is 

Floor Data Respiration rate (rr) 4.59x I 06(Tp + 1 7.8)2.66 
(Gaffney et al. , 1985a) W/kg 

Floor slab heal capacity (cI) 880 J/kg K Door Data 

Concrete thermal conductivity \ .6 W/m K Height (hd) 3.6 m 
(ke •• ",,,),(Incropera & De Witt 1 985) 

Concrete slab thickness (xe •• crt,,) 1 50 mm Surface area (Ad) 1 0  m2 

Insulation thickness (XlnswIQtto.) O mm Tarnm's equation \ . 0  
correction factor (CF) 

Soil (gravel) thermal conductivity 3 W/m K Mean door open time 1 054 s 
(k •• iI) (Incropera & De Witt 1 985) (A. ..... ) 

Soil thickness (x .. lI) 0.5 m Mean door closed time 2500 s 
(A.ciostd) 

Initial temperature ( 'It) \ .8 °C EvaporatorlFan Data 

Inside heat transfer coefficient (hln/) 2 W/m2 K Evaporator surface area 2220 m2 
(A,) 

Initial condensed water mass (Mw/) 0 Overall Heat transfer 1 7  W/m K 
coefficient (Ue) 

Inert Materials Data Set point (Sp) O°C Coolstore mode 
_ 1 °C Pre-cool mode 

Heat capacity (CIT,) (lncropera & De 465 J/kg K Proportional response 1 .5 
Witt, 1 985) factor (Pr/) 
Initial condensed water mass (M w.lrl) 0 Integral response factor 500 

(Ir.l) 
Heat transfer coefficient (hlTl) \0 W/m2 K 

Evaporation factor (E.I) 1 .0 

l Air density arbitrarily increased by a factor of 1 0  as discussed in Section 9.3 . 1 
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9.4 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED DATA 

9.4. 1 Air Conditions 

9.4. 1.1  I -Zone Model 

Figures 9 .4, 9 .5 and 9.6 show predicted and measured air temperature, RH and absolute 

humidity respectively for a number of positions (Figure 7.2) within the bulk-storage area 

of the coolstore for the single zone model. The predicted air temperature was consistently 

lower than the measured values within pre-coolers and higher on average than values 

measured amongst bulk-stacked product. The predicted RH was lower than measured 

around the top pallets in the bulk store and higher than that measured around the bottom 

pallets. No measurements ofRH within the pre-coolers were possible during the test data 

collection period. However, Figure 4.6b shows pre-cooler RH measured in earlier trials .  

The predicted air RH for the simulation period was higher than these measurements. 

Predicted absolute humidity was close to the measured values indicating that the overall 

model water vapour mass balance for the coolstore air was accurate even though the 

temperature and RH prediction displayed greater differences. Sensitivity analysis using 

the model showed that RH was significantly influenced by cardboard moisture absorption. 

Predicted RH followed a diurnal pattern with an amplitude of about 1 0% RH if moisture 

absorption was ignored (Figure 9.5). The cardboard acted as a moisture buffer preventing 

large fluctuations in RH. 

Using a single zone model was not accurate for showing more than the broadest trends as 

the pre-coolers and doors which represent large heat and/or water vapour loads must be in 

the same zone as the bulk-storage areas. Therefore the average predictions were inaccurate 

for each of pre-cooling, bulk-storage, areas close to doors, and areas with warm fruit 

present. Also, the variation in conditions with height in the store could be predicted. It is 

worthwhile to note that the single zone model, without moisture absorption can be regarded 

as state of the art amongst published simulation models (apart from full hydrodynamic 

models) that preceded this study. 
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of predicted and measured air temperatures within the 
industrial coolstore for the I -zone model (positions within the coolstore 
are given in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of predicted and measured air RH within the industrial 
cooistore for the I -zone model (positions within the cooistore are given 
in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of predicted and measured air absolute humidity within the 
industrial coolstore for the I -zone model (positions within the coolstore 
are given in Figure 7 .2). 

9.4. 1 .2 5-Zone Model 

Figures 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 show predicted and measured air temperature, RH and absolute 

humidity respectively for a number of positions (Figure 7.2) within the bulk-storage area 

of the coolstore for the 5-zone model. There is good agreement between measured and 

predicted temperature for positions within the coolstore where the fruit was already 

down to storage temperature (e.g. positions I and 2), but for positions where the fruit 

temperature was above the storage temperature (e.g. position 4) the predicted arr 

temperatures were consistently lower than measured. The predicted rise in arr 

temperature to about 2.0°C at 40 and 64 hours (Figure 9.7) was higher than measured. 

These periods coincide with peak door activity in the coolstore. With the single bulk

storage zone any door heat load is effectively transferred throughout the coolstore 

immediately. This suggests that using separate zones around doors (8-zone model) may 

improve predictions as air in the bulk-storage area would be buffered from the door 

load. As for the I -zone model use of a single bulk coolstore zone did not allow 

predictions of vertical differences, which were found to be significant (Chapter 7). 
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Better agreement between predicted and measured absolute humidity in the bulk- storage 

areas than the I -zone model was achieved (Figure 9.8). Predicted RH was slightly 

higher than the measured values and higher than the I -zone model prediction (Figure 

9.9). The higher RH prediction mainly reflects the lower predicted air temperature with 

the 5-zone model due to the sensible load of the pre-coolers not directly entering the 

bulk-storage zone, rather than changes in predicted absolute humidity. 

Figure 9. 1 0  gives predicted and measured air-on and air-off temperature as well as the 

fan mode (mode 3 = high speed, mode 2 = low speed) for the evaporator coil in zone 

4, a pre-cooling zone (Figure 9. 1 b). The other pre-cooling zones gave similar results. 

There is good agreement between measured and predicted data. Predicted air-off 

temperature does not fluctuate to the same extent as the measured, perhaps indicating 

the evaporator control used in the model performed better than the actual controller. 

It can therefore be concluded that separation of the pre-cooling and bulk-storage areas 

of the coolstore in the 5-zone model led to significant improvement in the predictions 

of the air conditions compared with the I -zone model. 

9.4. 1 .3 8-Zone Model 

Figures 9. 1 1  and 9. 1 2  show comparison of measured and predicted air temperature and 

RH within the bulk-storage area for the 8-zone model. Figure 9 . 1 3  shows the 

comparison of measured and predicted air temperature for a zone close to the two doors 

for the 34-zone model (zone 23, Figure 9. 1 d). Predictions for door zones for the 8-

zone model were similar to those for the 34-zone model, so only the latter have been 

presented. 

Predictions for the pre-cooler zones for the 8-zone model were similar to those for the 

5-zone model, so they are not presented. 
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(positions within the coolstore are given in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9.9: Comparison of predicted (zone l )  and measured air RH within the bulk
storage area of the industrial coolstore for the 5-zone model (positions 
within the coolstore are given in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9. 10 :  Comparison of predicted and measured air-on and air-off temperature for 
the evaporator located in zone 4 (a pre-cooler) of the industrial coolstore 
(Figure 9. 1 b) for the 5-zone model. 
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The predicted bulk-storage area air temperatures followed similar trends to the measured 

data and have a consistent O.SoC to I .O°C difference between the top and bottom zone. 

This compares favourably to the mean measured difference of O.SoC between the top and 

bottom pallets obtained from the coolstore surveys (Chapter 7). However, the predicted 

temperatures were both consistently lower than the measured and lower than the 5-zone 

model. Other than model shortcomings, which would be shared with the 5-zone model 

in any case, the most likely explaination is that the extra data required in moving from 

5 to 8 zones were not sufficiently accurate. Possibilities include the airflow rates 

between zones used by the model, particularly between door zones and the bulk-storage 

zones, being lower, or less well defined than in the actual coolstore. Greater mixing 

between the door zones and the bulk-storage zone would reduce the bulk-storage 

temperature offset, but may make door zone prediction worse. Nevertheless, Figure 9. 1 3  

shows that predicted door zone air temperatures showed good agreement with measured 

data. Some of the measured temperature peaks were not matched exactly, because the 

model calculates door open and closed duration using a random approximation to the 

measured distribution. This means that on average the total door open duration should 

be equalled, but over any time period exact matches in opening and closing times would 

not occur. Door zone predictions would be affected if the flowrates between door zones 

and surrounding zones were wrong. From the limited data available it was not possible 

to establish whether the offset was due to difficiencies in the models of air flow, or just 

use of inappropriate air flow pathway data, or a mixture of both causes. 

Predicted RH for the bulk-storage area agreed well with measured RH .  A 3 to 5% 

difference between the top and bottom zones was predicted, which is consistent with that 

measured in the coolstore surveys (Chapter 7). 

In summary, the 8-zone model allowed the vertical gradients in air conditions in the 

bulk-storage area and the localised effect of doors to be predicted, but introduced 

considerably greater data requirements and uncertainty related to the modelling of air 

flow within the coolstore. 
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9.4. 1 .4 34-Zone Model 

Similar predictions to those obtained with the 8-zone model were obtained with the 34-

zone model. Figure 9. 14 compares the measured and predicted air temperature at 

position 1 (Figure 7.2 d) in the bulk cool store. As for the 8-zone model, the correct 

daily trend was predicted but the model predictions were consistently lower than the 

measured values. The move from the 8-zone to the 34-zone more than trebled the data 

requirements especially with respect to defining the air flow pathways between zones. 

It was difficult to judge whether the data used matched actual air flows as the only 

evidence was indirect (e.g. comparison of product and zone air temperatures and 

humidity). 
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lFfigure 9.l i :  Comparison of predicted and measured air temperature for the bulk
storage area (zone I & 8, Figure 9. 1 c) for the 8-zone model (positions 
within the coolstore are given in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9. 12 :  Comparison of predicted and measured air RH for the bulk-storage area 
(zone 1 & 8, Figure 9. 1 c) for the 8-zone model (positions within the 
coolstore are given in Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 9. 13:  Comparison of predicted and measured air temperature for a door zone 
(zone 23, Figure 9. 1 d) for the 34-zone model. 
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Figure 9.14: Comparison of predicted and measured air temperature for position 1 
(Figure 7.2) for the 34-zone model. 

9.4.2 Apple Temperature and Water Loss 

Figure 9 . 1 5  shows predicted and measured apple temperatures for apples cooling within 

the bulk-storage area using the 5-zone model. The predictions for the 3 sub-batches 

gave similar cooling rates to that measured and the predicted product temperatures are 

similar, or slightly lower than measured (as was predicted air temperature). F igure 9. 1 6  

shows predicted and measured apple temperatures for apples in the bulk-storage area 

already at storage temperature using the 5-zone model. The predicted apple 

temperatures fluctuate more than the measured, but as the resolution of the dataloggers 

used was ±O.25°C a definite conclusion about model accuracy was difficult to reach. 

Figure 9. 1 7  shows predicted fiuit temperatures for each of the six sub-batches within a 

pre-cooler. No fruit temperatures were measured during the test period, so the predicted 

values cannot be directly compared with measured data. However, these predictions 

were similar to pre-cooling rates measured at other times (Chapter 4). Apple 

temperature predictions for other models showed similar trends. Differences in apple 

temperature with vertical position were predicted with the 8- and 34-zone models, 

associated with the difference in air temperature. For each of these, apple temperatures 

followed the air temperature in a similar fashion to that shown in Figure 9. 1 5 .  
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Table 9. 1 4  gives results for predicted weight loss for apples being pre-cooled. Measured 

weight loss within the pre-coolers during 1 990 averaged 0. 1 1 4% with a range of 0.027% 

to 0.20 1 %. Predicted values were in good agreement with these values, especially given 

the difficulty in measuring weight loss during pre-coolers, as outlined in Chapter 4. 

Table 9. 1 5  shows weight loss data both for apples which were cooled in the bulk storage 

area and for apples stored within the bulk storage area already at storage temperature. 

Measured rates of weight loss for fruit at storage temperature in the bulk storage area 

of the industrial cool store ranged from 0.0 1 5  %/day to 0.026 %/day, whilst those for 

fruit cooling in the bulk storage area averaged 0.03 %/day. All models predicted 

differences in weight loss for the three sub-batches for each product batch. The 8- and 

34-zone models predicted significant differences in weight loss for different positions 

within the coolstore, (close to the floor, the doors, or the ceiling). The model predicted 

that the weight loss close to the floor was 1 8% higher than in ceiling zones. The 

predicted weight loss for apples cooling or stored within the bulk-storage area were 

higher than those measured by about 30%. The over prediction may be due to incorrect 

parameter values being used in the model, shortcomings in the model formulation, or 

a combination of both. The mass transfer coefficient used in the model may have been 

too high, as it was based on data for a range of apple cultivars which may not have been 

appropriate for the varieties in the coolstore during the simulation period. The product 

model describes mass transfer by relating the fruit in the cartons to the bulk air 

temperature and RH in the zone. This is likely to be lower than the localised 

temperature and RH in the carton due to the incomplete air mixing. This weakness in 

the product model cannot be overcome without making the model significantly more 

complex. Improvement of the product weight loss model could not be justified until 

data allowing a more detailed investigation of the reasons for lack of fit are available. 

Any uncertainty arising from the weight loss model does not appear to have significantly 

influenced overall heat and mass transfer balances for the coolstore. 

Overall, the main advances in the product model used over previous models was 

separate consideration of heat and mass transfer and the use of sub-batches to simulate 

variation in cooling rates within the product stack. These allow prediction of relative 
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weight loss and differentiation of the prediction of product response. However, the 

measured data were sparse, so that the accuracy of the more sophisicated prediction and 

hence its value relative to the increase in model complexity could not be fully assessed. 

Table 9.14 

Predicted Apple Weight Loss Within A Pre-Cooler Using The 8-Zone Model 

Cooling Rate (t1l2' hrs) 2. 1 3 .0 4.5 6.4 9.0 

Weight Loss (% over 10 hrs) 0.067 0.072 0.080 0 .09 1 0. 1 07 

Table 9.1 5  

Predicted Apple Weight Loss Within The Bulk-Storage Area O f  The Industrial 

Coolstore Using The 8-Zone Model 

I Cooling Rate (t1/2' hrs) I 7 I 1 8  I 
Weight loss for apples cooled within the bulk-storage 0.04 1 0  0.049 1 
area (%/day) 

Weight loss for apples stored near the floor (%/day) 0.0360 0.0364 

Weight loss for apples stored near the ceiling (%/day) 0.029 1 0.0298 

Weight loss for apples stored near the doors (%/day) 0.0308 0.03 1 3  

1 2.8 

0. 1 32 

30 

0.0543 

0.037 1 

0.0309 

0.032 1 

I 
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Figure 9.15 :  Comparison of predicted and measured apple temperature for apples 
cooling in the bulk coolstore using the 5-zone m04el. 
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Figure 9. 16 :  Comparison of predicted and measured apple temperature for apples at 
storage temperature in the bulk coolstore using the 5-zone model. 
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Figure 9. 1 7: Predicted apple temperature for apples pre-cooled usmg the 5-zone 
model . 

9.4.3 Other Predictions 

9.4.3 . 1  Wall Temperatures 

Figure 9. 1 8  shows both measured . and predicted outside surface temperatures for 

positions I and 3 (Figure 7 . 1 )  for the 5-zone model (other models gave nearly identical 

results). Good agreement is shown between measured and predicted temperature for 

position 3 which is a side wall. Predictions for position I (on the roof) do not agree as 

well with the measured data. This is possibly due to radiation effects not being 

modelled exactly. The model ignored radiation at night, which may explain the lack of 

fit during the night period. The deviation during the day suggests that the amount of 

solar radiation absorbed by the roof has been under estimated, possibly due to an 

underestimation of the roof emissivity. This deviation is not expected to have a 

significant effect on overall heat load as the heat load through surfaces is one of the 

smaller loads on the store. The results suggests that the current model does represent 

a significant improvement on previous models which totally ignored radiation. 
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No data were available for inside wall temperatures, so detailed assessment of the 

validity of lumping the thermal mass at the inside of the surfaces could not be 

performed. 

9.4.3.2 Floor Temperatures 

Figure 9. 1 9  shows measured and predicted floor temperature for the bulk -storage zone 

of the 5-zone model. The predicted floor surface temperature was higher on average 

and fluctuated less than the measured data. This could be caused by inappropriate 

parameter data (e.g. heat transfer coefficient or soil and concrete thermal conductivity 

data), or by deficiences in the floor model, such as lumping of all the thermal mass at 

the surface. Also, the measured data had significant uncertainty. Soil thermal 

conductivity is highly dependent on the soil composition and moisture content, both of 

which could not be measured. The inside heat transfer coefficient (hi".!) is dependent on 

air velocity over the surface, and would be affected by the presence of pallets in some 

areas. The results do suggest that the total heat load through the floor was probably 

accurately predicted, even if the floor temperature itself was slightly offset. 

9.4 .3 .3 Packaging Moisture Absomtion 

Figure' s  9.20 and 9.2 1 show predicted cardboard moisture content and air RH for a 

pallet within a pre-cooling zone and cooling within the bulk-storage area of the coolstore 

respectively, using the 5-zone model . No packaging moisture data were measured 

during the measurement period. At different times cardboard moisture contents m 

excess of 1 8% have been measured in the same coolstore (McLeod, 1 992). 
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Cardboard moisture absorption was shown to be highly influential on the coolstore water 

balance, by buffering the air against rapid fluctuations in moisture content. In terms of 

the overall coolstore water balance, the cardboard contains more than 1 00 times more 

water than is held in the air. For example, for the coolstore with an average air absolute 

humidity of 0.0035 kg/kg, and a air mass of 47,500 kg, the air would contain 1 66 I of 

water. If the store was full of pallets (3770 pallets) each with a cardboard moisture 

content of 20% then the cardboard would contain 4 1 ,422 I of water. Hence small 

changes in cardboard moisture content has a large effect on the overall moisture content 

of the air. 

The predicted overall absolute humidity and RH levels were close to that measured 

(Section 9.3 . 1 ), which suggests that the model used for cardboard moisture absorption 

was accurate. However estimation of some of the input data was difficult, and this may 

require further study in the future. Linking the cardboard to bulk-air RH and ignoring 

the potential for localised RH within cartons does not appear to have introduced any 

significant errors. 

Overall ,  inclusion of moisture absorption in packaging was considered an important 

advance on previous models. 

9.4.3 .4 Condensation 

The data available did not allow assessment of the surface, floor or inert condensation 

submodels .  There was no evidence of condensation observed during the data collection 

period, and none of the models predicted that condensation would occur. This suggests 

that for the coolstore modelled condensation could have been ignored without affecting 

accuracy. However, condensation may occur, in coolstore applications using waxed 

packaging, where packaging moisture absorption is not possible, and in some cold store 

applications where more extreme localised RH conditions can exist near doors. 

Therefore retention of this model feature is recommended until such systems can be 

studied. 
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Figure 9.20: Predicted cardboard moisture content in a pre-cooler using the 5-zone 
model. 
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Figure 9.2 1 :  Predicted cardboard moisture content for a pallet cooling in the bulk
storage area of the industrial coolstore using the 5-zone model. 
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9.4.4 Comparison of Models 

Figures 9.22 and 9.23 compare predicted air temperature data from all four models for 

one position, with measured data. It is clear that the I -zone model provides an average 

value for coolstore activities, but does not provide any ability to model positional 

variability within the cool store. Separate pre-cooling and bulk-storage zones were 

critical to accurately predict conditions when both processes are occurring. Predictions 

for the 5-zone model tended to fluctuate more than the measured data, which suggested 

that the bulk-storage area was not sufficiently buffered from the door heat load. The 

8-zone and 34-zone models overcame this problem using separate door zones and 

allowed the vertical temperature gradient to be accurately approximated, but the bulk

storage zones showed a systematic offset from the measured data. The systematic offset 

could be due to data uncertainty (such as interzone air flow pathways), model 

inadequacies, or both. It was considered likely that the data uncertainty, particularly due 

to air flow (e.g. data used meant that some of the door load by-passed the bulk-storage 

areas entirely), was a major contibutor to the offset. It was possible that the bulk

storage zones were too isolated from the door zones in both the 8 and 34-zone models, 

due to the choice of air flow pathway data made. 

Increasing the number of zones from 8 to 34 had little beneficial effect on the ability 

to predict variation in conditions with respect to position, yet greatly increased the data 

requirements particularly with respect to interzone air flow rates. The 8-zone model 

allowed most of the major sources of variation to be modelled. It was noted that during 

data definition for the 8-zone model the uncertainty associated with defining air flowrate 

data was significant, and this difficulty worsened for the 34-zone model. Therefore it 

would be difficult to justify a model with greater positional subdivision than 8-zones for 

the coolstore studied until the air flow pattern can be more closely defined. 
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Figure 9.22 Comparison of measured data for a door zone and predicted data from 
each of the I -zone, 5-zone, 8-zone, and 34-zone models. 
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Figure 9.23 Comparison of measured data for a bulk-storage zone (position I ,  figure 
7.2) and predicted data from each of the I -zone, 5-zone, 8-zone, and 34-
zone models. 
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9.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Detennining the appropriate complexity of component models for refrigerated facilities 

is difficult, given the major interactions between the various components of the system. 

The temperature and humidity within the industrial coolstore were accurately predicted 

on average by all models, suggesting no major deficiencies in heat and mass transfer 

component models. Detailed testing of all the individual component models, or 

individual features of each component was not possible, because of lack of detailed data. 

A major benefit of the present model over previously published models is the ability to 

predict positional variability using multi-zoning. Using multiple zones, the model 

allowed prediction for separate pre-cooling zones, door zones, and prediction of 

positional variation in conditions which were identified as being important in Chapter 

7. However, the level of multi-zoning used became limited by data uncertainty, 

particularly related to air flow pathway data. For the system studied, the 5-zone or 8-

zone models represent the best compromise between accuracy and complexity. 

Modelling air flow within the store based on a user defmed air pathway allowed air flow 

to be split between zones, and allowed new air flows to be calculated when fan speeds 

are changed in relation to pre-cooling or bulk-storage modes. Modelling air flow in this 

manner is less complex than using full hydrodynamic analysis. Nevertheless, it must 

be noted that detennining appropriate air flow pathway data, particularly for large 

numbers of zones, is difficult. It is still unclear whether the perceived problems with 

interzone air flow are due to data uncertainty or shortcomings in the models used. 

Another benefit of the model was that it allowed more accurate prediction of air 

humidity and product weight loss, than previous models. However, direct interaction 

of product subbatches and the zone air may not be the most appropriate, as potentially 

important localised effects of temperature and humidity within product stacks cannot be 

predicted. Until a more detailed analysis of this effect can be performed increasing the 

complexity of the model could not be justified. 
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Modelling moisture absorption by packaging was shown to be important for this 

application. The packaging was shown to hold more than 1 00 times as much water as 

was present in the vapour in the coolstore air. Hence the packaging buffered the air 

from large fluctuations in RH. This feature also allows the effect of other coolstore 

design and operational features on air RH, package moisture change and hence 

packaging strength to be predicted. 

The ability to move product batches within the store, and to split product batches into 

several sub-batches, each going to different zones enabled operational practice to be 

more closely matched. For example, product entering the store to be pre-cooled and 

then being moved to the bulk-storage area could be modelled. 

Condensation was not predicted to occur on any surface, floor, or inert material. This 

suggests that simplier component models could have been used in this application. 

However other refrigerated applications may have condensation occurring on surfaces, 

so retention of the proposed models is recommended until their appropriateness can be 

more fully assessed. 

The surface model underestimated radiation on the outside surface of surfaces, but 

othelWise good fit between measured and predicted outside surface temperatures was 

achieved. Predicted floor surface temperatures were high, attributed to uncertainty in 

input data, in particular, thermal property data. Assessment of the appropriateness of 

lumping the thermal mass of the floor and surfaces at the inside of each was difficult 

because of the lack of detailed data. 

Overall, it was considered that the model predictions were much better than could have 

been achieved with any previous model . Adding even more complexity to the 

component models was probably not justified, particularly as data uncertainty would not 

allow adequate assessment of enhanced models. 

The model would allow the effect of changes in design and operation conditions of 

similar coolstores to be assessed with some confidence. However, its application to very 
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different applications should be undertaken with care, in case deficiencies in some of 

the features that were not significant and hence not apparant for the apple coolstore are 

significant in other applications. 
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CHAPTER 10:  CONCLUSIONS 

Most previously published refrigeration models considered heat transfer only, did not 

consider positional variation of air and product conditions within the refrigerated 

application, did not attempt to model water vapour transport in any detail and were 

situation specific. No application of full hydro-dynamic models to facilities where product 

stacking and operational characteristics are time-variable has been reported. 

Measurements in apple carton pre-coolers showed that the cooling rates in staggered stacks 

of cartons on pallets were 30% faster on average than for in-line stacks. For both stacking 

arrangements the large observed variation in cooling rates could not be correlated with 

carton or pallet positional factors. I t  was attributed to different carton ventilation rates 

arising from limited vent size ipto the cartons and imprecision in both pallet positioning 

within the stacks and carton placement into the pall�ts. 

For pallets within the bulk store there were significant differences in cooling rate between 

different positions within cartons and between pallets, but small variations in cooling rate 

between cartons on a pallet. The rates of cooling were significantly slower then in the pre

cooler due to the reduced level of ventilation. 

H eat conduction based models of cooling were inappropriate for apple cartons due to 

ventilation through the cartons. A multi-zone model including both natural and forced 

convection airflow effects fitted measured temperature data satisfactorily, but the accuracy 

of water loss and internal air relative humidity (RH) predictions could not be assessed due 

to insufficient data. Difficulties in developing methodology to accurately defme the patterns 

of airflow within cartons were not adequately overcome so measurements to determine · 

airflow patterns would be required before predictions could be made for alternative 

packaging systems. 

Significant variations in air temperature and RH were found with respect to both position 

within the coolstore and time. Variability was partly attributed to localised or time-variable 
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heat sources such as doors, pre-coolers, bulk-stored warm fruit, the uninsulated floor, but 

positional variations in air movement were also important. To predict the variations 

observed a model of heat transfer and water vapour movement within horticultural 

coolstores needs to be both dynamic (time-variable) and multi-zoned (position-variable). 

A I -zone model predicted mean air conditions within the store adequately, but not positional 

variations. Both a 5-zone model incorporating separate pre-cooling zones and an 8-zone 

model which also subdivided the bulk-storage area, predicted positional variations consistent 

with measured data. Little improvement in accuracy was achieved by further subdivision 

(up to 34 zones), probably because of imprecision in defining and predicting interzone air 

fiowrates. Irrespective of the number of zones, inclusion of water absorption by packaging, 

in addition to product water loss, moisture ingress via door infiltration and deposition of 

moisture on evaporators was required to accurately model air RH. 

Further studies on coolstore airflow to improve the knowledge base surrounding air 
pathways in relation to duct positioning, pallet locations and door openings are warranted. 

Full hydrodynamic modelling of airflow might assist, but such models are too complex to 

be incorporated into dynamic simulations of a large facility such as that studied, in which fan 

speed changes and pallet positioning changes were frequent. 

Further studies on the product packaging model are warranted, particularly seeking to 

improve understanding of the effects of localised conditions on heat and mass transfer, and 

to quantify airflow around and through different package designs. 

The major remaining weaknesses of the overall model are in the description of air flow 

between zones, and the manner in which effects of localised conditions on product sub

batches were modelled. Although not fully tested due to data limitations, the model 

represents a significant advance on previous models for refrigerated applications. 
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The nomenclature has been split into three sections: general notation specific to all Chapters, 

notation specfic to the carton model (Chapters 5 and 6) and notation specific to the 

coolstore model (Chapters 8 and 9) 

General 

Bi Biot number 

C Specific heat capacity (J/kg K) 

Ca Specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure (J/kg K) 

CV Specific heat capacity of water vapour (J/kg K) 

CW Specific heat capacity of water (J/kg K) 

Gr Grashof number 

hfg Latent heat of vaporisation of water vapour at 0.0 1 °C (J/kg) 

hh Air enthalpy (J/kg) 

H Air Humidity (kg/kg) 

M Mass (kg) 

Nu Nusselt number 

Pr Prandtl number 

Re Reynolds number 

t Time (s) 

t 112 Half cooling time (s) 

Tap, I Apple temperature at time t COC) 

Ta Air temperature COC) 

Tap,;"il Initial apple temperature eC) 

Tap,M Equilibrium apple temperature COC) 

Y Fractional unaccomplished temperature change 

ex Thermal diffusivity of air (m2/s) 

P Volume coefficient of expansion of air (K-1) 

A Thermal conductivity (W/m K) 

Aa Air thermal conductivity (W/m K) 

Ae Effective thermal conductivity of air including the effect of natural 

convection (W 1m K) 
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Pa Air density (kg/m3) 

v Kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s) 

Carton Model 

aw Water activity at apple surface 
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An Exposed area of the nIh cardboard surface associated with zone (ij,k) (m2) 

A "/c  h " k  Cardboard area exposed to the air in zone (iJ",k) (m2) a,IJ, - or,IJ, 

Aa,ij,k-l -hor,ij,k Cardboard area exposed to the air in zone (ij,k- l )  (m2) 

Aap Total apple surface area (m2) 

Aap-a Apple surface area exposed to air (m2) 

A "/c h " Ie  Apple to cardboard contact area in zone (iJ' ,k) (m2) ap,IJ, - or,IJ, 

Aap,ij,Ie-Hor,ij,1e Apple to cardboard contact area in zone (ij,k- l )  (m2) 

Aap-hor,ij,/c Contact area between apple and bottom friday tray (m2) 

Aap-hor,ij,Ie+l Contact area between apple and top friday tray (m2) 

AbacJc,i,j,k Exposed surface area between zone (ij,k) air and the bulk: air surrounding 

the carton and the back cardboard surface (m2) 

A Exposed surface area between zone (iJ" ,k) air and the bulk: air surrounding /ronl,ij,k 
the carton and the front cardboard surface (m2) 

A hor,ij,/c-ab Cardboard area exposed to bulk air (m2) 

AI Cross-sectional area of the zrh zone boundary (m2) 

A Exposed surface area between ZOl1� (iJ' ,k) air and the bulk air surrounding lejl,ij,1e 
the carton and the left cardboard surface (m2) 

Arighl,ij,/c Exposed surface area between zone (ij,k) air and the bulk air surrounding 

the carton and the right cardboard surface (m2) 

AvenI Area of the vents (m2) 

cap Specific heat capacity of apple (J/kg K), 

cbacJc,i,j,/c Specific heat capacity of the cardboard on the back of the carton with 

respect to zone (ij,k) (J/kg K) 

cfrOnl,ij,1e Specific heat capacity of the cardboard on the front of the carton with 

respect to zone (ij ,k) (J/kg K) 
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ChOr.ij,1c Specific heat capacity of the cardboard below the apples in zone (ij,k) 

(J/kg K) 

c Specific heat capacity of the cardboard on the left of the carton with respect leji.ij.1c 

to zone (ij,k) (J/kg K) 

Cright,ij,1c Specific heat capacity of the cardboard on the right of the carton with 

respect to zone (ij,k) (J/kg K) 

d Characteristic dimension (m) 

dap Distance between apples (m) 

h Convective heat transfer coefficient from the air in zone (iJ" ,k) to the bottom a.ij,k -hor.ij,k 

cardboard surface (W/m2 K) 

ha,ij,k-Hor,ij,1c Convective heat transfer coefficient from the air in zone (ij,k- l )  to the top 

cardboard surface (W/m2 K) 

hap-oa Apple to air convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 

hap �hor:ij,k Heat transfer coefficient from apple to bottom friday tray (W/m2 K) 

hap�hor.ij,1c+/ Heat transfer coefficient from apple to top friday tray (W/m2 K) 

hap,ij.Hor,ij.1c Convective heat transfer coefficient from the apples in zone (ij,k) to the 

bottom cardboard surface (W 1m2 K) 

hap,ij,1c_/ �hor.ij,1c Convective heat transfer coefficient from the apples in zone (ij ,k- l )  to the 

top cardboard surface (W 1m2 K) 

ha-cd,n Convective heat transfer coefficient from zone (ij,k) air to the nth cardboard 

surface (W/m2 K) 

hcombined Combined heat transfer coefficient (W 1m2 K) 

hcond Conductive heat transfer from apple surface to cardboard (W/m2 K) 

hconv Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 

hforced Forced convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 

hhor.ij,k-oab Heat transfer coefficient between the cardboard surface and the bulk air 

surrounding the carton (W 1m2 K) 

hnahtral Natural convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 

hhi,},k Enthalpy of air in zone (ij,k) (J/kg) 

hhl Enthalpy of the r surrounding zone (J/kg) 

Hi.j.lc Humidity of air in zone (ij,k) (kg/kg) 



HI 
ij,k 

I 
J 
K 

I 
m 

ni/or.i.Ie 
Ie m /or.ij 

i m /orj.1e 

M " Ie  ap.IJ. 

MbacJ:.ij.1e 

M/ronl.ij.1c 

Mh " Ie  or.IJ. 

M"1e I.j. 

Mlef/.ij.1e 

M ' h  " Ie  ng I.IJ. 

Nomenclature 

Humidity of the llh associated zone (kglkg) 

Zone co-ordinates, ranging from I to I ,  I to J, and 1 to K 

Number of zones across carton 

Number of zones along carton 

Number of zones up carton 

Mass transfer coefficient from apple to air (s/m) 

rh associated zone 

Weighting factor 

Flowrate of dry air from zone (ij- l ,k) to zone (ij,k) (kg/s) 
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Flowrate from the (K-ll to the k'h layer in the i'h channel across the carton 

(kg/s) 

Flowrate from zone (i- l j ,k) to zone (ij,k) 

Forced convective air flow across the boundary between zone (ij ,k) and the 

Jlh associated zone (kg/s) 

Mass flowrate of dry air from the r zone to zone (ij,k) (kg/s) 

Mass flowrate of dry air from the zone (ij,k) to the llh zone (kg/s) 

Natural ventilation air flowrate across the boundary with the l'h zone (kg/s) 

Total air flow into and out ofthe carton through the vents (kg/s) 

Mass of apple in zone (ij,k) (kg) 

Rate of water vapour diffusion through the n'h cardboard surface associated 

with zone (ij,k) (kg/s) 

Mass of the cardboard surface on the back of the carton with respect to zone 

(ij,k) (kg) 

Mass of the cardboard surface on the front of the carton with respect to 

zone (ij ,k) (kg) 

Mass of cardboard below the apples in zone (ij,k) (kg) 

Mass of dry air within zone (ij ,k) (kg) 

Mass of the cardboard surface on the left of the carton with respect to zone 

(ij,k) (kg) 

Mass of the cardboard surface on the right of the carton with respect to zone 

(ij,k) (kg) 



n 

Nu 

Pab 

Pap,ij.1e 

Pn 

Ps.ap,ij.1e 

PI 
Pe 

Pr 

rvchan.i 
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Water vapour gain by ventilation from the l'h zone associated with zone 

(ij,k) (kg/s) 

nth cardboard surface associated with zone (ij,k) 

Nusse1t number 

Partial pressure of water in the bulk air surrounding the carton (Pa) 

Partial pressure of water vapour at the apple surface (Pa) 

Partial pressure of water vapour within zone (ij,k) (Pa) 

Partial pressure of water outside the nIh cardboard surface associated with 

zone (ij ,k) (Pa) 

Water vapour pressure at apple surface temperature in zone (ij,k) (Pa) 

Total air pressure (Pa) 

Permeance of cardboard to water vapour (s/m) 

Prandtl number 

Heat generation rate due to apple respiration (W) 

Proportion of the total flow down the k'h layer which flows in the i'h channel 

across the carton 

rvin,i, Ie Proportion oftotal flow into the carton which enters the i, 1 ,kth or leaves the 

i J kth zone , , 

rv1ay.k Proportion of total air flow into the carton which flows into the klh layer 

rvven•i Proportion of the total air flow which moves up the ith vertical channel 

across the carton 

R 

t 

T " Ie  apS.'J. 

Th " Ie  or.'J. 

Thor. i j.1c+ I 

T. ' Ie 'J. 

Tr 
T " Ie  rna.'J. 

Apple radius (m) 

Time (s) 

Temperature of air surrounding the carton eC) 

Apple surface temperature in zone (ij,k) eC) 

A verage air temperature (OK) 

Temperature of the friday tray below apple eC) 

Temperature of the friday tray above apple eC) 

Air temperature in zone (ij,k) eC) 

Temperature of the flh zone eC) 

Mass average apple temperature in zone (ij,k) (OC) 
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Temperature of the nih cardboard surface associated with zone (ij,k) COC) 

Temperature of apples in zone 1 eC) 

Vap 

V. ' Ie  IJ. 

Y "Ie  aps.IJ. 

Temperature of apples in zone 2 eC) 

Air velocity through vent (m/s) 

Apple volume (m3) 

Volume of zone (iJ,k) (m3) 

Cumulative water loss from apples in zone (ij,k) (kg) 

Thickness of air gap (m) 

Cardboard half-thickness (m) 

Fractional unaccomplished surface temperature change for apples in zone 

(ij ,k) 

Y",a.ij.Ie Fractional unaccomplished mass average temperature change for the apples 

in zone (ij,k) 

Aap Apple thermal conductivity (W 1m K) 

Acard Cardboard thermal conductivity (W/m K) 

o Distance between friday trays (m) 

<Pa,ij.Hor,ij.1e Convective heat transfer between zone (ij,k) air and the cardboard surface 

at the bottom of the zone (W) 

<Pa.iJ.Ie-J-hor,ij.1e Convective heat transfer between zone (ij,k- l )  air and the cardboard surface 

at the top of the zone (W) 

<Pa....:d.n Convection from air to nih surrounding cardboard surface (W) 

<Pap...oa Convection from apple surface to zone air (W) 

<Pap-410r.ij.1e Heat transfer from apple to bottom friday tray (W) 

<Pap-41or.ij.lc+l Heat transfer from apple to top friday tray (W) 

<Pap.ij.le�hor.ij.1e Conductive heat transfer between apple in zone (ij,k) and the cardboard 

surface below the apples (W) 

<Pap.i.j.Ie-l �hor.ij.k+l Conductive heat transfer between apple in zone (ij,k- l )  and the cardboard 

surface above the apples (W) 

<Pevap Energy flow by evaporation from apple surface (W) 

Convective heat transfer between the cardboard and the bulk air surrounding 
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<Pv.l 

Nomenclature 

the carton (W) 

Ventilation from the rh surrounding zone (W) 

Air density in zone (ij,k) (kg/m3) 

Coolstore Model 

b 

B 

Cf 

d 

D 

eme 

Ef 

f 

F 

Cross-sectional area of the door (m2) 

Evaporator surface area (m2) 

Surface area of floor exposed to the i'h zone air (m2). 

Area of interface between the i'h zone and the nIh associated zone (m2) 

Surface area of inert material exposed to zone air (m2) 

Product exposed surface area in each sub-batch (m2) 

Surface area of the surface (m2) 

b1h bulk-stored product batch associated with the ith zone 

Number of bulk-stored product batches associated with the ilh zone 

Specific heat capacity of dry packaging (J/kg K) 

Effective specific heat capacity of the floor (J/kg K) 

Inert material effective specific heat capacity (J/kg K) 

Specific heat capacity of product batch (J/kg K) 

Specific heat capacity of the surface (J/kg K) 

Correction factor 

clh door associated with the i'h zone 

Number of doors associated with the i'h zone 

Astronomical daylength (h) 

Equilibrium package moisture content (%) 

Air discharge into the i'h zone from the mlh fan/evaporator (kg/s) 

Evaporation correction factor 

Air flow from the i'h zone to the mlh fan/evaporator (kg/s) 

.f floor section associated with the i'h zone 

Number of floor sections associated with the i'h zone 

Fraction of the net airflow into the i'h zone that is drawn from the 

nIh associated zone 

25 1 
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Fdj,m Proportion of the total air flow through the mth fan/evaporator discharged 

into the ith associated zone 

FSj m Proportion of the total air flow through the mth fan/evaporator from the ith 

associated zone 

f(x) 

hg 

hhm,ojJ 
hhn 
hhojJ 
hhoul 
Hg 

H .f.e 

i 

I 

Probability of a particular door open or closed duration 

Height of the door (m) 

hfl heat generator associated with the ith zone 

Convective heat transfer coefficient from zone air to floor (W/m2 K) 

Convective heat transfer coefficient for the inside face of the surface (W/m2 

K) 

Convective heat transfer coefficient from the zone air to the inert material 

surface (W/m2 K) 

Convective heat transfer coefficient for the outside face of a surface 

(W/m2 K) 

Enthalpy of air in the ith zone (J/kg) 

Air enthalpy off the mth evaporator associated with the ith zone (J/kg) 

Air enthalpy of the nth zone associated with the ith zone (J/kg) 

Enthalpy of air leaving an evaporator (J/kg) 

Enthalpy of air outside a door (J/kg) 

Number of heat generators associated with the ith zone 

Humidity of the ith zone air (kg/kg) 

Air humidity of the nth zone associated with the ith zone (kg/kg) 

Air humidity off the mth evaporator associated with the ith zone (kg/kg) 

Humidity of air leaving an evaporator (kg/kg) 

Humidity of air on to an evaporator coil (kg/kg) 

Humidity of air outside doors (kg/kg) 

Saturation air humidity at the evaporator coil surface temperature (kg/kg) 

Saturation humidity of water at Ts (kg/kg) 

i'h zone in the coolstore 

Number of zones in the coolstore 

Net airflow into the ith zone (kg/s) 



Irf 
j 

jd 

J 
kconcrele 

kinsul 

kmc 

ks,l 

ksoil 
I 
m 

me 

mfToor,i 

mhealgen,i 

Nomenclature 

Integral response factor 

/h air flow out of the ilh zone to associated zones 

Julian day 

Number of air flows out of the ilh zone to associated zones 

Thermal conductivity of concrete (W/m K) 

Decay constant 

Thermal conductivity of insulation (W 1m K) 

Rate constant for water absorption or desorption (S- I) . 
Thermal conductivity of the lth layer of a surface (W/m K) 

Thermal conductivity of soil (W 1m K) 

Latitude CO) 
m1h evaporator associated with the ilh zone 

Mass flow rate of air through an evaporator (kg/s) 
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Water vapour entering the ilh zone due to airflow from other zones or 

fansl evaporators (kg/ s) 

Packaging moisture content (%) 

Water vapour flow through door (kg/s) 

Water vapour entering the i'h zone through doors (kg/s) 

Water vapour entering the ith zone from the floor (kg/s) 

Forced convection of air into the ilh zone across the interface with the rih 

associated zone (kg/s) 

Water vapour entering the ilh zone from heat generators (kg/s) 

Rate of water vapour addition to coolstore air from a heat generator (kg/s) 

Water vapour entering the ilh zone from inerts (kg/s) 

Natural convection of air into the ilh zone across the interface with the nth 

associated zone (kg/s) 

Net flow rate of dry air into the ilh zone from the nth associated zone due to 

forced and natural convection (kg/s) 

Air flow out of the ilh zone to the nIh associated zone (kg/s) 

Water vapour entering the ilh zone from product batches (kg/s) 

Product water vapour transfer coefficient (kg/m2 s Pa) 

Mass transfer coefficient for water vapour to a surface from the zone air 



mSlIrjace,i 

M 

n 

N 

P 

Pp 

p 
Prj 

r 

rand 

rr 

R 

Raddaily 

RH 

s 

S 

SolRad 

SP 

Nomenclature 

(kg/m2 s) 

Water vapour entering the ith zone from surfaces (kg/s) 

Number of evaporators associated with the ith zone 

Mass of dry packaging in each sub-batch (kg) 

Floor mass (kg) 

Mass of dry air in the ith zone (kg) 

Inert material mass (kg) 

Mass of product in sub-batch (kg) 

Surface mass (kg) 

Mass of water condensed on the floor (kg) 

Mass of water condensed on an inert material surface (kg) 

Mass of water in packaging in each product sub-batch (kg) 

Condensed water mass on the inside face of a surface (kg) 

nIh zone associated with the i'h zone 

Number of zones associated with the ith zone 

lh pre-cooling batch in the ithzone 

Partial pressure of water vapour in the ith zone air (Pa) 

Water vapour partial pressure at the product surface (Pa) 

Number of pre-cooling batches in the ith zone 

Proportional response factor 

yh inert material associated with the ith zone 

Random number between 0 and 1 .0 

Respiration rate (W /kg) 

Number of inert materials associated with the ith zone 

Daily total solar radiation (MJ/m2 day) 

Air relative humidity (%) 

ih surface associated with the ith zone 

Number of surfaces associated with the ith zone 

Solar radiation incident on the outside of a surface (W 1m2) 

Air temperature set point eC) 

Time (s) 
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Tf 

Tj 

Tj,n 

Tirl 

Tmax 

UAevap 

Xconcrele 

Nomenclature 

Duration of a door open or closed period (s) 

Half cooling time of product batch (s) 

Ambient air temperature COC) 
Evaporator air-on or air-off temperature (OC) 
Ambient temperature on the outside of a surface (OC) 
Refrigerant evaporation temperature in the evaporator coil eC) 
Minimum evaporation temperature COC) 
Evaporator coil average surface temperature (OC) 
Floor surface temperature COC) 
Temperature of the air in the ilh zone (OC) 
Air temperature of nth zone associated with to the ith zone eC) 
Inert material temperature eC) 
Daily maximum temperature (OC) 
Daily minimum temperature eC) 
Temperature of air off the evaporator coil COC) 
Temperature of air on to the evaporator coil eC) 
Product sub-batch mass-average temperature eC) 
Surface inside temperature (OC) 
Temperature of the soil beneath the floor eC) 
Sol-air temperature for the outside face of a surface eC) 
Temperature at the start of the night time decay eC) 
Temperature of the sky CC) 
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Overall heat transfer coefficient from air to the refrigerant for the 

evaporator (W/m2 K) 

Overall heat transfer coefficient through the soil and floor slab (W/m2 K) 

Heat transfer coefficient from outside air to the position in a surface where 

the thermal mass is located (W/m2 K) 

Effective product UA value due to evaporative cooling effect (W/K) 

Effective sensible UA from product to zone air (W IK) 

Overall UA from product to the zone air (W/K) 

Velocity of air moving through a door (mls) 

Air velocity between the jth zone and the nth associated zone (mls) 

Thickness of concrete slab (m) 



Pa 

POIII 
<I> air,i 

<Pdoor,i 

<Pdoor/o/ 

<Pj1oor,i 

<P hea/gen,i 

<PHGlat 

<PHGgeIlS 

<Pprodair 

<Pproduc/,i 

<Presp 

lPsllrface,i 

r 

Nomenclature 

Thickness of insulation (m) 

Thickness of the llll layer of a surface (m) 
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Thickness of soil below the floor slab to temperature measurement position 

(m) 

Approach factor for air-on to the evaporator temperature 

Mean door open or closed time (s) 

Absorption constants for the packaging 

Declination 

Emissivity of the outside face of the surface 

Sky emittance 

Density of air in coolstore (kg/m3) 

Density of inside air adjacent to doors (kg/m3) 

Outside air density (kg/m3) 

Energy flow into the ilh zone due to airflow from other zones or 

fans/evaporators (W) 

Energy flow into the ilh zone through doors (W) 

Total heat load through door (W) 

Heat transfer due to water gain by product from the air (W) 

Energy flow into the ilh zone through the floor (W) 

Energy flow into the ith zone from heat generators (W) 

Heat generator latent heat load (W) 

Heat generator sensible heat load (W) 

Heat generator total heat load (W) 

Energy flow into the ith zone from inerts (W) 

Heat transfer due to water movement between air and packaging (W) 

Sensible heat transfer from air to product (W) 

Energy flow into the illl zone from product batches (W) 

Product heat of respiration (W) 

Energy flow to surface from zone air (W) 

Energy flow to surface from air outside the surface (W) 

Energy flow into the ith zone through surfaces (W) 

Energy flow to surface due to water transfer from zone air (W) 

Time on a 24 hour clock (h) 

Time of the minimum temperature (h) 
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